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Abstract
CHINESE-CAUCASIAN INTERRACIAL RARENTHG AND ETHNIC IDENTITY
February, 1988
JEFFREY B. MAR
A-B.
, liiiversity of California, Berkeley
M.S. r San Francisco State University
M.A., University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Fh.D.
, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Directed by: Castellano Turner, Fh.D.
This exploratory study looks at Chinese-Caucasian interracially
married parents' experience of raising their children. The goal is to
characterize these parents' stances toward their children's ethnic
identity. A semi-structured, clinical interview was developed for the
study in order to gather information about the respondent's family and
individual histories, as well as their childrearing practices and
beliefs. The sample consisted of 29 interracially married parents who
had at least one child older than nine years old. Eight intraracially
married Chinese parents were also interviewed for comparison purposes.
The interview data was subjected to a content analysis which generated
the following six-dimensional conceptual framework of ethnic identity:
1) Group Identification; 2) Ethnic Continuity; 3) Physical
Characteristics; 4) Objective Culture; 5) Subjective Culture; 6)
Sociopolitical Consciousness.
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It was found that parents did not feel that their children's ethnic
identity was the focus of a great deal of concern. Parents also
emphasized that it had rarely been a source of psychological or social
difficulty for their children. The ethnic identity of the Chinese
parent was stressed far more than the ethnic identity of the Caucasian
parent. Surprisingly, parents expressed very little concern about
their children's racial marginality or the issue of racial continuity.
On a conscious level, parents were more strongly committed to "group
identification" and "objective culture." In actual practice, however,
their commitment in these areas carried a great deal of ambivalence. On
an unconscious level, parents were most likely to pass down "subjective
culture. " This was the one area of regular cultural conflict in these
families, particularly around expectations about family roles. Ihese
parents' greatest concern revolved around their children losing their
Chinese culture.. However, parents were generally unsuccessful when they
tried to actively guide their children in an ethnic direction. Parents
stressed that their children's most durable ethnic commitments developed
largely independently of their cwn efforts to influence, emphasizing
that their own personal ethnic involvements (modelling) seemed to have
the most impact.
The study concludes by offering seme integrative comments about the
nature of ethnic identity and the forces that propel it across
generations. An important area of future research would be to talk with
these parents' biracial children about their ethnic identities.
vii
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CHAPTER I
INTRCDOCTION
There are a number of compelling reasons why the subject of Asian-
Caucasian interracial parenting warrants closer study. The incidence of
Asian-Caucasian intermarriage has reached significant proportions.
Over the past 15 years, a number of studies have documented this trend
(Tinker, 1973, 1982; Kikumura and Kitano, 1973; Kitano and Chai, 1982;
Kitano and Yeung, 1982; Kitano, et al., 1984). The most recent data
suggest that for some Asian-American subgroups the outmarriage rate is
in excess of fifty percent. Thus, at least in terms of raw nunbers,
Asian-Caucasian intermarriage and the interracial childrearing that
accompanies these marriages have become significant social phenomena.
These dramatic statistics have important, and some would argue
alarming, ramifications for the Asian-American community as a whole.
It has been suggested that these high rates of intermarriage may "signal
the withering away" of some Asian-American institutions and communities
(Tinker, 1973). Some authors have gone as far as asserting that such a
trend is the equivalent of "cultural genocide" (Kim, 1972) . The
uncomfortable question that widescale intermarriage poses for Asian-
Americans revolves around the issue of ethnic continuity. Does inter-
marriage necessarily result in the disruption of Asian-American ethnic
continuity? Looking more carefully at how children are raised in these
families would be an important step in addressing this question.
Regardless of the outcome of this socio-ethical debate, the fact
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remains that increasingly more parents are faced with the task of
raising biracial children. At the very least, these parents are likely
to be curious about how other interracially married parents have chosen
to address the biracial status of their children. Indeed, some of these
parents may have very real concerns about how to best deal with these
issues. For example, is it advisable to emphasize or de-emphasize a
child's biracial status? What is the best way to facilitate a positive
ethnic identity in a biracial child? What are possible areas of
conflict in Asian-Caucasian interracial parenting and how can these
differences best be resolved?
The number of recent conferences and workshops on Asian-American
interracial marriage and parenting suggests that there is an interest in
these and other questions. Research into this subject may be able to
offer some practical insights for this growing number of parents, while
also providing guidance to human service professionals working with
these families.
In spite of these trends, Asian-Caucasian intermarriage has been
largely neglected by social scientists. As we shall see in the
literature review that follows, only a handful of investigators have
made systematic attempts to collect data in order to better understand
the experience of Asian-Caucasian interracial couples. Virtually
nothing has been done on their experience of parenting. This
dissertation is an attempt to address this gap in our knowledge.
This study looks at Asian-Caucasian (specifically, Chinese-
Caucasian) interracially married parents' experience of raising their
children. The goal is to document the different ways these
parents have
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addressed their children's biracial status. This study is primarily
descriptive and exploratory in nature. Its purpose is not to specify,
with any precision, the determinants or the outcome of these parents'
childrearing choices. Those questions remain for future research.
The task here is much more limited: To characterize these parents'
stance toward their children's ethnic identity.
The study of Asian-Caucasian interracial parenting can shed some
light on some much broader issues as well. For example, it provides a
useful focus to explore the marital dynamics of Asian-Caucasian
families. The way in which a couple chooses to raise its children
is perhaps the most revealing indicator of how they have come to terms
with their ethnic differences in other parts of their relationship.
Childrearing also provides a useful point of departure to study the
meaning of ethnicity. The question of how individuals define their own
ethnicity has not only captured the interest of many social scientists
but is also of great importance to those invested in preserving their
own ethnic identity. This is especially true in the Asian-American
corrmunity where shifts in the group's socio-historical context are
continuously calling into question how Asian-Americans think about
themselves. Allowing individuals to define their ethnic identity through
their approach to their children is another way to define the parameters
of what it means to be Asian in America.
Interracial parenting also offers a rich opportunity to study, at a
micro level, what happens when different ethnic and racial groups come into
contact. These families offer an ideal laboratory in which to see whether
global sociological concepts such as assimilation, acculturation, the
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melting pot hypothesis, internal colonialism, and cultured pluralism can
be usefully applied to the concrete reality of two people trying to
raise their children.
Finally, the study of interracial parenting can help us understand
the more universal process of how parents reconcile their differences in
their efforts to raise children. For in one sense, every parent brings
a different "culture" to the task of childrearing by virtue of his or her
distinctive personal and family background. Once again, interracial
families offer an ideal laboratory for examining this much broader issue
in the dynamics of childrearing.
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CHAPTQ* II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Past research into Asian-American intermarriage has paid very
little attention to the issue of parenting. This literature has instead
been largely concerned with documenting the prevalence of these
marriages and offering various socio-cultural explanations for the
patterns of incidence based on demographic data (Burma, 1963; Barnett,
1963? Kikumura and Kitano, 1973; Tinker, 1973? Char, 1980; Tinker, 1982?
Kitano and Yeung, 1982? Kitano and Chai, 1982; Kitano, et al., 1984).
Some of the most important findings of these sociologically-
oriented studies include: (1) The rate of intermarriage has increased
dramatically over the last sixty years from the earliest reported rates
of 2% for Japanese-Americans in California in 1923 to a reported rate of
74% for third generation Chinese-Americans in Los Angeles during 1979
(Kitano et al., 1984); (2) this increase mirrors the immigrant/
generational status of the various groups — such that its most
acculturated members will marry out of the group? (3) there are very
large regional differences in the rate of intermarriage, with
Asian-American groups in Hawaii and California intermarrying at a much
higher rate? (4) the intermarriage rate for Asian-American females has,
until recently, far exceeded the intermarriage rate of Asian-American
males. In an earlier paper, I have reviewed in detail the various
explanations that have been put forward to account for these major
demographic trends (Mar, 1984).
From a very different perspective, several clinically-oriented
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authors have attempted to offer psychological explanations for Asian-
American intermarriage using their own case material (Beigal, 1966;
Char, 1977). These writers identify a whole range of possible conscious
and unconscious motivations for such marriages, including the desire
for social status advancement, attraction to the group's stereotype,
feelings of inferiority, an affirmation of liberal idealism, and
unresolved oedipal feelings (Again see Mar, 1984, for an extensive
review of this subject)
.
In contrast to the intermarriage-indicates-pathology bias of these
clinical accounts, several authors have written autobiographical
accounts of their intermarriages downplaying the role of ethnicity in
bringing them together (Sokolsky, 1937; Chang, 1974). Both of these
writers seem intent on conveying the message that their narriage was,
first and foremost, a relationship of two individuals, and that attenpts
to understand them with only ethnic issues in mind obscures their true
experience.
Researchers assessing the outcome of Asian-American intermarriage
have pursued the topic from three very different directions. One
approach has been to look at the most tangible indicator of marital
outcome; i.e., divorce rates. The most informative research of this
type has been conducted in the state of Hawaii (Adams, 1937; Cheng and
Yamamura, 1957; Lind, 1964; Sanborn, 1977; Schewertfeger , 1982). The
general thrust of these investigations has been to document the
different rates of divorce for the various in and outgroup marriages
found in Hawaii. At the most basic level, these studies can be viewed
as attenpts to determine whether or not Asian-American intermarriages
are
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indeed "at risk." What this research suggests is that in order to
meaningfully answer this question, the divorce rate of each husband-wife
ethnic combination must be considered separately. Only then, these
researchers assert, can we see that for some pairs intermarriage is
problematic, while for others it may even facilitate marital stability.
A second important direction in the literature assessing the
outcome of Asian-American intermarriage has been those studies looking
at the Japanese and Korean "war-bride" marriages. Perhaps in response
to a growing concern that these marriages represent a social problem
(Smith and Worden, 1952)
,
a number of social scientists have studied the
marital adjustment and dynamics of these relationships (Strauss, 1954;
Schnepp, 1955; DeVos, 1959; Kim, 1972; Wagatsuma, 1973; Connor, 1976;
Ratliff, 1978). With the exception of Connor (1976), these studies
provide a rather harsh view of the Asian war-bride phenomenon,
suggesting that these marriages are especially prone to discord and
divorce. War-bride marriages are perhaps the only Asian-American
intermarriages in the continental United States whose outcomes have been
explored in any systematic or in-depth manner.*
Studies based on clinical observation represent a third approach to
the issue of adjustment in Asian-American intermarriage. As one might
expect, this literature is extremely sparse. It is limited, as far as
this author could find, to one edited volume entitled Adnustment in
* Posadas (1981) has written a historical account of Pilipino
male-white female marriages in the Chicago area during the 1930 s.
However, her account based on interviews with 13 "old timers, focuses
largely on examining the social forces behind these unions and
pays
little attention to the actual family dynamics and outcomes of
the
marriages.
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Intercultural Marriage (Tseng, MeDennott, Maretzki, 1977). While
the articles in this book represent an important first step toward
providing some depth to the study of Asian—American intermarriage, they
have a number of significant limitations.
Most importantly, these studies are based on clinical populations
in Hawaii where issues of pathology and culture (as opposed to race) are
likely to play a much more dominant role than with nonclinical Asian-
American interracial families on the U.S. mainland. In addition, the
methodological and conceptual sophistication of these largely
impressionistic clinical studies is quite limited.
Only recently have there been attempts to look in more detail at
the experience of parenting for these couples. Ho (1984) , in an
extremely upbeat account intended for the lay public, extols the
potential strengths and benefits of interracial families. Drawing upon
examples from both his personal and clinical experience. Ho argues that,
rather than being viewed in pathological terms, interracial families
should instead be seen as rich opportunities for parents and their
children to broaden their horizons and increase their tolerance for
differences between people.
McDermott and Fukunaga (1977) , using a clinical sanple of inter-
cultural families living in Hawaii, attempt to characterize different
patterns of intercultural adjustment. Their findings are based on the
analysis of interactions during videotaped exercises in which families
are asked to create stories around cards illustrating family scenes.
Using this very promising methodology, McDermott and Fukunaga identify
five patterns of cultural adjustment, three of which they classify as
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destructive and two of which they describe as constructive. The
maladaptive patterns are (1) "cold war adjustment" where parents never
directly challenge each other about their differences but instead revert
to passive non-participation; (2) "conpetitive adjustment" where parents
relentlessly and openly compete for family leadership; and (3)
"reluctant adjustment" where both parents continuously defer
responsibility to the other leaving their children very little in the
way of a model or guidance. The two adaptive patterns of adjustment
they identify are (1) "complementary adjustment" where parents
coordinate their activites to provide consistent leadership; and (2)
"additive adjustment" where parents incorporate qualities from both of
their respective cultures in cooperatively guiding the family.
In the same edited volume, Mann and Waldron (1977) stress how the
experience of childrearing inevitably brings into sharp relief the
cultural differences of an intermarried couple. Drawing upon their
clinical work, they suggest that difficulties are likely to emerge in
two ways. First, previously unacknowledged differences between parents
often surface in response to the developmental issues facing their
children. As a child works through issues of dependency, autonomy,
power, skill mastery, sex identification, values, and peer relations,
intercultural couples are likely to draw upon their different
backgrounds for guidance as to how to proceed as a parent. As a result,
differences are much more likely to surface. Mann and Waldron suggest that
the process of identification is likely to be a second area of difficulty
in intercultural, and especially interracial, childrearing.
Differences
in physical appearance between parents and child, the negative
social
9
meanings attached to certain racial-physical characteristics, and the
ambiguous racial or ethnic classification of a biracial child are all
cited as possible hazards toward establishing a healthy identity.
Mann and Waldron end their article by stating:
The area of intercultural childrearing is a blank field
on the psychiatric and sociological research map (page 79)
.
In fact, the only attempts to look at this question in any
systematic fashion have been two small retrospective interview studies
of Japanese-white interracial adults who were asked about the develop-
ment of their racial and ethnic identities (Kitahara, 1982; Murphy-
Shigematsu, 1982). These studies, however, do not place a great deal of
emphasis in exploring parental practices and attitudes. As a result
both authors are limited to making rather global observations —
observations that fail to capture the full complexity of interracially
married parents' responses to their children's ethnic identity.
10
CHAPTH* III
METHODS
The Sample
Chinese-Caucasian interracially married parents with at least one
Chinese-Caucasian biracial child older than ten years were the target
sample for this study. There were several reasons for specifically
choosing Chinese-Caucasian couples. First, it was conceptually
useful to limit the sample to one Asian-American subgroup. Trying to
account for all of the sociohistorical and cultural variables present in
a more mixed Asian-American intermarried sample would have been
extremely unwieldy. Second, it was more practical to choose a Chinese
sample. Most of this researcher's contacts were in the Chinese
community, and it was more expedient to take advantage of existing
resources. Third, this researcher's cwn Chinese background, as well as
his own interracially married status, was seen as a possible asset in
establishing an open rapport with the Chinese-Caucasian interracially
married participants. Finally, this researcher's background as a
Chinese-American placed him in a potentially more sensitive position to
analyze the cultural dynamics in this group of families.
* During the course of the study it was decided to include two
respondents whose children were younger than ten (oldest child was
nine) . It was also decided to include a Chinese interracially married
parent who adopted two Japanese-Caucasian children shortly after their
birth.
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The sample consisted of two groups. Appendix A and B
summarize important demographic data for each of these groups. Each
respondent has been given a number which serves to identify that
respondent for the remainder of the text. Respondents #1 through #29,
listed in Appendix A, belong to the interracially married group
("interracial group"), while respondents #30 through #37, listed in
Appendix B, belong to the intraracially married group ("intraracial
group")
.
The first group consisted of 29 interracially married
Chinese-Caucasian parents. Table III-l breaks this interracial group
down by race and father/mother status.
Table III-l
Interracially Married Respondents
by Race and Father/Mother Status
Number of Chinese
respondents
Number of Caucasian
respondents
Fathers 7 8
Mothers 9 5
Total 16 13
Chinese mothers were the most represented (9) followed by Caucasian
fathers (8)
,
Chinese fathers (7)
,
and Caucasian mothers (5)
.
There were
slightly more Chinese respondents in this group (16) than Caucasian res-
pondents (13). This group included twelve couples and five parents whose
partners were not interviewed. Of the seventeen couples in this group,
seven included Chinese fathers, and ten included Chinese mothers.
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The ages for this interracial group ranged from 35 to 75 years,
with an average age of 50.4 years, and a median age of 49.0. These
parents had, on the average, 2.4 children ranging frcm ages 5 to age 40,
with an average age of 17.3. Table III-2 addresses this variable in
closer detail by grouping the interracial families according to the
average age of their children.
Table I I1-2
Respondent Families Grouped
by Average Age of Children
Average age of children
(in years)
Number of families
(N=17)
below 10 3
11-20 8
21-30 4
above 30 2
As Table III-2 indicates, respondents in this group had children frcm a
wide range of age cohorts. Three families still had very young children
(below 10) , eight families had children with an average age between 11
and 20, five had children with an average age between 21 and 30, and two
families had adult children with an average age above 30. Parents with
younger children (all below ten years old) were purposely not included
in the sample. * This cutoff age was selected so respondents could draw
upon parenting experiences with children who had already attended
*There was one exception to this. One interracial family's oldest child
was nine.
13
several years of school. The assumption here was that rrany important
ethnic-relevant experiences and issues oily become relevant when a child
faces the wider extrafamilial social environment.
Table III-3 describes the marital status of this group of respondents.
Table I I1-3
Marital Status of Respondents
Marital status Nuirber of Chinese
respondents
Number of Caucasian
respondents
Total
First nerriage 9 9 18
Second marriage
(first marriage
an intramarriage)
2 3 5
Second marriage
(first marriage an
intermarriage)
4* 0 4
Divorced, not
remarried
1 1 2
* One of these remarriages occurred after the death of
spouse, the other three after a divorce
As Table II1-3 indicates, eighteen of this group were in their first
marriage. Nine were in their second marriage. Two respondents had
divorced and remained unmarried. Of the nine in their second marriage,
four (all Chinese) had intermarried for a second time. For all three of
the Caucasian respondents who remarrid, this was their first inter
marriage. While these divorce rates are well within contemporary U.S.
norms, they are extremely high for Chinese or Chinese-American
norms
(Sanborn, 1977)
.
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the Caucasian respondents who remarried, this was their first inter-
marriage. While these divorce rates are well within contemporary U.S.
norms, they are extremely high for Chinese-American norms (Sanborn, 1977).
Table III-4 breaks this interracial group down according to
immigrant/generational status.
Table III-4
Immigrant/Generational Status
Generational
status
Chinese
respondents
Caucasian
respondents
Born outside
of U.S.
5 2
Both parents
born outside
of U.S.
8 0
One parent
born outside
of U.S.
3 2
Both parents
U.S. born
0 9
The Chinese respondents, in contrast to their Caucasian partners, were
from families much closer to the immigrant experience. Of the sixteen
Chinese respondents in this group, five were born in China, and the
remaining eleven had at least one parent who immigrated from China.
There were no third generation (both parents American-born) Chinese
respondents. In contrast, only four of the thirteen Caucasian
respondents were either immigrants themselves or had parents who were
born outside of the United States. Most (9 out of 13) were at least
third generation.
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Table III-5 characterizes this interracial group according to the
ethnic make-up of the communities in which they were raised.
Table III-5
Ethnic Make-up of Communities in
which Respondents were Raised
Chinese
respondents
Caucasian
respondents
Non-U. S. community 3 1*
Ethnic U.S. community 5 1**
Mixed community 5 1
White community 3 10
* Tehran, Iran
** Mexican East Los Angeles
As Table III-5 suggests, the Chinese respondents came from a wide
range of communities. Three of the respondents were raised in Hong
Kong or China, five were raised in a predominately Chinese environment
in the U.S. (i.e., Chinatown), five were raised in a mixed environment
(i.e., outskirts of Chinatown), and three were raised in predominately
white surroundings. The Caucasian respondents, in contrast, were
raised largely in all white settings. Only one grew up outside of the
United States (Iran) , and one parent grew up in a distinctly ethnic
non-white environment (Mexican, East Los Angeles)
.
This was an extremely well-educated group. Twenty-six of the
twenty-nine respondents in this group were college educated,
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and fourteen had received, or were in the process of earning, post
baccalaureate professional or graduate degrees. Sixteen respondents
were professionals (3 physicians, 4 attorneys, 3 teachers, 2 ministers,
2 architects, 2 psychologists). Four were skilled service providers
(audiovisual technician, occupational therapist, speech therapist,
probation officer) . Six were in business related occupations (product
designer, real estate, antique store, insurance sales, hospital
administrator, stockbroker). There was also a secretary and a
free-lance graphic artist in this group. Only one respondent was a
homemaker without outside employment.
The second group consisted of eight intraracially married Chinese
parents. This comparison intraracial group was included to examine
possible differences between intra and interracially married Chinese
parents regarding their approach to their children's ethnic identity.
On most demographic indices, this intraracial group was very similar
to the interracial group. The average age for this comparison group
(47.9 years) was comparable to that of the interracial group (50.4
years). They had similarly sized families (2.5 children vs. 2.4
children for the interracial group) , and the average age of their
children (17.1 years) was almost identical to that of the interracial
group (17.3 years). Tables III-6 and III-7 indicate that the generation
status and the ethnic neke-up of the communities in which they have been
raised is roughly the same for both sets of Chinese parents.
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Table I I1-6
Comparison of the Irrenigrant/Generational
Status of Interracial and Intraracial Chinese Groups
Immigrant/Generational
Status
Interracial
Chinese Group
(N=16)
Intraracial
Chinese Group
(N=8)
Born outside of U.S. 5 0
Both parents born
outside of U.S.
8 5
One parent born
outside U.S.
3 2
Both parents born
in U.S.
0 1
Table III-7
Comparison of the Ethnic Make-up of Coirmunities
in which Chinese Respondents were Raised
Ethnic Make-up of
Community
Interracial Group
(N=16)
Intraracial Group
(N=8)
Non-U. S. community 3 0
Ethnic U.S. community 5 2
Mixed community 5 5
White community 3 1
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The interracial Chinese group had backgrounds that suggested slightly
less acculturation. Several members (5) of the interracial group were
actual immigrants, while no one in the intraracial group was born
outside of the United States.
Like the interracial group, the intraracial group was highly
educated (all graduated from college)
,
and employed in either profes-
sional or highly-skilled service positions.
If there was one possible significant difference, it revolved
around the marital status of these two groups. None of the eight
respondents (4 couples) in the intraracial group had ever been divorced,
while five of the sixteen respondents in the interracial group had been
divorced
.
A large proportion of the respondents were recruited through a
single contact person. This was a 63-year-old relative who has been
active in the Los Angeles community for many years. Through her
volunteer work and her husband's legal career, she is extremely
well-connected to a wide range of Chinese-American professionals.
This contact person was responsible for recruiting 23 of the
25 respondents from the Los Angeles area, 17 for the interracial group
and 6 for the intraracial group.
After consulting with me about the appropriateness of possible
respondents, this person made the initial contacts. If she found
them open to participating, I would call them by phone, further
further explain the study, and arrange an interview time. Before
meeting with them, a written description of the study was sent to
them (see Appendix C) , with a note confirming the upcoming interview.
As the interviews were completed and the nature of the sample began
to take shape, this contact person attempted to identify
additional
participants with specific characteri sties in mind in order to achieve a
balanced composition in the sample. Chinese father-Caucasian mother
families with older children were the most difficult to locate. Only
two families of this kind are represented in the sample.
Using this method, about 70 percent of the names initially
suggested fcy this contact person were used in the study. All of those
contacted by the researcher agreed to participate in the study. The
remaining fourteen respondents (12 residing in the San Francisco Bay
area) were recruited through a "snowball" technique whereby participants
were asked to provide additional names of possible respondents. The
initial contact into this acquaintance network was a relative living
in Northern California. Ihis technique also proved to be extremely
effective; every recommended family agreed to participate in the study.
Generally, there was a single contact person for each family. In
some cases these individuals, while participating in the study
themselves, were unwilling or unable to approach their spouses about the
interview. Ihis happened five times in the study, all in the interracially
married group.
Ihe Interview
A semi-structured interview was used to collect data for this
study. As indicated in Chapter II, Chinese-Caucasian interracial
parenting remains an uncharted social phenomenon. Thus, the first step in
understanding these families was to document the experiences of these
parents so an initial conceptual map into this area of inquiry could be
developed. Ihe method of investigation best suited for such a research
task was an open-ended interview that encourages indepth
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exploration and sharing. It is necessary to first characterize
and describe before more focused hypotheses can be generated and
empirically tested.
The interview (see Appendix D) was structured to gain information in
four areas: 1) Personal and family demographic data; 2) Personal
history — with an emphasis on the development of ethnic identity; 3)
Childrearing philosophy and practices — with an emphasis on the
parents' approach to their children's ethnic identity; 4) Responses to
hypothetical childrearing vignettes. The primary focus of the
interviews was to encourage respondents to share, in their own words,
the role of ethnicity in raising their children.
During the course of several pilot interviews, it became clear that
respondents had great difficulty articulating how ethnicity had
influenced their approach to childrearing. Even when it was clear that
there was an important influence, respondents were often at a loss for
words, as if they were not accustomed to thinking about their parenting
experience from such a vantage point. Because of this, the interview
was revised so that respondents were not forced to characterize their
parenting experience in such explicit ethnic terms. Instead, the
enphasis was broadened so they could talk about their childrearing
approach in whatever way they felt comfortable. For example, the
question, "How has your ethnic background influenced the kind of values
you have tried to pass onto your children?", was changed to, "What have
been some of the most important values you have tried to pass onto
your
children?" The burden of identifying what exactly was ethnic in
their family experience was thus lifted from the respondents.
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Surprisingly, this shift in emphasis actually allowed parents to rtore
spontaneously identify those areas where they felt ethnicity was
significant, in other words, by removing the constant reference to
ethnicity, they seemed freer to put the issue into their own
perspective.
All of the interviews were conducted on a one-to-one basis by this
reseacher, usually in the respondent's home (three were interviewed at
work) . The interviews were conducted from July of 1985 to April of
1986. Practical limitations made it impossible to interview the couples
simultaneously by two different interviewers, as had been originally
planned.
During the interviews, a great deal of effort was devoted towards
establishing an open atmosphere of nonjudgemental interest. In
establishing rapport, the interviewer made several introductory
comments about the purpose of the study, stating that the respondent was
being "enlisted" to help understand the growing social phenomenon of
Chinese-Caucasian interracial parenting. During this introduction, the
interviewer indicated that he was himself in the process of raising two
biracial children and thus was eager, for personal as well as academic
reasons, to learn from the respondents' experiences. The respondents
were asked to sign a consent form (see Appendix E) , and were encouraged
to ask questions about the study before beginning the audiotaped
interview which lasted from one to two and a half hours.
Almost all of the respondents became positively engaged in the
interview process, enthusiastically sharing their parenting experiences
and philosophies . Many said they were surprised that they had so much
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to say and one respondent even asked that he be allowed to make a copy
of his interview tape. More than half of the respondents expressed an
interest in learning about the results of the study. They were promised
a brief summary of the findings as soon as the study was completed.
Data Analysis
Ihe interview tapes were initially intended to be transcribed
verbatim. After having several tapes transcribed, however, it was
decided that this method was too time-consuming (eight to ten hours per
tape)
,
and costly, as well as not absolutely necessary for subsequent
data analysis. Instead, a more streamlined approach was taken in which
this researcher did the transcription by hand, taking verbatim notes
only on those passages that seemed relevant to the focus of the study,
while paraphrasing the remaining parts of the interview. Using this
method, transcription time was reduced to between three to six hours per
interview. In addition, this writer was able to review each interview in
its entirety.
In this initial stage, it was necessary to more precisely define the
research questions that would provide the focus for subsequent
analysis of the data. In one sense, this "step" had been ongoing since
the initial formulation of the study when three areas of inquiry
had been proposed to shape the thrust of the interview.
1) Describing and characterizing interracial parents' stance
toward their children's ethnic identity.
2) Identifying the factors that determine and influence
interracial parents' stance tcward their children's ethnic
identity.
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3) Examining the consequences of interracial parents'
stance toward their children's ethnic identity.
However, during the course of conducting and transcribing the
interviews, it was decided to limit the scope of the subsequent data
analysis to area #1 - characterizing the parents' stance. This decision
was not an indication that area #2 (determinants) or area #3
(consequences) were considered less significant. Rather, this focus
seemed to be the most realistic first step toward trying to understand
this previously unresearched subject area. In addition, the nature of
the interview data did not lend itself well to addressing these other
two areas in a systematic or convincing fashion.
Having arrived at a focal research question, the next step was to
develop a conceptual framework for approaching the question. This was,
perhaps, the most difficult part of the study. It involved several
confusing weeks of total immersion in the interview data;
generating, revising, and discarding various conceptual schemes for
addressing the focal research question. Qualitative research
methodologists often call this process "Content Analysis."
Content Analysis is the "diagnostic tool" of qualitative
researchers, which they use when faced with a mass of
open-ended material to make sense of. The overall purpose
of the content analysis approach is to identify specific
characteristics of comnunications systematically, and
again, objectively in order to convert the raw material
into scientific data....
The raw material of the qualitative researcher is most
typically words because as Laffal (1969) has noted, words
are the determinants of consciousness. As researchers,
we are essentially dealing with what respondents can tell
us, not necessarily with what is going on inside their
minds... It is the task of the researcher to find "meaning"
to these words. The words to be analyzed typically occur
in the form of interview words, notes of what was said,
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transcript of the proceedings or a tape recording.
The analyst takes this raw material and subjects it to
scrutiny to see if any regularities occur in terms of
single words, themes, or concepts. He/she then attempts
to set up conceptual categories; this process then leads
to hypothesis testing and reformulation due to the
discovery of new relationships among the data.
(Mostyn, 1985, p. 118)
The "results" to this stage of the data analysis are presented in the
following chapter (Conceptual Framework)
.
The next step was to use this conceptual lens to organize the
interview data. This involved months of going back through the
transcripts in order to extract passages, rate respondents, or look for
patterns relating to the different components of the overall conceptual
framework. By the end of this time-consuming process, each of the 37
interview transcripts had been read and reread in scores of different
ways.
Each of these readings was done from a particular perspective —
with a focal question in mind, usually stemming from some aspect of the
conceptual framework. The findings generated from these readings
initially took the form of first impressions and intuitive hunches.
The process of formulating, refining, and, to some extent, validating
these initial efforts to "make sense" of the data did not follow a
consciously organized formula. It was a rather fluid process of using
one's creativity to arrive at observations that meaningfully fit or
explained the interview data.
A great deal of effort was made to be as objective as possible, and
not be swayed by pre-existing biases or unrepresentative, but dramatic
interview passages. Towards this end, this researcher tried to objectively
rate, whenever possible, every respondent along the various dimensions
being considered so that a composite impression based on even handed
observation could be generated. This process of validation is
documented in the many tables in the following chapters which tabulate
these composite ratings.
Another approach to the issue of validation was to identify
interview passages that convincingly demonstrated the findings. Thus,
the many quotes that are liberally spread throughout the text are not
only there for illustrative purposes, but also to show that the study's
findings have some basis in reality. A crucial test left for the
reader, then, is to determine whether these quotes provide convincing
substantiation for the observations being made in the text.
A final method of validation employed the use of this researcher's
personal experience. While not formally documented, the process of
measuring observations against this researcher's own experience as an
interracially married parent played a key role in "fine tuning" the
findings in the following chapters. In particular, this personal frame
of reference helped to flesh out the observations in this report with
much more plausibility.
During the course of analyzing the data in this highly focused
fashion, it became clear that the stories of these parents were being
lost in the process. While the conceptual framework was helpful in
breaking the experience of these parents down into understandable
pieces, it was difficult to get a coherent and in-depth feel for what
these parents were like as individuals. To address this, seven of
the transcriptions were translated into narrative case studies, each
examining Chinese and Caucasian respondents at different levels of
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ethnic commitment . The purpose was to look at their parenting style in
a manner that highlighted deeper motivational issues. These case
studies are the basis of Chapter XI.
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CHAPTER IV
aUCEPTOAL FRAMEWORK
The purpose of this chapter is to delineate the conceptual
framework around which the interview data will be analyzed and
discussed. Rather than employing a pre-existing set of organizing
principles to approach the data, this study evolved its own conceptual
design based on a process of mutual accommodation between data
and theory. In essence, this back and forth process involved refining
theory to fit the descriptive data, as well as organizing the data to
fit the theory.
To set the context, let us once again review the basic goal of this
investigation. This study is an attempt to characterize Chinese-
Caucasian interracially married parents' stance towards their children's
ethnic identity. The task, then, is basically descriptive — to meaning-
fully depict how these parents go about addressing the issue of race and
ethnicity in raising their children. The hope is not only to identify
areas of conversion and commonality, but also to document the range of
variability.
In order to accomplish this, we must first develop a conceptual
lens to focus and organize our observation and analysis. This can be
done by more precisely defining the following two key phrases:
1. Ethnic identity
2. Ehrental stance towards children's ethnic identity
Ethnic Identity
Drawing upon the definition of Abramson (1977), ethnic identity is
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a past-oriented group identification emphasizing origins and intergen-
erational continuity, it is a group identification that stresses
physical, cultural, and social distinctiveness. Ethnic identity has
meaning only in a social and political context when more than one group
exists — where distinct groups with meaningful differences and boun-
daries coexist. Ethnic categories are maintained by a shared orien-
tation to the past, shared present values, and shared future aspirations.
Drawing upon this definition as well as the interview data, it is
possible to identify six dimensions of ethnic identity. These are
listed below:
Group identification. Sense of affiliation and belongingness
to the group.
2) Intergenerational continuity. Sense of responsibility to
maintain the group's temporal continuity.
3) Racial-physical distinctiveness. Physical or quasi-physical
qualities that serve to attach one to the group.
4) Objective culture. Knowledge of and participation in more
concrete and identifiable manifestations of a group's heritage.
This includes language, eating habits, holidays and rituals,
art and music.
5) Subjective culture. Knowledge and practice of the less
tangible aspects of a group's heritage. This includes value
orientation, codes of desirable conduct and thought, and role
expectations
.
6) Socio-political consciousness. Shares the group's perspective
of its place in the larger socio-historical context.
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These six dimensions represent six different vantage points from
which to examine these parents' childrearing practices and attitudes.
Several qualifications are in order at this point. First, these
dimensions are far from mutually exclusive components of ethnic
identity. As will be repeatedly seen in the six chapters to follow,
there is a great deal of conceptual overlap and interdependence among
these six dimensions. Perhaps these dimensions should instead be seen
as six different filtered lenses through which it becomes possible to
more manageably comprehend this extremely complex psychosocial phenom-
enon. These filtered lenses, metaphorically speaking, produce transpar-
encies that highlight only one aspect of ethnic identity. However, if
these transparencies were stacked on top of each other and viewed
simultaneously, the composite would be a full view of ethnic identity in
all of its overwhelming complexity.
A second qualification is that these dimensions are not exhaustive.
While the field of vision covered by these six viewpoints is certainly
far from narrow, ethnic identity, as a concept, has no fixed boundaries.
To be more exact, the variety, numbers, and kinds of such
(ethnic) markers are as numerous as humankind's capacity to
attach significance to any and all objects and behaviors that
provide some common characteristics for group membership.
(Cohen, 1978, p.386-387)
Parental Stance Toward Children's Ethnic Identity
The parental stance toward their children's ethnic identity
("parental stance") is meant to designate all the ways parents approach
and respond to their children's ethnic identity. This concept has been
defined in a purposely broad manner so as to encompass a wide range
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of conscious and unconscious parenting attitudes and practices. At the
most obvious level, it involves parental efforts to actively shape their
children's ethnic identity. This could include anything from cele-
brating ethnic holidays to purposely living in an ethnic neighborhood
to teaching an ethnic code of conduct.
"Parental stance" involves much more, however. It includes all the
ways parents respond (including ways in which they are not consciously
aware) to the reality of their children's racial and ethnic status.
This could include anything from their reactions to their children's
physical features, to their responses to their children's encounters
with racial bias, to their answers to their childen's questions about
group membership. It was these kinds of efforts that interview
respondents were most able to describe. In this light, the concept of
parental stance pertains to both pro-ethnic or anti-ethnic orientations
as well as to both activity and non-activity. In fact, as will be seen,
some of the "parental stances" of the respondents could best be
characterized in terms of their predominantly anti-ethnic bias. Thus, the
concept of parental stance, much like the concept of ethnic identity, becomes
unwieldy unless it is broken into a more manageable conceptual framework.
The first step in this direction is to break the concept of
parental stance into smaller units of analysis, each corresponding to
one of the six dimensions of ethnic identity outlined earlier. Instead of
trying to characterize one global parental stance, the task is to
describe six different parental stances, each directed at one dimension
of ethnic identity. The following six chapters are divided along these
lines. Chapter V looks at these respondents' parental stance toward the
dimension of group identification. Chapter VI focuses on these parents'
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approach to the issue of intergenerational continuity. Chapter VII
examines the dimension of physical distinctiveness. Chapter VIII looks
at objective culture, and Chapter IX explores subjective culture. The
parental stance to the sixth and final dimension, sociopolitical
consciousness, is examined in Chapter X.
Each of the six parental stances can, in turn be analyzed with a
number of guiding questions in mind. These questions are the conceptual
tools that are used to make sense of the interview data for each
chapter. In many ways, these questions lie at the heart of this
investigation. The value of this study's findings depends, to a large
extent, on the nature of the questions it poses to itself. It should be
noted that these questions did not exist in their present form prior to
doing the interviews. Instead, these questions were formulated during
the initial stages of sifting through the data much in the same way
the six dimensions of ethnic identity evolved. By mixing together
data, curiosity, and a sense of conceptual aesthetics, these questions
were generated.
These orienting questions are listed below, grouped according to
the six areas of inquiry.
1. Characterizing the dimension more precisely
- What is an exact definition of the dimension?
- Can the dimension be divided into smaller and more
discrete subcomponents? If yes, how?
- In what ways does the dimension manifest itself, in
terms of issues facing the children or family?
- In what ways does the dimension manifest itself, in
terms of the content of what parents are attempting to
pass down?
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- How is the dimension related to the other dimensions?
To global identity? To other psychological/personality
dimensions?
2.
Determining the relative importance placed on the dimension
- How important is the dimension to the parents?
- What accounts for the difference among parents?
- How invested are parents in the dimension? In terms of
time? Effort and activity? Relative to other child-
rearing concerns?
- Are there differences between what parents report and
what they actually practice? What accounts for these
differences?
- Are there differences between the interracial and intra-
racial group?
3.
Determining the evaluative valence associated with the
dimension
- Did parents think the dimension was a positive or a
negative? In what ways? How was this conveyed to
children?
- What is the significance attached to the dimension?
- What is the evaluative meaning attached to the
dimension?
- Do parents have conflicting feelings about the
dimension? What are the sources of the ambivalence?
4.
Characterizing the mode of transmission
- What are the ways in which the dimension is encouraged
or passed down?
- What are the ways parents respond to the issues raised
by the dimension?
- What is the role of unconscious transmission?
- What determines which modality is used?
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5. Identifying what is unique about interracial group (In
comparison to the intraracial group)
- What is unique about the way the interracial parents
approach the dimension?
- What is unique about the way the dimension presents
itself as an issue for the interracial group? How does
the children's biracial status affect the parents?
- How do cultural, racial, or ethnic issues find
expression in the marital dynamics in the couple? How
does this, in turn, influence the parental stance
toward the dimension?
6. Identifying areas of cultural conflict regarding the dimension
- Do the parents have disagreements about the dimension?
If yes, in what areas?
- How do the differences manifest themselves?
- How do these couples respond to their differences?
These six areas of inquiry provide a framework for approaching the
six dimensions of ethnic identity. These questions generate the
findings of the six chapters to follow. It should be stressed, however,
that these sets of questions do not represent rigid formulae for
analyzing the interview data. In fact, each dimension is analyzed
in a slightly different fashion depending on which questions are most
salient and revealing. In some cases (Chapter V - Group Identification)
almost all of the questions are addressed, while in others (Chapter VI
-
Ethnic Continuity), only a few questions are answered.
The important point here is that our examination of the interview
data for each dimension was not completely random or impressionistic,
but followed a general pattern of inquiry. In short, there is an
under-
lying rationale and organization to the many pages of interview
data
analysis which is to follow.
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CHAPTER V
GROUP IDENTIFICATION
We begin our analysis of the interview data by looking at the
dimension of group identification. Ibis aspect of ethnic identity is
considered by many to be its core element. It involves the sense of
affiliation and belonging to the group — a sense of "peoplehood" as
Milton Gordon (1964) has termed it. At the most concrete level, it is
what pranpts us to designate ourselves as belonging to a particular
racial or ethnic group when filling out an application form. It is that
part of our identity that corresponds to our social group; i.e. , those
with whan we feel most comfortable interacting. It is also that sense
of self that moves us, almost instinctively, to take sides with those we
see as being "our own" — whether in a political, commercial or even
athletic arena. In essence, ethnic group identification helps place
each of us in the wider socio-political context. Given this
definition, the task here is to characterize ha*/ this group of parents
approached the dimension of group identification with their children.
Importance
The most obvious starting point in examining this issue is to ask
the question: How invested were these parents in instilling a sense of
being Chinese or ethnic-European in their children? One approach to
this question is to look directly at these parents' stated position in
this regard. Table V-l does this by counting those respondents who,
at
some point in the interview, endorsed the position that it was
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important that their children develop a strong sense of ethnic group
identity. This number is tabulated for the Chinese parents' as well
as for the Caucasian parents' background.
Table V-l
Importance of Children Developing a Strong
Sense of Ethnic Group Identification
Group Number stressing
Chinese parents'
background
Number stressing
Caucasian parents'
background
Chinese fathers (N=7) 7 3
Chinese mothers (N=9) 8 0
Caucasian fathers (N=8) 3 1
Caucasian mothers (N=5) 5 2
Total (N=29) 23 6
Before analyzing these data, it might be useful to first give some
examples stressing background.
I think it is important to give them a sense of who
they are and what they are and to be proud of it. The
message should be: "Be proud of what you are, don't be
ashamed of it if you are different. So what? Everybody
is different in their own way. So your grandmother
cannot always understand when somebody else's mother
tries to talk with her. But does that bother somebody
else's mother? No. Does it bother grandmother? No.
Then it shouldn't bother you."
(Respondent #8, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
I think that it's real important that the kids know their
ethnic makeup (Mexican and Chinese) because that is
their culture. They should know where they came from in
terms of both their parents. It lets them know who
their parents are and what their parents are.
(Respondent #2, 43-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
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One of the most important findings in Table V-l is that the ethnic
identity of the Chinese parent was stressed far more than the ethnic
identity of the Caucasian parent. Twenty-three of the twenty-nine
parents indicated that it was important for the children to develop a
strong sense of being part-Chinese while only six of the parents
indicated that it was important for the children to develop a strong
sense of the Caucasian parents' group identity.
The ethnic lineage of the Chinese parent is clearly seen as Chinese,
distinctly non-American and worth preserving. The ethnic lineage of the
Caucasian parent, on the other hand, is seen much more ambiguously and
with much less importance attached to it. Most of the Caucasian parents
downplayed the significance of their European origins. Instead, they tended
to describe their backgrounds as being ethnic-American; as being from
a distinctly American subgroup with its own regional, ethnic, class, and
religious markers.
I grew up in Chicago proper. It a was a working-class
neighborhood. It must have been 95% Italian. Mother
was of Irish-Catholic stock — so I was a Mick, kind of a
minority.
(Respondent #14, 50-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
My grandparents from both sides were born in England,
so I am third generation English, if that means
anything. I basically grew up in a lower-middle-class
New Jersey neighborhood, lots of Italians and northern
Europeans. You know the movie, "On the Waterfront."
That was the kind of place I grew up in. Although in my
family, you might say we were still diluted English.
(Respondent #10, 45-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
In addition, these Caucasian parents did not indicate that it was
important to pass on any sense of group identity based on these American
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ethnic groups. Preserving a sense of being "Chicago, Irish-Catholic" or
"Kansas, farming WASP" was not a high priority for these parents. What
these parents did endorse, however, was a desire to raise their children
so they could function in the culture in which they were being raised.
In other words, they wanted them to be comfortably American.
For myself I think that it is important for them to
first feel their feet firmly with the people they live
with in society. But equally important is to be
international. So I tell them that they are American.
They also have English and Chinese heritages...
(Sounds like you tell them, in addition to being
American, they are English and Chinese?)
Not in addition. Basically what I tell them is what you
are is American, but your heritage is Chinese and English.
(Respondent #10, 45-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
The important implication to this asyirmetic investment in ethnic
identity is that the primary source of conflict was between a Chinese
or Chinese-American identity and a mainstream American identity. When
the issue of ethnic identification did arise, it was most likely to
revolve around a desire to maintain a positive sense of Chinese group
affiliation in the face of a more dominant American mainstream
identification. The ethnic origins of the Caucasian parents did not, in
most cases, play a significant role in shaping their children's sense of
who they were. The following passages highlight this tendency to view
ethnic identification in primarily Chinese terms.
I wanted her to be proud of being Chinese like I am and
I think she is. She is proud of her heritage. She
isn't ashamed of being Chinese.
(Respondent #28, 75-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
This father is so invested in keeping his daughter Chinese that he uses
the term "Chinese" to describe his part Caucasian daughter.
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I always felt that it was really important that they
know what their backgrouds are. Because my family is
so strong, I think that it has turned out that the
majority of the ethnic influence has been Chinese. I
would like them to be proud of it - and I think that
they are.
(Respondent #8, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
This Chinese mother readily acknowledges the ethnic bias in her family,
attributing it to her family's stronger influence.
Returning to Table V-l, we can also see there were important group
differences. Specifically, the Caucasian father group seemed less
likely to endorse the importance of their children developing a
strong sense of group identity with either ethnic background. In
fact, this group was most likely to express explicitly anti-ethnic
parenting sentiments.
I think that pride and identity comes from self
sufficiency. I don't think that it comes from joining
fraternities or ethnic groups or group therapy. I think
that it comes from your inner strength and your own
feelings about who you are. I don't give a damn where
you come from.
(Respondent #20, 59-year-old
intermarried Caucasian step-father)
There are a nunber of possible explanations for this group trend. One
possibility is that this group of fathers was simply more forthright
about their parenting than the other respondents. They may have felt
less pressure in the interview to characterize themselves as being
pro-ethnic
.
Another possibility is that the coping style of this particular
group of fathers did not lend itself to a parenting philosophy stressing
group consciousness. All eight of these fathers were self-employed
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businessmen or professionals who prided themselves for their self-
sufficiency and independence. Even a marriage to a Chinese woman
represented a break from societal and family traditions. With this
orientation, it is likely that something like group identity would seem
superfluous to the development of "real" character strength.
A final possibility is that these fathers were positioned, by
virtue of the male and racial prerogatives afforded to them in this
society, to feel as though they had the right to unilaterally determine
the priorities in their families, including whether or not ethnic
identity should be considered an important parenting concern. From such
a vantage point, these fathers may not have been able to respond
sensitively to the subjective reality to those in "inferior" positions
around them, especially when that subjective reality was based on
experiences that they had not encountered, such as being Chinese (their
wives) or part Chinese (their children)
.
Perhaps the most important finding in Table V-l is that, with the
exception of the Caucasian fathers, almost all of the parents (20 out of
21) stated that it was important to them that their children develop
a strong sense of ethnic group identity. In other words, there was nearly
unanimity in openly endorsing this childrearing value. How are we to
account for this?
The difficulty with relying on Table V-l is that it tends to
obscure the complexity and variability of these parents real positions.
Everyone comes across as giving lip service to being enthusiastically
pro-ethnic. The challenge is to get beyond this rather homogeneous
presentation of socially desirable self-characterizations. Tables V-2
and V-3 are a step in this direction. By looking more closely
at the
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interview data and "reading between the lines," these tables
differentiate respondents into three levels of relative importance.
Table V-2 rates parents according to their degree of investment in
passing down a Chinese and ethnic Caucasian group identity.
It is important to recognize that the experience of passing on one's
own ethnic identity is qualitatively different from the experience of
supporting the development of the ethnic identity of one's spouse. For
example, the Chinese father who rates "high" in his efforts to pass down
his Chinese identity acts very differently from the Caucasian mother who
also rates "high" in her efforts to support the development of her
children's Chinese identity. Both can be rated "high" but in different
ways. Table V-3 accounts for this important distinction, by listing two
rating criteria, one for parents' stance toward their own ethnicity and
one for parents' stance towards their
spouses' ethnicity.
Table V-2
Relative Importance of Passing on
Ethnic Group Identification
Group Chinese Ethnic-Caucasian
Hiqh Medium Low Hiqh Medium Low
Chinese fathers 3 3 1 2 0 5
Chinese mothers 3 4 2 0 0 9
Caucasian fathers 0 3 5 0 0 8
Caucasian mothers 2 3 0 1 1 3
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TABLE V-3
Criteria for Rating Relative Importance
of Passing on Ethnic Group Identity
Ratinq Criteria
For own ethnic group For spouse's ethnic qrouo
High Feels very strongly about passing
down ethnic identity. Regularly
goes out of way to encourage
children in an ethnic direction.
Still very ethnic in own self-
identity as well as lifestyle.
Feels very strongly about passing
dcwn spouse's ethnic identity.
Regularly goes out of way to
enoourage children in spouse's
ethnic direction. Actively
supports spouse by attempts
to encourage an ethnic affilia-
tion. Incorporates spouse's
ethnic background into own
lifestyle to an important extent.
Medium Expresses same interest in pass-
ing down own ethnic identity but,
in actual practice, only
occasionally encourages children
in own ethnic direction. May
still be very ethnic in self-
identity but lifestyle is much
more assimilated.
Expresses sane interest in passing
dcwn spouse's ethnic identity but,
in actual practice, only occasion-
ally encourages spouse's ethnic
direction. Occasionally supports
spouse's attempts to enoourage an
ethnic affiliation. Occasionally
adopts elements of spouse's ethnic
background into own lifestyle.
Low Expresses little or no interest
in passing down ethnic identity
to children. Does very little to
enaourage children in an ethnic
direction. Ambivalent about own
ethnic identity. Lifestyle is
is very assimilated.
Expresses little or no interest
in passing down spouse's ethnic
identity to children. Does little
to encourage children in spouse's
ethnic direction. Rarely supports
spouse's attempts to encourage an
ethnic affiliation. Rarely
incorporates elements of spouse's
ethnic background into own life-
style.
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What emerges frcm these data that was not seen in the previous
analysis (Table V—1) is the amount of variability between respondents,
especially in passing down a Chinese group identity (Table V-2)
. There
is a range of investment that is not apparent simply by looking at
their self-characterizations. Specifically, there were a nunber of
respondents who, using this more penetrating criteria, did not rank
"high" on this dimension even though they endorsed the position that
their children's ethnic identity was important to them. This confirms
the observation that it is necessary to go beyond these parents'
self-conscious descriptions of their parenting attitudes to capture the
full flavor of their parenting style.
Methods of Transmission
Having addressed the issue of "how important?" at sane length, let
us turn to the question of "how?" In other words, what are the ways in
which parents attempt to pass on a sense of group membership to their
children? Once again, our concern here is that aspect of ethnic
identity having to do with the sense of belonging — the feeling that
part of one's sense of self is to be a monber of the group.
It is important to remember that lessons about group membership
seldom occur in isolation. Demarcated messages regarding ethnic
identity were clearly the exception. Instead, they are usually embedded
in the ongoing flow of the family's experience. The way in which a
child is taught to eat, to communicate, to worship, and to celebrate all
contain information about ethnic group membership. For the sake of
conceptual clarity, however, this discussion focuses on this one
dimension of ethnic identity, realizing that such an approach runs the
risk of minimizing it's contextual nature.
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Respondents identified three different general ways in which group
membership was transmitted to their children. They were:
!• Direct Instruction.
2. Structuring the Environment.
3. Parental Modeling.
4. Non-Ethnic Parenting Effort.
Direct Instruction One way in which parents addressed the
issue of group affiliation was through direct instruction; that is r by
telling their children directly who they were. In fact* this was the
most common response to the question of hew they attempted to convey a
sense of ethnic identity to their children.
I guess I have always told them who they are. They are
half-Chinese and half-Caucasian.
(Respondent #2, 43-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
For seme parents, this didactic function was seen as being extremely
important.
I think we have talked about it so much since they have
been young so that they are pretty aware of who they are
racially.
(Respondent #7, 42-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
This seemed to be especially true when their children were in the
preschool age. During this time, racial group membership was just coning
into consciousness and often a source of confusion. Many parents
recalled taking a teaching role at this point — helping their children
understand that they were a combination of two races because the parents
were of different backgrounds. By the time the children were in
elementary school, parents instructional efforts usually took the form
of "reminding" their children of their ethnic background. This seemed
especially true for the Chinese parents who were most invested in
pushing against the assimilative forces of peer and school socialization.
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It is important to me that they know that they are
halfChinese and half-Caucasian. There are certain things
that I want them to learn. Yet I don't want to push
too much because we do live in America. But kids willbe kids and they can be mean. They will say Chinese do
this and Chinese do that. Like my kids always say the
FOBs (fresh off the boat) drive like crazy. Then I say,
remember you're Chinese too. I want them to be proud
and know that they are one-half Chinese. I think that
they know that.
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
By this stage, however, many parents expressed reservations about
the impact of their direct instructional efforts. In fact, several
parents indicated that pushing racial identity prematurely only proved to
be counterproductive.
I think that at some point in time, kids might become
more in tune with racial identity issues. If it is
addressed earlier, however, you will end up just forcing
them, and they are not ready for it.
(Respondent #32, 45-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
In fact, most parents reported that ethnic identity was generally
not a day-to-day concern. For the most part, they did not see themselves
putting a great deal of thought and effort into moving their children
in the direction of their ethnic identity. Even those parents who ranked
high in this area of concern, were generally not regularly involved in this
kind of instruction. In this sense, the issue of ethnic identity was
quite different from the type of concerns that parents typically face
on a more regular basis, such as those revolving around physical health,
social adjustment, academic achievement and even moral development. This
is not to suggest that this issue lacks significance for these parents,
but that it was not something that occupied these parents on a everyday
basis.
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Perhaps the following quote best explains its status of being an
important background priority.
I think the whole concept of how do I resolve being
Asian-American in a white dominated society is one of
those issues that stays with us throughout our lives. We
don't necessarily deal with it on a daily basis, we put
it aside, we put it on the shelf so to speak but
somewhere along the line it always comes up.
(Respondent #34, 50-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
Rather than taking it upon themselves to raise the issue,
parents tended to wait for it to become an issue for their children
before bringing it up. Behind this was a feeling that it is best not to
force the issue — to keep things "natural."
I suppose that if I were to give advice to someone, I
would say don't push their ethnicity one way or another,
let it run its own course and take your cues from what
is going on with your kids. For us, it really never
came up that often so it really did not have any signi-
ficant part in raising the kids. Of course, if we raised
them in some type of low-income, red-neck neighborhood,
it would have come up more often. That is one reason
why our kids haven't had any problems or reason to raise
the issue.
(Respondent #18, 56-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
One reason for this was that the largely assimilated lifestyle of
these families limited the opportunities for which the issue of ethnic
identity became relevant. Regardless of their investment in their
children's ethnic identity, these families functioned primarily along
monocultural American lines. In fact, most respondents were unable to
identify any day-to-day Chinese cultural practices in their family. As
will be discussed in more detail later, clearly identified Chinese
culture" was generally confined to special occasions outside of the
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regular family routine. Given this context of rather complete
acculturation, the opportunity to promote being Chinese was only
occasionally available. These parents also stressed that there were
very few incidents of racism or prejudice to provoke the issue of their
children's ethnic identity. (This will also be explored in much more
depth in Chapter X.)
Sometimes you don't deal with certain things because
there is nothing to make you have to do it. If they
had come home and something happened at school, then we
can deal with that, but if it didn't...
This may sound strange. Either we were very insensitive
to these issues or the issue was never brought to our
attention or had reason to become an issue.
(Respondent #24, 57-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
This raises the possibility that it was not oily the circumstances
but also the parents' interpretation of these circumstances that
determines whether or not ethnic identity was addressed as an issue.
This was perhaps the most important variable in determining how didactic
parents became over this issue. Some parents regularly saw it (perhaps
several times each year) as an issue worth pursuing. Other parents, in
contrast, saw little reason to bring it up. One such parent went so far
as to accuse those who did bring it up regularly as being "oversensitive."
Of course a great deal of this sort of thing depends on
your outlook of the issue. Some people are oversensitive
and can jump on the bandwagon and think about it and cry
about it. Other people make a cause out of it. And others,
it just is never brought up. They just sail along.
(Respondent #24, 57-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
The possibility that ethnic group identification has its cwn
developmental course is relevant here. Perhaps a child's sense of
group membership unfolds in a manner largely independent of parents
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instructional efforts. Time and again, parents stressed the limits of
their didactic influence. For some parents it was a matter of poor
timing. By the time the children were at a point where they were consciously
involved in working on their sense of ethnic group membership, they had
become largely independent of their parents' sphere of influence.
Both of them (ages 20 and 22) are finding and dealing
with the issue of being Asian-American. Somehow I think
that I can protect them from that, but I can't. They
have to struggle with it. Where they come out with it I
don't know.
(Respondent #34, 50-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
Taking this position to the extreme, one parent felt that it was not her
function to try to influence her child's identity.
I never felt that pushing Chinese was important...
The most important thing is that they have to find their
own way. I think that pushing something on somebody is
not necessarily the right thing to do.
(Respondent #9, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Several other parents addressed the issue of their limited
influence by suggesting that the course of their children's unfolding
ethnic identity was a function of innate personality tendencies.
Our oldest, I think, would have preferred to have been
totally Caucasian. I think that he was very
sensitive to being Eurasian. I don't know exactly
why. He would go to school as practically the only
Oriental. He was very quiet and withdrawn. He was very
sensitive and self-conscious. I think that it had more
to do with his personality than with his being Oriental...
The third one, he's a different number. He loves being
Chinese. He tells everybody he's Chinese and he says Chinese
are the smartest people in the world, that they
invented most of the uses of optics in the world. If you
notice, he wears a little queue (pigtail) in the back. I
don't know why he has turned out to be so gung-ho Chinese.
First of all, he is named after my father and loves
that identity. I don't really know. I really attribute
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it to their temperament
s
f their personality differences.
He could have been Zulu and he would have come out the
same way.
(Respondent #21 , 50-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Several parents pointed out that their instructional efforts shifted
fran reminding their children who they were (e.g.
, "You are part Chinese
and part Irish-Catholic") to the more complex task of teaching them
what it meant to be so identified and how they should feel about it.
For many of the parents, telling their children that they belong to a
certain group or a combination of groups was merely acknowledging the
obvious. Ihe more crucial didactic task was to provide meaning and an
evaluative orientation toward this reality. Ihe manner in which this was
carried out is discussed from multiple viewpoints in the next six chapters.
2. Structuring the Environment Another way in which parents
attempted to bolster a sense of group identification in their children
was by structuring the environment, that is, by exposing them to ethnic
experiences that might encourage their sense of belonging. Perhaps the
following description by an intramarried Chinese father is a good example
of this kind of parental involvement.
We have observed an interesting behavior there. Being
born and raised in basically a white community, our
daughter felt a little uncomfortable being Chinese and
having black hair. When she was 2-1/2 she raised the
question, "Why is my hair black? Why am I not blonde
like Suzanne (her neighbor friend)?" I guess what she was
saying was "Everyone else has hair other than black, why
me?" We were concerned because we thought that this
reflected a race problem or an identity problem. Also
at the same age, she was going to a baby sitter who
was Jewish and at some point, she thought that she was
Jewish. When people would ask her what she was, she
would say, "I am Jewish." We interpreted these things to
be that she felt "I don't want to be Chinese." I don't
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know whether that was the correct interpretation or not,
but we started to make more of an effort to emphasize
Chinese food — which she really liked. We would ver-
balize how great Chinese food is and try to reemphasize
some of the pleasures that went along with being
Chinese. I think that type of reinforcing for racial
identity only popped up one time. I now think that she
feels as comfortable being Chinese as I think we are.
(Respondent #32, 45-year-old
intrararried Chinese father)
Some other examples of parental attempts to structure the environment
along these lines included:
- Having children regularly see grandparents and helping them
appreciate their traditional ways.
- Choosing a residential area and/or school with some Asian/
Chinese representation.
- Involving children in community, social, and/or religious
organizations serving the Chinese population.
- Exposing children to Chinese cultural activities and events.
- Traveling to China.
Unlike didactic approaches, these efforts used a less direct process to
get the same message across. By exposing their children to the culture
or to the members of the group, the hope was that they would come to
feel part of the group.
The general consensus was that this kind of experiential learning
had a much greater impact than more direct instructional efforts.
The caily thing that I have directly comnented on so far
would be to tell them that they are half and half.
Probably more important than what I say is that I do try
to expose them to some of the nice things you get from
being Chinese, whether it is popping firecrackers in
Chinatown or eating Chinese food...
I want them to feel good about being Chinese.
(Respondent #1, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
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Group identification, in this sense, involves more than just
acknowledging one's physical/racial lineage, but involves a sense of
membership into a distinct social and cultural group.
As mentioned earlier, these families lived extremely acculturated
lifestyles in environments that were largely minstream American. Given
this state of rather comfortable integration, parents admitted that it
was difficult to find opportunities for ethnic exposure. They often
found themselves pushing against the grain whenever they tried to
encourage their children in an ethnic direction.
I don't think at that time the race issue was that
strong because there weren't any other Asians around.
They were in a middle class neighborhood, all white.
All of our acquaintances were white.
(Respondent #17, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese woman)
Many of these parents seemed aware of the environmental pressures towards
total assimilation and expressed a desire to move their children in a
different direction.
My advice to other mixed families would be to remind
the parents to try their hardest to preserve their
distinctiveness and not to automatically blend into the
general American culture. If some of the streams are
distinctly identifiable in your setup then you have the
opportunity to emphasize those things that can make your
life richer. But you really have to fight hard from losing
it.
(Respondent #26, 60-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
However, the reality of these families made it difficult to put such
ideals into practice. In fact, a fairly cannon result was that these
efforts only made their children uncomfortable with their ethnic status.
When we first moved here, we tried going back to my
husband's church in Chinatown, but I did not feel at
home in an all Chinese church and I could sense that our
children didn't either. After all, they had not been
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brought up in a Chinese community. So, after three
weeks, this was just an excuse, I told my husband that I
did not want to go into the city another day since I
already worked there during the week. So we went to the
Berkeley church instead and the kids felt at home right away.
(Respondent #27, 59-year-old Iranian
born, intermarried Armenian mother)
Rather than force the issue and run the risk of alienating the children
from their ethnicity, most parents chose to take a very selective stance
towards structuring their environment — reserving their efforts for
those few opportunities of ethnic involvement that presented themselves
"naturally."
In many respects, the dilemma facing these inter racially married
parents was exactly the same as that facing their intraracially married
Chinese counterparts. Both sets of parents were trying to preserve some
sense of group affiliation in a context that encouraged assimilation.
For these parents the question was: How do I expose my children to
experiences that effectively encourage a sense of positive group
membership?
There were some important differences, however. Perhaps the most
obvious was that the children of the interracially married parents were
much less likely to be identified as being different, as being Chinese.
Given this position, there was a stronger pull towards ignoring one's
ethnic status, i.e., making ethnic identity a non-issue. This only made
it more difficult for those parents invested in preserving a sense
of alternate group membership. In this context, their efforts at
ethnic exposure were likely to be experienced by their children as
irrelevant nuisances, or, on a deeper level, as threats to their less
than totally secure acceptance by the mainstream. Perhaps the following
two quotes capture this sense of "leave well enough alone.
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Why should I make an issue of something that my
children have no need or desire to entertain? Why
should I stress their being different when they find
themselves nicely fitting in?
(Respondent #9, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Sometimes I think if you pick out a certain point,
I think you right away put something in their head
like, "Well, what's wrong?" So I guess they were born
in the right generation. They really don't have to
worry about it.
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Thus, their children's ability to comfortably cross the ethnic and
racial boundaries into the mainstream placed these parents in a dilemre:
On the one hand, they wanted to pass on a positive sense of ethnic
identification. On the other, they did not want to foist upon their
children something that was largely irrelevant to their experience.
Finally, these parents saw themselves as doing much more than
exposing their children to ethnic experiences. They also provided an
interpretative framework for their children's experience. In other words,
they helped their children make sense of and evaluate their encounters
with Chinese culture and Chinese people — with the hope of facilitating
a meaningful bond, a positive cathexis. In providing this interpretive
framework, parents were both structuring the environment and providing
instruction at the same time.
I have tried to show my children who are the Chinese
people and what they do in this country. But I also
try to explain what are their needs. I have also told
them about my family, my childhood, why I came here and
how I met their mother. I want them to be able to
make sense out of my background, their background.
I also tell them to look at their grandmother and
appreciate what she is all about.
(Respondent #12, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
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3
* ^rental Modelling A third mode of transmitting ethnic group
identification is through parental modelling. Parents can powerfully
influence their children by the examples they set. A nunber of parents
highlighted this perspective in discussing their role in shaping their
children's sense of group membership.
I think the most important thing is what you do. You
have to set an example. Not by laying down laws, like
family laws. Because your child is an individual, they
have to decide for themselves what they think about
being Chinese.
(Respondent #36, 60-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
My advice is that parents should be proud of their back-
ground and maintain their identification with it and the
knowledge that goes along with it and to share it with
enthusiasm with their children. What we do with our
actions is more what influences what our children eventually
will try to do. It doesn't matter so much what we say.
(Respondent #7, 42-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
Hew do parents model group identification for their children?
Involvement in ethnic activities was the most obvious way a parent
modelled group identification. This involved a wide range of
activities; from an occasional visit to Chinatown to a professional
career catering to a Chinese clientele. (These involvements were perhaps
their most reportable (and hence, resear chable) efforts at modelling and
are the subject of Chapter VIII on "objective" culture.
For the most part, however, parents were unable to describe their
efforts at modelling group identification. Part of the difficulty was
that this mode of transmission often did not involve clearly demarcated
actions that could be cited and described. Instead, this process of
influence revolved around the day-to-day activities of a parent simply
being him or herself.
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It's not like it is an active thing, it is sort of part
of the background. It is just there, part of your life.
It is not like you turn it on and off. You come in and
you see the Chinese furniture and the Chinese pictures
and a Chinese dad. There's nothing unusual about it,
it is just your life.
(Respondent #6, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
Parents also unconsciously modelled their attitudes about ethnic
group membership. This might involve anything from offhand corrments
about a Chinese-related news item on television to who is invited for
a dinner party. Taken individually, such activities may have little
ethnic significance, but taken as a composite, they can convey powerful
messages. Respondents were generally not able to perform this kind
of difficult self-analysis during the interview and it is likely that
an investigation relying more on participant-observation would be
necessary to document this mode of influence.
The parents' marital relationship is especially relevant here.
For example, how the non-Chinese spouse acknowledges the Chinese
parent's ethnic group status carries an important message about how one
should feel about being part-Chinese.
First of all it depends very much on if race is a
positive element in your own marriage. If it is a
negative element, then it is more difficult for the
children. For me, it is positive. I am glad (my wife)
is Chinese to tell you the truth. And I think my kids
know that.
(Respondent #10, 45-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
It really comes down to how you relate as a couple.
The key is the nuclear family and how the husband
and wife relate. A lot of it has nothing to do with
ethnic questions, but with interpersonal relation-
ships and the willingness to be flexible. The Chinese
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culture tends to make us somewhat inflexible but it
still comes down to the question of dealing with
feelings and values.
(Respondent #6, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
This last quote raises the possibility that the way children ultimately
feel about their ethnic group membership is influenced by much more
than the ethnic specific aspects of their family experience. The notion
that healthy ethnic identification is an outgrowth of a more global
psychological adaptation drastically alters our analytic lens and will
be considered in more detail in the next section.
Parents repeatedly stressed that the key variable in this process
of ethnic group transmission was the Chinese parent's feelings about
being Chinese.
A lot of it has to do with my own internal comfort.
It can't help but show. In other words, you have
to like what is inside of you. It should ccme out
comfortably. I think it is so important that you
are comfortable with it yourself because your kids
sense those unspoken things in the various behaviors
that you do with your children.
(Respondent #6, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
In contrast to the rather one dimensional pro-ethnic descriptions
of their parenting stance, respondents were much more willing to share
their own ambivalent feelings about being Chinese. Here is a sampling
of some of these feelings:
In fact, I will tell you an interesting experience I
had. I was about 16 and we were at a luncheon at the
Biltmore Hotel and I noticed this girl across the room.
Her Oriental face was obvious among all of the
Caucasian faces and I was a bit myopic, so I couldn t
really see who it was. I thought, "Gee, it must be
somebody I know." Out of curiosity, I wondered who
it was. At the end of the luncheon, I got up and looked
more closely over there, and it almost took my breath
away. This very obvious Oriental face over there was
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ray own reflection in the mirror. That was such an
impactful experience for me because it was the first time
I ever realized that ray own self image was not that of
being an Oriented.. Instead, I saw myself reflected in the
faces of ray white contemporaries.
(Respondent #21, 50-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
I looked down on the Chinese in college. I would think
"Oh God, those are FOB'S. Look how provincial they are.
Listen to their terrible English." I would not associate
with them... I used to look down on all the Asians. I
would say, "I can't stand Chinese boys, they have all such
caved-in chests. They look emaciated. They are so
effeminate. They aren't masculine."
(Respondent #15, 41-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
But I found that when I grew up, there were cliques and
a lot of Chinese did stay together and had their own
clubs and organizations. I did not feel that was what
I wanted to do. I didn't want to identify with anyone
other than myself, so I went out on my own.
(Respondent #1, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
The point of sharing these passages is to illustrate that the feelings
shaping a parent's approach to ethnicity were often filled with
internal conflict. As one extremely articulate Chinese-American
activist put it:
The question of how I get ray kids to feel good about being
Chinese-American almost presupposes that I have ray "shit"
together on the issue. I probably have a lot of mixed
feelings about it. I am sure I give mixed messages to
the kids as a result of it.
(Respondent #34, 50-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
How these mixed messages get communicated to the children again takes us
beyond the scope of the data collected in this research project. Most
parents were not in a position to recount the ways they were passing on
their anfoivalence. This issue is discussed in more detail in the final
section of this chapter.
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4* Non-Ethnic Parental Effort A number of parents argued that
the development of a positive ethnic group identification was only the
result of much more fundamental processes.
I think the most important thing is to love and accept
who they are. You have to be willing to talk with them
and to keep the aommunication open with them no matter
what it is. You need to let them know how you think
about things, so if you think it is important that you
go to a, let's say, Chinese school or church, you need to
tell thorn and discuss why, and most of all, be honest and
open with them. It is important to not take just an
authoritarian kind of way, but to take an approach that
really explains it. Especially as they get older.
(Respondent #13, 44-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
(My daughter) is much less Asian-oriented. It is not a
priority for her. As a child, she said she would never
marry an Oriental.
(What do you make of this difference?)
I think it's personality.
(How about the degree of closeness to you?)
That could be true because one of the difficulties we
encountered after I married (ny second wife) is
that she also had a son by a former marriage. So in
any kind of dispute, (ny daughter) would immediately
feel that (my son) is my favorite. Because he was
first born and he is very good natured, and he
always does the right thing — and it's kind of a
syndrome that she has acquired. So she is nobody,
left out. She has developed a feeling of not being
wanted, and I'm sure she has moped over the situation
and it has affected her. Maybe even how she felt
about being Oriental.
(Respondent #24, 57 -year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
These parents seem to be saying that healthy ethnic group identification
does not develop in isolation, but rather, in the context of other basic
preconditions, such as open communication, love, and support. Their
point seems to be that the real challenge of parenting lies in
establishing these basic conditions of safety and respect and that the
transmission of ethnic group identification naturally follows if these
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conditions are in place. In the following passage, this link is made
explicit. Ethnic identity and a close parental relationship go hand in
hand.
In her heart, I think my daughter feels she is Armenian.
(Why?)
I think it is just natural for her to identify strongly
with me. We are very close. We have a very loving
relationship with each other.
(Respondent #27, 59-year-old
intermarried Armenian mother)
The nature of this influence is further explained by the following
passage. Ethnic group transmission is dependent upon the parent's
ability to gain the respect of his or her children.
The number one thing is to give them something to be
proud about. Let them be proud of both parents. But
if the parent is a drug addict then they've got no
reason to be proud of a drug addict. And if that
parent should happen to be the Chinese one, then their
kids are not going to be proud of being Chinese. But
if the parents do a good job and the kids look up to
their parents, the kids will be proud.
(Respondent #25, 58-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
Thus, parents' basic relationship building efforts provide the
foundation for later identifications and influence. In this sense,
parents set into motion the process of ethnic group identification long
before their children have the capacity to think in terms of ethnicity.
What is being suggested here is that a parent's influence on ethnic
issues evolves over time depending upon the developmental level of
the child and the status of the parent-child relationship. While
content is important, especially in terms of keeping messages
developmentally appropriate, the real parental challenge revolves
around maintaining a viable parent-child relationship.
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It is also likely that, over time, parents gradually lose their
ability to directly influence their children's ethnic group
identification. At one point, the groundwork laid by the parent is set,
leaving the children to further develop their ethnic identities based on
extra-familial experience.
You' re going to get a lot of difficulties if you are
going to try to force your Chinese onto your child.
When they are that young, you can't push. It is not
until they reach a certain age that they realize,
"Hey, I have a Chinese background, I ought to learn
Chinese. " That comes much later. Not until the
child is well into adulthood, if it comes at all.
At that point, all you can hope is that you laid the
right foundation.
(Respondent #28, 75-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
Perhaps the most crucial el orient of this foundation has nothing to do
with ethnicity, per se, but instead involves what might be termed ego-
strength or core self confidence. More important than focused efforts
to teach, expose and/or model ethnic group identity, are a parent's
attempts to establish this fundamental psychological maturity — a trait
that ultimately translates into a child's capacity to be different.
I think it is important to give them a secure sense
of who they are and what they are and to be proud of
it. You read all those books that tell you about
developing egos and getting kids secure and I think that
is very important. "Be proud of what you are, don't be
ashamed of it. You are different, so what? Everyone
else is different.
"
(Respondent #8, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Substance Of Parental Messages
We can now turn to the issue of substance. In other words, what
exactly were these parents telling their children when it came to the
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issue of ethnic group membership? Almost all of the parents reported
that they tried to encourage their children to see themselves as having
a dual group affiliation — of being both Chinese and American.*
When we first told my family that we were getting
married, I remember one of my relatives came ip to me
and asked me, "What about the children?" You know, the
whole thing about you should think twice for the children's
sake. As it turned out, it hasn't been an issue. I think
it has been fairly easy for them to feel like they are
both. I know we have certainly tried to get them to
feel good about being both.
(Respondent #21, 50-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Conspicuously absent was any mention of concern that the children were
struggling with feelings of being "split" or being "only half." In
other words, these parents did not identify the issue of conflicting
loyalties as being a significant parenting concern. Instead of stirring
up conflict and ambivalence, these parents repeatedly claimed that their
children's biracial status created comfortable opportunities for
multiple identifications.
Our kids were lucky. They were involved in both
cultures. So in some ways they were luckier.
Because they belonged to both, we could take the
two goods and put them together and throw away the two
bads because there is good and bad in belonging to both
the Chinese culture, as well as the American culture.
It was up to us to pick out the good. So I don't
think it was a problem for them to be part of both.
If anything, it was to their benefit to belong to both.
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
* As shown in Table V-2, only two Caucasian parents were invested
in passing down a non-American ethnic identity based on their cwn
family background.
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Thus, the loaning concern that confronted so many of these couples
when they initially decided to have a family — "What about the problems
your children are going to have?" — turned out, according to this group
of parents, to be largely a non-issue. Not one of these parents
identified the issue of ethnic marginality as being a significant
parenting concern. Instead, the emphasis was on how easy and
advantageous it was to be both.
How are we to account for this finding, especially in light of the
popular folk wisdom that one of the most difficult problems of
interracial marriage is the children's ethnic marginality? The most
obvious explanation is that circumstances made it relatively easy for
these children to identify as both Chinese and American. The ethnic
dynamics in these families generally did not present major obstacles to
such a dual identification. The Caucasian parents were, for the most
part, relatively open to the ethnic initiatives of their Chinese
partners. These Caucasian parents did not object to their children
identifying themselves as being Chinese, in addition to being
Caucasian-American. Moreover, these non-Chinese parents, as discussed
previously, were generally not comnitted to another carpeting ethnic
group orientation.
The Chinese parents, in similar fashion, had adopted an ethnic
orientation that placed relatively few demands on their children. For
these parents, the task of "identifying Chinese" conflicted very little
with the lifestyles of their Caucasian-American partners. Thus, the
particular kinds of ethnicity brought together in these marriages made
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it relatively easy for the children to comfortably claim membership to
both. This is in contrast to families combining other ethnic or
religious backgrounds where the terms for group membership require a
stricter allegiance to a particular set of beliefs or behavioral
practices. In these families, dual membership is potentially much more
problematic.
The larger social context may have also made it easy for these
children to adopt a dual group membership. Respondents, especially
those who were older, repeatedly observed how easy it had become for
younger interracial families. From their perspective, it was no longer
a "big deal" to grow up half-Chinese and half-Caucasian. Their point
seemed to be that the socially generated boundary of certain sectors of
the Chinese-American and Caucasian-American population had become quite
permeable, especially to those who are biracial. Given such free
access, it is easy for these children to identify with both groups.
One time we had a girl living with us who told us
about a volleyball game at her high school with all
the Asian kids on one side and all the Caucasian kids
on the other. I said to my children, "Gee, which
side would you go on?" They thought about it and said,
"Maybe we could go on the side that is winning.
We could go on either side." I thought that was a good
answer. They could pick what side they wanted.
(Respondent #7, 42-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
The key element here is that Chinese-Caucasian individuals, unlike many
other biracial individuals, tend to be readily accepted by white
American society. They have little difficulty "passing." Given this
context, their marginality might even be seen as positive, as a unique
opportunity for social mobility.
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Another very different explanation for this finding is that these
parents my have underreported the amount of difficulty facing their
children regarding their ethnic identity. For a variety of largely
unconscious reasons, these parents my not have been able to accurately
see or report their children's experience in this area. For example,
many of these parents were very invested in trying to rise above the
conflicts that can occur when two different ethnic traditions come into
contact. In their efforts to transcend ethnicity, it is likely that
their observations my have tended to minimize the role of ethnicity.
I've never thought about their ethnic identity,
to tell the truth. No, I take that back. Before
we were mrried, I wondered about the children.
"Would they be Chinese or American?" But my wife
had a beautiful answer, "He or she will be a person."
Ever since she put that in my head, I never thought
about it.
(Respondent #12, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
I don't look at them as being "Happa"*. They are
just my kids.
(Respondent #3, 35-year-old
intermarried Mexican-American mother)
Given the climate of criticism that many of the respondents faced
in starting their families, it is reasonable that they would be
committed to proving that they had not made a mistake; that racial
issues were not going to be a problem. From such a position, it my
have been difficult to accurately see the reality of their children's
experience and instead, only see what they so badly wanted to happen.
* Hawaiian term for racially mixed individuals.
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It is also likely that some of the parents may have experienced the
interview as an evaluation of their parental competency and, as such,
may have found it difficult to openly acknowledge their uncertainties
and internal conflicts about how to deal with their children's group
identity. By depicting their experience in such a positive light, they
were presenting themselves as being competent and self-assured parents.
The philosophy that "our children can easily be both" tended to push into
the background any ambivalence or conflict they may have had regarding
their children's ethnic identification.
When these parents did express concerns about their children's
group identification, it was not around their children's marginality,
but rather around how their children felt about being part Chinese. In
particular, they were worried about their children losing, or even
rejecting, their Chinese identification. Perhaps the following
vignettes illustrate the ways this dynamic surfaced in these families.
My oldest son, I think, was ertbarrassed about the fact
that he was Asian. In class ... he had nothing to do
with Chinese. All the kids were counting on him for
Chinese because they wanted me to cook some Chinese.
That's what I had done before. But no, he is not
Chinese.... He never wanted me to work in his room.
I just asked him why. He said, "Because you're
Chinese, you're different."
(Respondent #17, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
When our daughter was four, we were somehow discussing
the fact that she was half-Chinese and half-Caucasian. As
we were talking, she just started crying. She said, "I
don't want to be Chinese. I'm not Chinese!" It was just
like a denial of it. I had a feeling it had something to
to with her sexual identity and wanting to identify with
me ... I was real disappointed and a little worried that
this was harder for her than either of us thought it would
be ... So we did a lot of talking with both kids about the
fact that they were part-Chinese like their Dad, just a lot
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of discussion at the table. Plus, we would go to Chinatown.
We did this because we liked to do it, but also it was nice
that they were with that race and in that situation, I was
the different person.
(Respondent #7, 42-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
This same worry was voiced, in a similar fashion, by a number of
intraracially married parents as well.
I remember his third grade teacher asked them to make
family trees to share with the class. So he started to
write down his father and grandfather, and of course, by
that time, it gets into Chinese names, and he says, "I
don't want to use those." So there was that denial. I
remember my first reaction was, "The hell you aren't going
to put those on," but I cooled off and went upstairs and
we talked about, "You understand who Kareem is, that he
used to be Lew Alcindor." And the whole thing. I wanted
him to deal with "Yes, you are different." Trying to
affirm him so he wouldn't get into self-hate.
(Respondent #34, 50-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
Thus, the real challenge concerning ethnic group affiliation was very
similar for both interracially and intraracially married parents: To
facilitate a positive orientation towards their Chinese (or part Chinese)
status. Put simply, these parents were most concerned with getting their
children to feel good about being Chinese. This concern arose not so
much out of a wish for group solidarity, but more out of concern for
their children's self esteem and positive identity. Thus, the
underlying motivation was based cm their concern for the individual
(i.e., their children's emotional well being) and not for the large
group, (i.e., the group's continuity). This represents a major change
from previous generations when childrearing practices arose primarily
out of concerns for the family or the group and not the individual
child.
There was a powerful tendency among the biracial children to drift
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towards total assimilation, both culturally and socially, into the
American mainstream.
I really don't think it (ethnic identity) stands anywhere.
She probably considers herself an American. That's QK
with me.
(Respondent #10, 45-year-old,
intermarried Caucasian father)
This parent seemed to be making the point that it was easy for
their children to forget their part-Chinese status and to feel burdened
by their reminders that they still belonged to an ethnic minority group.
Many parents were sensitive to this. They were hesitant about
manufacturing an issue for their children that would only make them feel
uncomfortable.
Finally, do these parents try to give their children a label for
their biracial status? Surprisingly, not one parent expressed any sense
of urgency about this subject. In fact, most respondents acted as if
they had not given this issue much thought. One parent did mention
that his daughter had brought a label home for herself.
One year we visited Hawaii and the kids learned some of the
Hawaiian terms and so they came back saying they were Happa
so now they call themselves Happa. In fact, my daughter
has a T-shirt saying, "Happa and proud of it."
(Respondent #22, 60-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
This father saw his daughter's gesture as cute but not having a great
deal of importance. In this same sense of lightness, another Caucasian
father (respondent #18) invented his own label to describe his children:
"Chonk, half-Chink and half-Honk."
Rather than become seriously invested in giving their children a
special ethnic label, (i.e., Eurasian, Amerasian) these parents seem
content with calling their children half-Chinese and half-Caucasian.
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One possible reason for this is that these parents did not wish to
emphasize the unique racial status of the children, not only for their
children's sake, but also for the sake of maintaining a sense of ethnic
continuity. To give the children a new ethnic label shared by neither
parent challenges the assumption of continuity. Indeed, the purpose of
their childrearing effort was quite to the contrary: To convey a sense to
their children that they were still very much part of the tradition of
both families; that family continuity was still intact.
Ambivalence
These parents harbored a complex mixture of feelings regarding
their children's ethnic identity. As Table V-l suggests, almost all of
them supported the abstract ideal that it was important for their children
to develop a strong sense of being part-Chinese. * Yet this position
was tempered by a host of other feelings which often pointed these
parents in other directions. This ambivalence often led these parents
to describe their parenting style in rather confusing and contradictory
terms. The following passage illustrates this process at work.
(How much of a concern has your children's ethnic identity
been to you?)
Not at all. It's definitely not a priority.
(What role have you played in encouraging them to develop a
sense of being Chinese?)
They have Oriental friends. I remember we would get together
fairly regularly with my Oriental friends' kids. But I would
basically say that we have a very non-Oriental emphasis. We
* Since the primary concern about ethnic identity in almost all of the
families revolved around being "part-Chinese", I have used this phrase
to designate the issue, realizing that this phrase does not fully
describe the situation in the few families where the ethnic influence
from the Caucasian parents' side was also significant.
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don't live in a Chinese area, although we do go down to China-
town. They know wnat Chinese rood is. We celebrate the same
holidays as when I was little.
(How would you ideally like your children to think about their
background?)
As a privilege. It is important that they have the ability
to be both. I want them to understand that they are both.
(Respondent #9, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
This respondent initially answers quite emphatically that ethnic
identity is "not at all" a concern, but then goes on to acknowledge that
ethnicity has indeed intluenced her tamily's activities. She finally
comes full circle and asserts that it is important tor her children to
feel that they are both. While most ot the respondents did not display
their contradictory feelings in such graphic ways, a sense ot awkward
ambivalence is central to understanding these parents' experience of
raising their biracial children.
For the most part, these parents were unable to articulate the
underlying dynamics to their ambivalence. Its presence was felt more
beneath the verbal text ot the interview in the form ot an anxious
unwillingness to openly acknowledge uncertainty or contradiction in
their experience ot parenting. There were, however, occasional
allusions to some ot the internal currents behind this ambivalence.
Some ot these are included in the following attempt to list possible
sources contributing to this ambivalence.
1. Childrearing priority on successful acculturation
into the American mainstream
It is important to me that they know they are one-halt
Chinese and one-halt Caucasian. There are certain things
I want them to know. But when it comes down to it, I
don't push it, because we do live in America.
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
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2. Commitment to transcending racial categories
It seems to me that the best thing to do is try to address
things in an individual way, not in racial terms. As far as
the racial thing, let the issue stand on its own merits, good,
bad, or whatever. I think to some extent we have done this.
(Respondent #32, 45-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
3 . Parents 1 own ethnic rootlessness
To the extent that I knew how, I have tried to preserve
some of the Chinese culture. Like by celebrating Chinese
New Year, you know, and that sort of thing. But that's
the only cultural thing that I know and I don't know that
very well....
I think I exist in a vacuum ... I have to say that I
think it is important to impress on your child a sense
of your own culture, whatever that culture is. I think
it is important to carry on so there won't be this sense
of vacuum, this nothingness, this nonpast...
I guess every culture eventually loses it.
(Have your kids lost it?)
Yes, I think so.
(Respondent #19, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
4. Parents' own discomfort about identifying as Chinese
It depends a lot on the parents themselves. So many
people have not come to terms themselves with who they
are and so if they really do not feel comfortable about
who they are, their children certainly pick that up.
(Respondent #30, 33-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
5. No extended family to pass on ethnic heritage
(Anything you could have done differently?)
If my mother were a more traditional kind of person, I
would have them see my mother more often. But my
mother wasn't, she was too egocentric. I was always
afraid that she was so batty, you would have to watch
her like a hawk so she doesn't say the wrong thing.
That would have been a good source, had she been a
regular kind of person.
(Respondent #19, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
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6. Parents' sense that it is not a relevant issue for their
children
Now the other thing is that sometimes you don't deal with
certain things because there is nothing to make you have to
do it. If they came home and something happened at school,
then we could deal with that. But if it didn't....
I can't remember ever discussing it with my wife. This
may sound strange. Either we were very insensitive on
these issues, or the issue was never brought to our attention
or became an issue.
(Respondent #24, 57-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
7. Lack of support from spouse
(Did you try teaching your kids Chinese?)
In my case, I didn't. You see, I couldn't speak Chinese
to (my wife) so we would always converse in English.
And as a result, there was no chance that the kids
could pick up any of the Chinese...
(What about Chinese food?)
My wife did not cook Chinese, but we would go out
once in awhile. But she wouldn't enjoy it, especially
those long banquets.
(Respondent #24, 57-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
8. Trying not to be an ethnic racist
I used to teach them that they were half-Chinese and
half-barbarian, and for a while, the kids believed it.
Then my husband said, "Look who's the racist." I didn't
realize it. I was just doing it in jest.
(Respondent #19, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
9. Resistance from children
You're going to run into a lot of difficulty if you try
to force your Chinese on the children. Sometimes it is
just better to back off and wait until they are ready.
(Respondent #28, 74-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
10.
Concern about being too ethnic
But you don't have to rub it (the fact that one is
Chinese) in. There is a difference between rubbing
it into people's faces and just having an honest
self-esteem.
(Respondent #16, 60-year-old
intermarried Caucasian step-father)
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This list could very easily be expanded to include other sources of
ambivalence. Some of these dynamics will, in fact, be treated in more
detail in subsequent sections of this report. The point here is simply
to illustrate the complex array of feelings pushing and pulling these
parents in their attempts to take a stand regarding their children's
ethnic identification.
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CHAPTER VI
ETHNIC CONTINUITY
Another core dimension of ethnic identity is what might be termed
ethnic continuity. This refers to the sense that one is part of a
tradition that extends through time and that, by virtue of being part
of that tradition, one feels a responsibility to maintain its
continuity. Perhaps the following comment captures the way these
parents experienced this dimension of ethnic identity.
I am very conscious of the fact that I am Chinese and
Chinese-American and that my children are, and that I want
them to know their heritage and continue in that tradition.
If you were to ask me if I would want my children to marry
Chinese, or Asian, and if I had my say in the situation, it
would be preferable in terms of continuing the tradition.
(Respondent #35, 48-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
Like the rest of the respondents, this mother leaves the issue of what
exactly comprises "Chinese tradition" somewhat ambiguous. While her
priority on marrying Chinese implies a biological component, her use of
the word heritage implies a cultural and social component as well.
Another way to conceptualize this dimension is to make the following
distinction. Ethnic group membership, as discussed in Chapter V, refers
to a sense of being part of a group that extends across space. Ethnic
continuity, on the other hand, refers to a feeling of being part of a
group that extends across time.
How did this group of interracially married parents approach the
issue of ethnic continuity for their children? One would expect that
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the issue of ethnic continuity would be a source of uncomfortable
conflict for these parents. By marrying out, these parents were left
with the reality that their children represent a break in ethnic
continuity, at least in the racial sense. One would predict that this
would generate a great deal of feelings in these parents, including a
sense of loss, guilt, and/or uncertainty.
These parents did not report being particularly concerned about the
issue of ethnic continuity. From a racial, social and cultural
perspective, these parents did not see ethnic continuity as being
problematic in their efforts to raise their children. While endorsing
the ideal of ethnic continuity in the abstract, these parents generally
did not place a great deal of effort or concern in this direction in
their actual childrearing practices.
From a racial perspective, these parents were adamant about
minimizing their concern of the loss of their children's racial
"purity." In tact, as will be discussed in more detail in the next
chapter, most respondents expressed pride in their children's physical
characteristics, feeling that their mixed look set them apart in a
positive way. Only one parent stated that she tieetingly experienced,
when she was pregnant, a sense of loss knowing that her child was not
going to look like her.
It was the grandparents who were described as becoming most upset
by the loss of their racial/physical continuity. As Table VI-1
suggests, just over one-half (15 of 29) of the respondents reported negative
reactions on the part of their own parents (designated "grandparents )
.
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TABLE VI-1
Grandparents' Reaction to Intermarriage
Group
Number of respondents reporting
negative reaction to inter-
marriage by grandparents
Total
Chinese Fathers 3 7
Chinese Mothers 8 9
Caucasian Fathers 3 8
Caucasian Mothers 1 5
TOTAL 15 29
The following quotes give a sense ot the intensity of some ot these
reactions from grandparents (respondents' parents).
My mother was just irretrievably against it. She did not
want to meet the girl. She didn't want anything to do with
her, and she was on my Dad to back her up. Of course, he
had always wanted grandchildren with the family name and
was probably hoping that I would have white children and not
one-half white children. So my Mom pushed him into committing
himself. He wrote a letter saying that I owed something to
my ancestors. I owed something to them to preserve the purity
of the Caucasian blood.
(Respondent #22, 60-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
It was probably ground zero. My father threatened suicide. My
mother was going to be discouraged forever. Every member ot the
family got into the act. It was a very difficult time tor me.
They didn't come to the wedding. It was probably the hardest...
My parents did not speak to him or have him in the home for three
years
.
(Respondent #8, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Respondents tended to discard these reactions as being irrational and
backwards, viewing the grandparents' investment in racial purity as being
racist and destructive.
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Unlike the grandparents, the respondents did not see their children as
representing an end to the racial line. Instead, they saw the racial
line continuing in their children, albeit in blended form. As discussed
in Chapter V, respondents reported that they had little difficulty framing
their children's circumstances in a very positive light; as being
endowed with an ethnic richness that made their position special.
We always tried to look at it positively. We always
stressed that they looked like both and because of this
they could belong to both groups. We always thought it was
better than looking at it like they didn't belong to either —
that they somehow were caught m the middle. I think it is
a positive thing, not like something they lack or are
deficient in. Rather, we always tend to stress that they
were richer in that respect.
(Respondent #26, 60-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
This quote was typical of the optimistic tone the parents took when
addressing the issue of ethnic continuity. It was as if these
parents were trying so hard to rake things positive that they had no
capacity to experience (or share) any feelings of loss or ambivalence
about not maintaining the physical continuity of the group.
Perhaps the core dynamic behind this process of denial was not
around the loss of group continuity, but more fundamentally, and more
uncomfortably, a loss of self-continuity. While this hypotnesis takes
us well beyond the data, we are given some clues to this dynamic's presence.
If he had his way, he would love to have shipped us oft
to China or someplace and let them grow up as strictly
Chinese. I think he doesn't want to lose it. I think
he wants them to be like him. He feels very Chinese.
(Respondent #13, 44-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
For the most part, however, these parents gave very little indication
that they were troubled, at least consciously, by such feelings.
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From a social perspective, there was again very little concern
about ethnic continuity. Parents had little investment in preserving
the us versus them" mentality that had, up until their generation,
powerfully reinforced a sense of solidarity within the group. Long
before having children, most of these parents had drifted away from the
confines of a tight ethnic social network. Their choice of a marriage
partner most dramatically symbolized this move towards an alternative
view; one stressing integration and group transcendance rather than
the importance of group boundaries. Thus, in most of these families,
ethnic continuity, in a social sense, had already been discarded as a
priority long before the children had a chance to raise the issue.
In fact, it is likely that in many families the impetus away from
the group existed in previous generations. Many respondents described
the previous generation or two as pushing against the boundaries of
traditional Chinese or Chinese-American society. Thus, these parents'
breaks from the group were not as abrupt as they might have seemed.
Instead, they represented the continuation of a multi-generational
process of drifting away from the traditional confines of the group.
It was not surprising, then, that these parents were unanimous in
backing away from trying to influence the ethnic makeup of their
children's circle of friends. Along similar lines, even the most
traditional Chinese parents in the sample chose not to make an issue of
their children's dating or eventual marriage partners.
I was hoping against all odds that my daughter would marry
Chinese. Then I had to ask myself, "What the heck, you didn't
do it. How can you expect your child to do it?"
(Respondent #28, 75-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
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Well, I remember saying, "I would like to have a Chinese
son-in-law." But, you know, it really is not that important
to me now. As long as they are Christian and from a good
family.
(Respondent #12, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
Unlike social and racial continuity, cultural continuity was a
focus of a great deal of conscious effort and concern. Most of the
Chinese parents expressed some desire to preserve their cultural
heritage. In fact, several parents saw this as a significant child-
rearing priority, feeling that the Chinese culture was the best way to
build ethnic pride and positive self-esteem in their children. All of
this will be discussed in much more depth in Chapters VIII and IX. The
main point here is that these parents seemed much more invested in, as
well as comfortable with, this aspect of ethnic continuity.
By far the most important aspect of ethnic continuity for these
parents took the form of ethnic group identification as defined in Chapter
V. Parents badly wanted to instill a sense of being part-Chinese in their
children. The exact content of what it meant to be Chinese was not
essential. What mattered most was that their children did not lose a
sense of self that included a Chinese component — regardless of how
vaguely it was defined.
In fact, it might be argued that a more open-ended sense of ethnic
continuity is ultimately more durable and meaningful because it allows
individuals to continuously define for themselves what their Chinese
parts are to be. One way of viewing this more fluid notion of ethnic
continuity is that it is like an empty vessel that is passed down from
generation to generation, to be filled by each generation in its own way.
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An important distinction is that these parents tended to view
ethnic continuity from an individually—oriented rather than a group
perspective. These parents’ commitment was towards facilitating a
healthy identity in their children, not towards preserving the integrity
of the group. Ethnic continuity was a means to an end: Positive
psychological adjustment in their children.
While this perspective — that ethnicity and cultural continuity
should be addressed in a way that promotes more fundamental
psychological growth — played an essential role in shaping these
parents' childrearing philosophies, most respondents only indirectly
alluded to it. The following passage is typical of the way in
which these parents communicated this belief.
My daughter mostly sees herself as herself. Never says I’m
Chinese or whatever. It does not seem to matter to her. Like
I told you earlier, it a child is taught when they are little,
you are one-half Chinese and one-halt American, and you keep
instructing them to reinforce what their roots are, and the
concept that those are good things, then it won't matter any
more.
(Respondent #12, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
As mentioned previously, this orientation marks an important shift
away from previous generations' perspective on ethnic continuity
(especially among the Chinese) stressing a coimutment to the integrity
of the family and racial group over and above a commitment to the
individual's personal adjustment. For these parents, it is the child
and not the family or the group line that takes precedence.
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It is possible, however, that this shift is as much a function of a
change in the social milieu as a change in parenting outlook. In
earlier eras, it may have been in a child’s best interest to be strongly
socialized into an ethnic perspective stressing group purity because of
the more divisive and hostile racial climate. In those times, unbroken
ethnic continuity and impermeable group boundaries were likely to be
adaptive beliefs. These parents appeared to be saying that, in today’s
world, the opposite might be true.
For many respondents, concerns about continuity revolved primarily
around efforts to maintain the family and its tradition. In the
following quote, the issue of ethnic continuity is brought home in
very concrete terms.
I try to let them be aware of their ethnic background. I
point out the differences. For example, the difference
between their Grandma, and their "Yen-Yen" (Chinese for
paternal grandmother) . I tell them that Grandma speaks
Spanish and that Yen-Yen speaks Chinese and that's because
they have different languages. I tell her that Yen-Yen is
different and that she is the way I was raised. I tell
them you look at Yen-Yen and the way she acts and eats —
that’s the way I was raised. I want them to know that
there was definitely a difference in the way we were raised.
(Respondent #2, 43-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
In fact, most of these parents tended to frame the issue of continuity
in family rather than ethnic terms.
I've always felt it was good to reestablish some
traditions so the child has some carry over from one
generation to the other. And it doesn't have to be just
Chinese. So for Christmas, we have started inviting
friends over and we sing Christmas carols while our
daughter plays the piano. And for Chinese New Year, we
try to get friends who don’t have family to come over.
(Respondent #33, 50-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
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One reason for this stress on family rather than ethnic tradition
was that most of these parents were not exactly sure what comprised
standard ethnic tradition. All they knew and really cared about was
what the family did.
Ours is a bastardized version of New Year. All we do is
the red envelopes. I guess we have developed our own
watered-down version over the years.
(Respondent #15, 41-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
I don't think that my wife is standard Chinese. I don't
know what standard Chinese is. I am still interested in
reading more about it.
(Respondent #4, 41-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
Only a few of the respondents received a formal ethnic education that
would allow them to pass on "standard” Chinese culture. Instead, these
parents experienced their efforts as siroply trying to pass on the way
things were done in their respective families.
The preservation of family tradition appeared to carry much more
emotional weight than the continuity of the less immediate ethnic group.
Passing on family customs has the effect of maintaining the legacies of
real people. In a sense, it is an attempt to keep alive relationships
across time.
My kids will say to me, "You really look forward to being a
Paw-Paw (grandmother)
,
just like our Paw-Paw, don't you?" And
I say, "I sure do." And they say, "You know, you can't be
Paw-Paw (paternal grandmother), because you'll be an Ah-Paw
(paternal grandmother) ." And I said, "I don't want to be an
Ah-Paw." And they would say, "You mean to say that our kids
are still going to call you Paw-Paw?" And I say, "Yes, I
want to be a Paw-Paw." And I think they want to carry on
the tradition - even if its just for me.
(Respondent #21, 50-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
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We didn't give our oldest daughter a Chinese name when
she was first born. This is why I say my husband wasn't
as in tune with his race and we had just picked American
names. But his father went out and found her a Chinese
name and he wrote it out, and he sent it to us and then
he died. So we immediately changed her name and gave her
the Chinese name he had picked for her.
(Respondent #7, 42-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
This father did not give his children Chinese names until his father
died, when his children's names took on new importance. Here we see
how ethnicity becomes much more salient within the context of family
relationships. One might say that the fundamental motivation to
preserve family tradition (and by extension, ethnic continuity) rose out
of an allegiance to cue's own parents and what they represented.
Grandparents appeared to play a crucial role in this kind of family
oriented ethnic continuity. All of the Chinese parents in this sample
acknowledged this, saying that their children's most important lessons
in being Chinese were during their contact with grandparents.
(What is the Chinese part of your life?)
It's not really much in our house. We're pretty much
Americanized, but it comes out when they are with their
grandparents in the extended family. Like they have seen
videotapes of my father's China trip. Or he will take
them to the shop that my family owned.
(Respondent #1, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
I'd like them to appreciate Chinese food, and they are
exposed to it regularly. But mostly it's the big family
dinners and when we visit my mother...
My mother has seen to it that we have some Chinese
decorations around the house, which I am very grateful
for. She has given us some very large bowls and statues.
(Respondent #8, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
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CHAPTER VII
HiYSICAL CHARACTHUSTIGS
Physical features are perhaps the most concrete markers of ethnic
identity. Hie social environment assigns group membership, as well as
attributes associated with such membership, based to a large extent on
physical characteristics. An individual's social identity is shaped in
powerful ways by physical appearance.
Biracial children's (especially Asian-Caucasian children) physical
features are often quite ambiguous and, consequently, subject to a wide
range of interpretations regarding group membership. Given this
ambiguity, their parents can play an important role in assigning
meaning to their children's looks. Hiis chapter focuses on how this
sample of parents assigned meaning to their children's racial/physical
features. Our analysis of the interview data is structured around the
following questions:
1. In what ways did racial/physical features become an
issue in these families?
2. How did this group of parents respond to these incidents?
Specifically, how did they respond to racism directed at
their children's physical features?
3. How did these parents themselves respond to their children's
racial/physical features?
Ways Physical Features Became an Issue
Mcst respondents reported that the issue of racial/physical
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features did not figure prominently in their children's lives. They
repeatedly stressed that this was rarely a source of concern for either
them or their children. While acknowledging that their children had an
undeniably unique look, most claimed that it did not result in negative
attention or social exclusion.
I would say that my kids have their own look, which they
do. They're not close to either one. As a matter of fact,
all of these kids have their own look.
(Respondent #22, 60-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
It's never been an issue because the three of them do not
look oriental as far as we're concerned. They look different,
but you can't tell what specifically. For the most part,
the girls, you would accept them as being Caucasian if you
saw them with a WASP group. In this area, there is such a
polyglot of every race, they don't stand out as being
different.
(Respondent #25, 58-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
This father's observations are fairly representative of the group.
Except in isolated instances, their children's physical features did not
result in racial stigma; particularly in the predominantly Caucasian
social settings in which most of these children were raised. Whether
these views are an accurate reflection of the children's actual
experience remains an open question at this point. It is quite
plausible that these parents, for a variety of reasons, may not have
been fully aware of their children's concerns in this area. It would be
necessary to talk with the children themselves to clarify this question.
A surprisingly large number of parents (14 out of 29) said that,
when the issue did come up, it was around their children's "exotic beauty."
The following comments are typical descriptions of the kind of positive
attention their children received.
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Amongst the Chinese, a Eurasian kid was always gorgeous.
The parents could be ugly, but the kids were always beautiful,
every time.
(Respondent #17, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
The only way it's really come up is a lot of people
think that Eurasian kids are pretty. You get a lot of
comments like that.
(Respondent #18, 56-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
Several parents did report instances of negative reactions to their
children’s physical features. Probably the most painful source of
negative attention, from the parents’ perspective, was from the
children’s grandparents. Four respondents reported what they felt to
be subtle racism by their own parents directed at their children's
physical features.
Even to this date, my parent’s prejudice still comes
out with the children. The children who have more
Oriental characteristics seem to be less appreciated.
Like, if they have a little red in their hair, my mother
notices it a lot. My kids feel it.
(Respondent #13, 44-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
My mother is the one who stresses their racial features.
She says my son looks more Mexican than my daughter does...
We never look at their characteristics and say, "Is that
Asian or is that Latino?" It’s just a mix.
(Respondent #3, 35-year-old
intermarried Mexican-American mother)
Its tunny. From my mother, "They don’t look Chinese."
But from my wife’s relatives, "They don’t look Armenian,
either." But I try to look at it positively.
(Respondent #26, 60-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
It is very possible that these grandparents were not reacting out of
racism but, as discussed in Chapter VI, out of a hightened sensitivity
to the issue of continuity. As grandparents, they may have seen
themselves as the guardians of the family line and, consequently,
more
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sensitive to "deviations" in their grandchildren.
Another potential source of negative attention was from peers.
Surprisingly, only two parents reported incidents in which their
children's physical features were the subject of a racial attack by
peers. Once again, whether this means that such attacks generally did
not occur, or that their children were hesitant to share these
experiences is not clear.
A third source of criticism is from the children themselves.
Again, these parents' accounts suggest that this was far more the
exception than the rule. In fact, only three parents reported hearing
about such feelings from their children.
She's always making fun of herself. She's a pretty girl.
But as a defense mechanism, she makes fun of her Oriental
looks; her nose, button nose, flat and makes fun of herself
out of a defense mechanism.
(Respondent #24, 57-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
When she was four she said, "I don't want to be
Chinese. I'm not Chinese." Just like a denial of it.
I had a feeling it had something to do with her sexual
identity, wanting to identify with me. Because it's
interesting now that she's 13, she's interested in
having black hair, like her Dad. Whereas, at that time
period she wanted blonde hair.
(Respondent #7, 42-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
Our daughter used to say, "God, I've got Mom's nose, it's
a carrot nose." I guess that's because an Oriental nose is
spread out.
(Respondent #22, 60-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
Much more common were parent descriptions suggesting that racial
features were either ignored as inconsequential, or given a relatively
neutral evaluative valence.
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They've always commented about the shape of their noses.
One of them has a flat nose like me. The other has a
pointed nose like their father. So they like to mention
that just for the fun of it. I don't think they have ever
mentioned what they think is better.
(Respondent #11, 47 -year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
If forced to judge, the following positive self-appraisal would probably
occur more often than not:
My daughter says that she is so happy that she is half
Chinese and half American because the American part makes
her look less Oriental with all the slanty eyes. She says,
"I'm glad I don't have that, and the Chinese part of me
makes me not look like every other person. I stand out in
the crowd." She says, "I'm real happy the way I look because
I look so unique.
"
(Respondent #15, 41-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
This last quote highlights what many of these children felt to be their
primary concern regarding their looks — their "Oriental" features. In
other words, when these children did have concerns about their racial
features, it was not around their bi racial blended status, but instead
around those features that were linked to being Chinese. This tendency
is understandable in a society whose standards of beauty tend to be
narrowly defined in terms of the white majority.
Ity daughter looked quite Oriental and the small children
would make fun of her as an Oriental. So that it was not
so much the mix, the racial mix, but for being Oriental,
being a minority.
(Respondent #24, 57 -year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
Parental Response To Racial Incidents
In order to document the full range of possible responses
to racism directed at their children's physical features, the
respondents were asked to react to the following vignette:
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Supposed that your 6-year-old son has just returned from
his first day at a new school quite upset. He tells you
that another boy came up to him and told him that he
looked funny because he looked different. How would you
respond?
Based on these parents' reactions to this vignette, the following eight
response categories were generated.
1. Provide an empathetic and/or comforting response.
2. Negate the other boy's carment.
3. Offer an explanation of the child's physical features,
emphasizing a positive interpretation.
4. Help the child accept the reality of his being different;
that being different is okay, that everybody is different
in some way.
5. Instruct the child to confront.
6. Instruct the child not to react; to ignore, not to fight
back
.
7. Offer to intervene on behalf of the child.
8. Not certain what to do, would defer to other parent.
Table VII-1 summarizes how frequently each of these responses were used
by each group of parents.
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TABLE VII-
1
Responses to Hypothetical Racist Incident
(N=29)
*
Response
Category
Chinese
Father
Chinese
Mother
Caucasian
Father
Caucasian
Mother
Total
#1
Empathy,
reassurance
3 3 2 2 10
#2
Negate other
boy' s comment/
character
3 3 5 2 13
#3
Racial explana-
tion stressing
positive
4 3 2 2 11
U
Being differ-
ent is OK
4 4 3 1 12
#5
Instruct to
conf ront
0 3 1 0 4
#6
Instruct not
to react
ignore
0 1 1 1 3
#7
Offer to
intervene
0 0 2 0
2
#8
Not sure what
0 1 1
1 3
to do would
defer to other
parent
Most respondents gave answers that could be included
in multiple categories (up to 4)
.
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We see that parents tended to comfort (response category #1) and
explain (categories #2, #3, #4) rather than offer advice (categories
#5, #6, #7).
Summarizing from Table VII-1, a composite description of these
parents' reactions to this vignette would be: Bolster the child's
self-esteem and positive ethnic identity, while helping him/her to cope
with the reality that he/she is different and that some people's
cannents are not worth listening to. What follows is a list of
examples of each of these eight response categories.
1. Empathy/Reassurance :
I would first of all give him a big hug. I would say,
"I think you are the most handsome person in the world.
God gave me you as my son and I am very happy. Ivdon't
care what the other guy has to say.”
(Respondent #12, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
2. Negate other boy's coiments/character :
I would stress that everybody looks different but that
doesn't make them not as good. I would also say,
"Maybe that fellow doesn't feel so good about himself
and that's why he is going around and trying to put
everyone else down. If he really felt good about
himself, he wouldn't have to do that."
(Respondent #16, 60-year-old
intermarried Caucasian step-father)
I would have to tell him that there are a lot of
people that aren't too smart, who haven't seen other
people, and that he knows who his parents are and he
looks like them both, and that he is a combination.
I would stress that he doesn't look funny, he just
looks different, and that person doesn't know what
he is talking about.
(Respondent #1, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
3. Racial explanation, stressing the positive :
I would tell him, "Yeah, you're different. But there's
nothing to be upset about." I would tell him that he's
different because his father is American and his mother
is Chinese. "Maybe your classmate never met someone
like you before. You are different, but there is nothing
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wrong with that. In fact, it's pretty nice. You are a
bit of both. You have the advantages of being both.
The Chinese have a long line of history and from your
father's side, there is another long line of history.
So you have two good things as compared to one."
(Respondent #19, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
"Sure you look different, because you have a different
ethnic background and you are richer because you come
from two kinds of ethnic backgrounds, you have more
culture than someone who has oily one." I probably would
make some kind of analogy that they could understand,
like, "Everyone has a shirt with one pocket and you have
a shirt with two pockets. You really have more than
other children. That's why you look different. In a
few years when you're six years old and your friends
are older, they will understand mibre and you will
think this funny look is an asset rather than a
liability."
(Respondent #24, 57-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
4. Being different is okay :
I wouldn't say he didn't look different because that is
a reality, and help him accept it. The big thing is to
help him accept the fact that he is different. But that
doesn't make him look funny or negative.
(Respondent #26, 60-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
I don't see how you can get around the issue of being
physically different. The earlier they face up to it,
or understand the issue, the better they can cope with it.
(Respondent #24, 57-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
5. Instruct to confront :
The first thing I would do is to tell my boy that I under-
stand why he's upset, that it's not a nice thing to
happen, that it's really painful. That's the first
thing I would do, acknowledge his feelings. Then I
would probably do some problem solving with it. I would
tell him that the boy has a right to his opinion,
but that he doesn't have very good manners, or is not
very sensitive. If the boy was to keep being mean to
him, he'd certainly have the right to punch the kid in
the nose.
_(Respondent #21, 50-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
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6. Instruct not to react, to ignore :
What I would tell him is that there are a lot of people
who are going to look down on you because of the way you
look, because you are Chinese, because you don't look
like everyone else. You are going to have to find strength,
you're going to have to let him realize that you are better
than they are by not reacting and not hitting back, because
that is exactly what they want. You've got to be strong.
You're superior. Chinese are superior.
(Respondent #17, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
7. Offer to intervene :
If they keep on taking advantage of him, possibly I would
talk with the child's parents. I don't ever want to give
my child the feeling that I would not take great steps at
great personal sacrifice to protect them. I want them
to know that they will always be supported.
(Respondent #4, 41-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
8. Not sure what to do, would defer to other parent:
I would probably handle it differently than my husband
would. So I would want my husband to talk with him
because I think he might be able to really understand
the feelings about being a minority better.
(Respondent #7, 42-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
In addition to providing responses to this hypothetical vignette,
a few parents described real life reactions to their children's racial/
physical characteristics. Consistent with their reactions to the
hypothetical vignette, these parents' responses attempted to frame
their children's physical/racial features in a positive light. Here are
two attempts of parents approaching the issue in a very direct fashion —
by trying to play up their mixed features as assets.
I tell them that they should be proud of it. I tell them
that hybrids are the strongest, because if you get too pure,
if you're not careful, you get all of the negative, just
like the royalty in Europe. Hybrids have a tendency to get
strengths from both sides. And it's actually helped them on
the streets as they have grown up. Because of their hybrid
nature, they are tall — from the Caucasian side of the family.
They have black hair from their mother, but also curliness
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that comes from the Caucasian side. They are dark enough
skiruied from the Chinese side that they can pass for Latin
or just about anything. So they can be whatever they want.
So it's been an advantage.
(Respondent #16, 60-year-old
intermarried Caucasian step-father)
I tell them that you can get freckles from Mom, but you
can get a tan like me. It's an advantage because you
can get the best of both of us.
(Respondent #1, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
A much more common approach, however, was to stress that their
racial/physical features conferred upon them a special status: Being
part-Chinese. As such, they were part of a culture and ethnic heritage
of which they had good reason to be proud. Rather than address their
looks directly, this approach attempted to provide context for the
physical markers signifying group membership. If their children felt good
about being Chinese, then they would more likely feel good about looking
Chinese.
I think they are sort of proud of their looks now. Of
standing out as being part-Chinese. Again, it's mainly
because of what the family has been able to offer. Like
all of their friends are treated to Chinese p>astries at
their grandfather's bakery. It's something to be proud of.
Or their classmates are always after them to bring Chinese
food. And that birthday party down in Chinatown was a big
hit. I think they are real proud of it. On many occasions,
I let them choose a special friend and we will go trucking
down to Chinatown for a day of lunch and shopping. So I
think they are proud of it. Being Chinese gives them some-
thing that their friends don't have.
(Respondent #8, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
This approach reminds us that the dimensions of ethnic identity are not
separate entities, but are quite interdependent.
A very different approach described by a small number of respondents
(3)
,
and implied by a number of others, was to purposely downplay their
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children's unique physical features in order to protect them from
developing a "minority complex."
The number one thing is that you don't emphasize it. There
are enough people on the outside who will bring it up
to their attention, who will emphasize it. If you
bring them up emphasizing it, you will probably give
them a minority complex. They are going to wonder why
people are always mentioning it. So to do that — to bring
it up will actually make them teel badly about it.
(Respondent #25, 58-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
In a somewhat related fashion, one mother stopped putting her girl in
pigtails in order to protect her from further racial insults.
When she was very little, there was one incident. I put
her hair in a little pigtail with little ribbons and
someone at school made a remark. But that was the only
time — before that I never thought of her as being
Chinese. So I pacified her and I told her that they
just don't know how nice she looked. I brushed it oft.
I never put pigtails on her again. I didn't want to nake
an issue of it. I wanted to protect her feelings. I didn't
want to blow it up to such importance, and then the kids
would really do it. But if you say instead, "So what. Just
ignore it. It didn't hurt anybody. Turn your back on it.
Snub them." I thought that was the best way. Because she
was very sensitive and I didn't want the hurt to go on.
(Respondent #29, 74-year-old, half-
Chinese and half-Caucasian mother)
The implicit assumption here is that, in their children's social milieu,
racial minority status is a liability and that the only way to protect
their self-esteem is to minimize unnecessary indicators of ethnic group
membership.
Several other parents, however, concluded that taking such a stance
was ultimately not beneficial tor their children. Their position was
that because the reality of racism was inescapable, their most important
task as a parent was to equip the children with the necessary tools to
deal with this reality.
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When we were in Casa Grande I remember an incident of my son
coming in and saying, "I'm not a nigger am I?" And my wife
saying, "No, we don't use that term in our house. The term
is Negro. You don't happen to be Negro-American, you happen
to be Chinese-American." He goes out to play again and he
comes back and says "Mommy, Mommy, you didn't get me from
China? You got me from a hospital, didn't you." I rementoer
at that point I was tempted to say "I want to go to Hawaii
and protect my kids." and then I said to myself, "No, he's
going to have to live in this society somehow and so con-
sequently I shouldn't protect him by isolating him, but by
helping him be strong enough to face the issue of what it
means to be Asian-American in this society."
(Respondent #34, 50-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
This situation for the Chinese-Caucasian biracial child is further
complicated by having available, in some cases, the option of "passing."
Unlike children who cannot help but face the reality of their racial
distinctiveness, some biracial children are faced with the tenptation
to disown those parts of themselves that the society tends to negatively
evaluate. For these children it is perhaps even more of a challenge to
integrate the Chinese aspects of themselves into their identity.
This raises some very important questions about childrearing. How
can parents help their biracial children come to terms with being
racially different in a racist society? In other words, how can parents
inoculate their children from the narcissistic injuries that result from
being subjected to, as well as taking on, the evaluative habits of the
mainstream white society? How can parents facilitate the development of
an identity in their children in which the Chinese parts are both
integrated and positively valued?
One compelling perspective on these questions takes us out of the
confines of ethnic identity and into more basic developmental processes.
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Expanding on comments made in the previous chapter, perhaps a child's
basic orientation to self and body — an orientation whose outlines have
their origins in the first years of life well before the issues of race
and ethnicity become salient — is the key variable in determining how
well a child adapts to the reality of being racially different. This
brings into focus, onae again, the importance of the basic parent-child
relationship.
I would say my one recommendation to anyone, in terms of
being a parent, is that they've got to support their kids.
“Ihis is true of any race, all white, all Asian, or whatever.
Ihis upbringing has got to be there, whether your kid is of
mixed or non-mixed parentage.
(Respondent #17
, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
One implication of this perspective is that later parental efforts
at ethnic identity building or at cultural exposure are only effective
to the degree in which a core positive sense of self and body has been
established.
Parental Response To Children's Features
The most significant responses regarding their children's physical/
racial features were largely unconscious. The follcwing passage,
shared by an especially articulate and psychologically minded respondent,
gives us a flavor of what sane of these hidden reactions might involve.
I remember when I was first pregnant. For the first part
of my pregnancy, I kept picturing having this blonde-haired,
blue-eyed baby. I guess it was something ingrained in me.
I remember at sane point during the pregnancy it hitting me.
"I wasn't going to have that type of baby." and I remember
doing a little bit of mourning. There was a little sense of
loss, a sense of loss of the ideal picture of a baby I had
had since I had been very small. Then I remember bitching
to feeling intrigued as to what the baby was going to look
like. Sort of feeling that his features would dominate
because my features were more recessive, lighter genes. So
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I think I initially telt I was going to be dominated in a
genetic way. It has not really worked out that way at all.
I feel our children really reflect both ot us.
(Respondent #7, 42-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
In this passage, this mother boldly acknowledges feelings that may have,
in subtle ways, influenced the kind ot narcissistic investment she had
towards her daughter. With the help ot her selt-awareness, this mother
seemed able to move beyond these feelings. It is very possible that
similar versions ot these feelings could have been operating
unconsciously in other families.
This takes us well beyond the scope ot our data, since most
respondents were unable or unwilling to share their feelings to this
extent. Just because these feelings were much less documentable,
however, does not diminish their significance. In fact, the real action
in these families around body image and racial identity probably
occurred at these unconscious levels. With this in mind, tne following
speculations are ottered regarding possible unconscious dynamics in
these families.
1. How "Chinese" or "Caucasian" a child looks will determine,
in subtle ways, family dynamics; especially in terms of
family alliances and the children's parental identifications.
2. Inter racially married parents are at risk for a diminished
narcissistic investment in their children because of their
children's physical dissimilarities.
3. Parents' feelings about their children’s physical features are
not symmetrical. Chinese parents are more likely to feel positive
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about their children's looks, seeing them as blending
into a more desirable direction. Caucasian parents,
on the other hand, are more likely to have reservations
about their children's physical features, seeing them
as moving away from their standards of attractiveness
and desirability.
4. It is easier for parents to tolerate physical differences
with the opposite sex child because there is less threat
of loss of self-continuity. Thus, parents will have more
body cathexis difficulties with the same-sexed child.
5. Parents' feelings about their own racial traits serve
as models to their children as to how they should feel
about their own bodies. In addition, parents' feelings
about their spouses' racial traits also serve as
powerful messages to their children about their racial
features
.
This list of assertions is, of course, only speculation at this point.
These hypotheses can only be evaluated after a much more in-depth
exploration of these families' unconscious dynamics.
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CHAPTER VIII
OBJECTIVE CULTURE
Objective culture is that dimension of ethnic identity which
corresponds to the more concrete and identifiable manifestations of a
group's heritage. It involves those elements typically seen as being the
most visible cultural (as opposed to physical) markers of a group.
Objective culture stands in contrast to what might be termed "subjective
culture" which corresponds to the less visible, private aspects of a
group's experience (e.g. , values, attitudes, worldview). This
dimension of ethnic identity is the topic of the following chapter. Our
analysis of objective culture focuses on four areas:
1. Holidays and Traditions
2 . Language
3. History and Art
4. Eating Habits
Holidays and Traditions
Perhaps the most visible aspect of objective culture involves those
traditions, rituals, and holidays associated with the ethnic group. In
the following passage, a respondent describes her involvement in these
kinds of ethnic activities.
We always celebrate Chinese New Year, ffy mother-in-law
cooks the night before and we go over there and exchange
the red envelope money, ffy mother is involved with the
family association, so we still go to the spring banquet,
too. Then on Chinese Memorial Day in the spring, everyone
goes to visit the graves. Wb used to celebrate 10/10, when
I was in the drum corps and that was a big thing.
(Respondent #31, 33-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
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These activities represent the roost formal and explicitly ethnic
manifestations ot the culture. They are what outsiders are most
likely to see when first encountering an ethnic group. In many ways,
these activities are the most concrete behavioral markers ot an
individual's ethnic identity.
The interracially married respondents reported that they generally
did not participate to any great extent in these kinds ot formal
cultural traditions. As table VIII-1 indicates, a majority ot the
interracial families (10 out ot 17) ranked low on this dimension, and
not one family ranked high.
TABLE VIII-1
Level ot Involvement in
Chinese Holidays and Traditions
Type of Family High Medium Low Total
Intermarried Families 0 7 10 17
Intramarried Families 2 1 1 4
High — Very involved in celebrating Chinese New Year.
Observes other Chinese holidays. Continues
to occasionally observe ancestor worship.
Regularly attends Chinese-styled banquets and
family association functions. Regularly
involved in cormunity ethnic events.
Medium — Regularly observes Chinese New Year but not in
an elaborate manner. Occasionally observes some
of the other Chinese holidays. Does not practice
ancestor worship. Occasionally attends banquets
and cormunity events.
Low — Rarely observes Chinese New Year. Does not
observe other holidays. Rarely attends Chinese
banquets or coimunity ethnic events.
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The following quotes are typical of the way these parents describe
their involvement in these activities.
For instance, we never celebrated Chinese New Year before,
but now we do, because now his mother has us over for
lunch or dinner. ...
I think that's the only tradition I can think of. For
New Year we go over to his mother's house and eat tripe,
and that's about all. When it comes down to it, I would
say besides eating the food and visiting my husband's
mother, they are mainly exposed to American traditions.
(Respondent #3, 35-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
We are not into following many of the Chinese holidays
or traditions. About the only thing we do is
occasionally celebrate a bastardized version of New
Year. All we really know is the red envelopes. In
fact, this was the first time we all went over to their
grandmother's and talked. The kids weren't into it and
they wanted to go, but I said, "Hey, we just gave you
all this money, so you can stay right here too, until we
want to go."
(Respondent #15, 41-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
How are we to account for this low level of involvement? The most
obvious explanation is that this sanple of parents represented a highly
acculturated group of individuals who had drifted away from, or were
never exposed to, the formal cultural practices of their group of
origin. This was certainly true of all the Caucasian respondents. Not
one Caucasian parent reported observing any holidays or traditions from
their European ethnic group of origin. This was also true of most of
the Chinese respondents.
To the extent that I know how, I have tried to preserve
some of the Chinese culture. Like celebrating Chinese
New Year, you know, and that sort of thing, but that's
the only cultural thing I know, and I don't know that
very well.
(Respondent #19, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
I think the bottom line for us in this racial thing,
which I have come to terms with, is that even though
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feature-wise I am Chinese, I am more American than
I am Chinese. When it comes down to it, I am much
more a part of this American culture than I would ever
be Chinese. To me, that speaks volumes.
(Respondent #32, 45-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
Another possibile factor contributing to this pattern is that these
parents did not place a great deal of importance on maintaining these
formal cultural practices. Several respondents stressed that such
practices were not a priority in their childrearing efforts.
For Chinese New Year, I'll occasionally make the jie
(traditional New Year food)
,
and will give the lucky
money to the kids, and I'll probably have them call
their grandmother and tell her "gung hay fa choy."
That's about it. We don't celebrate any of the other
holidays. ...
I don't think those kinds of things are what we've
ended up stressing. It is more with how we feel about
ourselves, and not our observance of a set of traditions.
Anyway, I think it would be hard to maintain them
because I never really learned them very well.
(Respondent #5, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
This mother seems to be minimizing the importance of formal practice.
For her, observing Chinese New Year was fun, but far from essential.
In general, the kind of Chinese culture transported to this
country, especially in past generations, was generally not heavily laden
with formal rituals and ethnic practices. Chinese immigrants have
generally been, above everything else, pragmatic pioneers. In their
struggle to survive they had little time or inclination to maintain the
more formal aspects of their Chinese heritage.
I never really learned a lot of the traditions from my
mother. She was definitely not a traditionalist about
observing all of those things. She got too busy, and
really didn't have time for that kind of thing.
(Respondent #33, 52-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
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Finally, these families generally did not live in comnunities that
provided much institutional support for these activities. It was
difficult to observe ethnic rituals — especially with highly assimilated
children — without the support of the wider social context.
In this regard, extended family, and especially grandparents,
played a crucial role in maintaining these traditions.
We would celebrate Chinese New Year all the time. We
always went to my mom's. Again, it's my parents'
tradition. Of course, the kids like it, because they
get money. Sure, and we get a good meal. Even now,
I know for Chinese New Year we'll go to my parents.
(Respondent #17, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
When I am told by my parents, we celebrate. They'll
celebrate New Year. Also Memorial Day, and even maybe
10-10, or whatever. They just call us up and say,
"It's time to come home and eat." Like for New Year,
there is always lots of dinners, donations, and
banquets. I just follow the track.
(Respondent #30, 33-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
The importance of grandparents is highlighted by a revealing pattern
in the interview data. All but one of the families who lived away from
the grandparents on the Chinese side, ranked at the extreme low end on
this dimension of ethnic involvement.
Table VTII-1 also suggests that the interracial families were more
likely than the intraracial families to drift away from observing these
cultural traditions. While the data are far from conclusive, it does
raise the possibility that something about the interracial families
made it more difficult for them to maintain these practices. One
possible explanation is that the Chinese parents in the interracial
families were more acculturated in the first place than their
intramarried counterparts — in the sense of being less familiar, less
comfortable, and less invested in these practices. Based on an
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impressionistic assessment ot the sanple, this general pattern seemed to
be the case.
Another explanation is that these interracial tamilies lacked the
cultural redundancy possible in a two Chinese parent family. In the
intraracial (Chinese-Chinese) families, interest and expertise in these
matters could come from both parents, as well as both extended tamilies.
In addition, there was no need to hold back from being too traditional
or too ethnic, for tear ot making uncomfortable or alienating a
non-Chinese family member. This is not to say that non-Chinese parents
could not be supportive or even take the initiative in observing Chinese
customs
.
When they were young, Chinese New Year was a big thing. It
is my fault. My husband (Caucasian) observes it more
than I do. He puts the fruit out.
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
We give out the Lai-cee (red envelopes with lucky money)
,
and the father is supposed to give them a little lecture
that goes along with it; about his expectations ot them,
and my husband does that. He goes along with the tra-
dition.
(Respondent #19, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
When I first met her, I got involved in the food and cul-
ture. I remernber taking a Chinese course at the local
high school and learning the language a bit. I tried to
learn a little calligraphy, although that’s not one ot
my talents. I supppose there have been other things, too.
(Respondent #4, 41-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
But try as they might, sometimes their efforts did not seem like the real
thing.
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At Chinese funerals
,
it is tradition to give money
wrapped in paper — a nickel with a piece of candy.
The candy is supposed to sweeten the sadness. So we
went to visit my uncle in San Francisco during Chinese
New Year. So what did my husband do? Without my ever
knowing about it, he brought a lot of chocolate candy
that looks like coins, and he put them in the Lai Cee
paper and he gave that to all the kids. I was mortified.
You don't do that, not on Chinese New Yearl Of course,
he didn't understand. The kids thought it was funny.
My uncle just treated it as though he's "fan yen"
(white person) — that he doesn't know. But I was just
plain mortified.
(Respondent #19, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Finally parents often tried to place their involvement in these
activities in perspective, by stressing that they were not seen as ends
in themselves — for the sake of preserving Chinese culture. These
traditions and practices were, instead, seen as a means to a more deeply
held, but less visible, cultural ideal: The affirmation of a harmonious
and viable extended family. These traditions, holidays, and rituals
were openly acknowledged as being excuses for the family to get together
and confirm its solidarity. The exact form of how a family came
together, in terms of highly structured cultural practices, was
generally not seen as being a matter of great concern. Thus, the
maintenance of cultural form was not described as being the underlying
motivation here. Simply coming together was the key, whether it was
at Christmas, Chinese New Year, or a cousin's wedding.
I mainly try to shape their ethnic identity by stressing
the family and the importance of family gatherings.
That it was important during the holidays for the family
to come together. Not just our immediate family, but
aunts and uncles and their families, too. The main
thing was just getting together.
(Respondent #35, 48-year-old
intramarrried Chinese mother)
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Language
A number of parents stressed that language was central in main—
taining ethnic identity. Respondents repeatedly implied that language
had a special place as a carrier of the culture.
I think that if they spoke Chinese, they would identify
more. Then as a person, they would feel like they belong
to both, tty daughter says, "It's too bad I cannot
communicate with my grandmother. " I hope seme day they
will pick up Chinese, at least as much as they know Armenian.
(Respondent #27, 59-year-old
intermarried Armenian mother)
In fact, several parents stated that this was the one aspect of their
Chinese culture that they felt most badly about not passing on.
Teaching them Chinese is the one thing I had wished I
had done, but it's so easy to bawl them out in English....
It's a shame that our kids didn't understand. I guess
when they get older, they can always try to pick it up.
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
In spite of this widely shared belief in the importance of main-
taining language, few parents were able to successfully pass it on to
their children. Table VIII-2 summarizes these parents' experience of
teaching Chinese to their children.
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Table VI I1-2
Experience ot Teaching Chinese Language
Type of Family Number with
Chinese
speaking
parents
Number
attenpted
to teach
Chinese
themselves
Number
who had
others
teach
Number
success-
ful
Interracial families
Chinese father (N=7)
6 1 1 0
Interracial families
Chinese mother (N=7)
8 3 3 0
Intraracial families
(Chinese-Chinese) (N=4)
4 0 2 1
As Table VIII-2 indicates, very few ot the families (four)
represented in the sample attempted to teach their children Chinese
themselves. This was in spite ot the fact that all but three ot the
families (eighteen) had at least one parent who could speak Chinese
fluently. They, instead, tended to rely on outside resources including
Chinese school (four families)
,
grandparents and extended family (four
families)
,
and babysitters (one family) . Only one family (an
intramarried family)
,
felt successful at making their children
bilingual, and they stressed that it was almost entirely from the
efforts ot their monolingual Chinese-speaking babysitter.
Respondents cited a number ot reasons tor this drift away from
the Chinese language. The most common explanation was that it was too
difficult and required too much effort.
You see, I didn’t speak Chinese, and he was too busy.
He was too tired when he'd come home for dinner, and
he didn’t want to spend time with that. He was
studying to get his professional license and to make
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a place for himself. So for him, to have to come heme
and teach Chinese was just too much. Besides, it was
not that important because we were not intending to be
in that sort of community.
(Respondent #29, 74-year-old
intermarried half-Chinese mother)
I have some mixed-married friends, and I have to give
the mothers credit for keeping up the language in the
heme, even though their husbands don't speak it, but
it's taken them speaking it consistently and sending
them to either Chinese or Japanese school for those
kids to maintain the language. It is really hard.
It takes concerted effort. Those families also send
their children back to either Hong Kong or Japan
yearly, or every other year, so the kids have a
chance to learn and use it. I just can't do something
like that.
(Respondent #8, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Another source of difficulty in the interracial families was that
the Caucasian spouse generally did not speak Chinese.
It's really hard to teach them. You knew why? We rea-
lized in order for a kid to learn a particular language,
you have to speak it at heme, both of you, all of the
time, constantly. That's really the only way, but we
couldn't do that. So it was really hard.
(Respondent #2, 43-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
The lack of language facility, hewever, was not only a problem in the
interracial families, but also limited the intraracially married Chinese
families as well.
We never tried to speak Chinese with our kids. By the
time we moved here, my grandfather had passed away, so
I didn't have to speak Chinese to anyone, so I didn't
speak it myself. My husband and I were probably kind
of embarrassed about it when we tried to use it.
(Respondent #37, 62-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
Several parents stated that they made a conscious decision against
raising their children in a bilingual fashion. One reason for
this was
a concern about the children's language development.
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original idea was that they would be bilingual and
have both languages from the beginning, but it became
such a problem for them because Chinese is not related
to the Indo-European languages where you have parallel
grammatical structures. The languages are very different.
For our oldest one, we made the mistake of trying to
teach her Chinese when we moved to Hong Kong when she was
at a crucial stage in her language development, age 1-1/2,
and then we brought her back to the United States just
before she was to enroll in the first grade. It turned
out to be a tremendous disadvantage for her, so we felt
we really had to apply ourselves in one language.
(Respondent #10, 45-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
For nty oldest son, his primary language was Chinese, but
he did not utter a word until he was four years old.
When I brought him to a speech therapist, she said, "He's
probably confused." So I figured there's no way I'm
going to have that problem with my younger kids. I
thought, "Here we are in the United States, and if they're
going to get ahead, they are going to have to be proficient
in English."
(Respondent #19, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Another reason for this exclusive focus on English, implied in the
previous passages, is a commitment to an assimilationist child-rearing
philosophy. According to this orientation, retaining a Chinese accent
reflects a maladaptive commitment to ethnic isolation.
We haven't stressed the Chinese. We felt it was impor-
tant for them to learn English well. Like when you go to
San Francisco Chinatown. Half the people are born and
raised here, but they sound like they have just come off
the boat if you hear their accent. It just doesn't make
sense. They have been educated in the United States, and
there is no reason for them to sound any different. They
are getting the education they are supposed to be getting,
so they shouldn't be speaking that way.
(Why do you think this happens?)
They probably continually go back home in Chinatown and
stay there, and don't ever come out except to do their job.
I don't know why they stay so isolated. I think it might be
insecurity.
(Respondent #36, 60-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
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Up until this point we have been looking at the issue of language
as an end in itself. However, the way in which language is dealt with
in a family has impact on levels other than whether or not the children
turn out to be conversant in Chinese. A parent's approach towards
language can convey important indirect messages regarding ethnic
identity. Ibis is especially true for the Caucasian parents in an
interracial marriage. Their willingness to try to learn some Chinese
represents an affirmation and interest in their partner's cultural
heritage. This, in turn, can shape hew the children eventually feel
about their being part Chinese. The interview data tends to support
this connection. The 7 out of 13 Caucasian parents who had taken it
upon themselves to learn sane Chinese were generally the most supportive
of their spouses', as well as their children's, ethnic identity.
Learning Chinese was an important indicator of this pro-ethnic orientation.
History and Art
Another component of objective culture involves the more formalized
legacy of a people — as contained in its history, literature, and art.
This is the culture that is read about in history books, seen in
museums, and taken in at the theater. This is the "high" culture that
an ethnic group sees as its contribution to civilization. It is what a
people is most likely to choose to display about itself.
Surprisingly, this sample of parents did not place a high priority
on passing on this aspect of their culture. As Table VIII-3 indicates,
the overwhelming majority of the respondents either expressed no or very
little commitment to this childrearing direction.
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Table VI I1-3
Amount of Effort Devoted to Passing
Down Culture and History
Group
Chinese parent's ethnic background
None or low Some High Total
commitment commitment comnitment
Intermarried
Chinese parents
10 5 1 16
Intermarried 9 3 1 13
Caucasian parents
Intramarried
Chinese parents
8 0 0 8
Group
Caucasian parent's ethnic background
None or low Some High Total
carmitment commitment commitment
Intermarried
Chinese parents
16 0 0 16
Intermarried 10 3 0 13
Caucasian parents
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It is clear that most of these parents did not stress Chinese or European
history, art, or music with their children. This was true for both the
interracially and intraracially married respondents.
We are not too much into formal Chinese culture, we have
attended seme events, only because my husband's older
brother, who is really a Chinese culture person, will get
us tickets for this or that. Sometimes we almost feel
like, "Do we really have to attend?" but we usually enjoy
it afterwards and we always take our daughter, but it's
just not really our way. I suppposed if we had more time,
we might say, "Hey, why don't you go and listen to an
oboe player or a piano player?"; something that is closer
to our goals or our interests.
(Respondent #33, 52-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
These findings are somewhat surprising for the Chinese parents. It
was predicted that these parents would have used the cultural, scientific,
and/or historical accomplishments of the Chinese civilization to
bolster their children's sense of ethnic self-esteem. This would have
been consistent with the messages they got when they were being raised.
As I think back on it new, ny father was always saying to
us, "You're Chinese-Anerican and you should be proud of
it because we were first in this, and first in that."
You know, the Chinese did everything first. We invented
all those things.
(Respondent #34, 50-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
Only one family in the sample actually took this approach.
I think it is important to stress what a fine culture
the Chinese have. I know this doesn't appeal to
everyone, but in our situation, we had the finest for
her to see. Her father was an artist. Our store was
only the best. There was nothing grubby about it. We
lived well, so you must be proud of it. You should try
to expose them to the good parts.
(Respondent #29, 74-year-old
intermarried half-Chinese mother)
I wanted her to be proud of being Chinese like I am, and
and I think she is. She is proud of her heritage. She
isn't ashamed of being Chinese. I think the things that
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come closest to myself and my wife is Chinese history
and art. Chinese art ranks with the highest in the world.
She has grown up with it. It has always been around her.
In our store, we have one of the largest collections in
Los Angeles, and she loves it, and she has sane of it in
her cwn home.
(Respondent #28, 75-year-old
intermarrried Chinese father)
I would place this pretty near the top: Be proud of being
Chinese, because that part of you is a very desirable part.
You should be proud of the fact that half of you is Chinese
rather than something else, because the Chinese throughout
history, have been so great, and they still continue to be
great. Also, I think they should be proud of the Caucasian
half, too. If it is of a high type, but if educationally
or culturally the other half doesn't measure up to the
Chinese half, I'd say, "You better hang onto the Chinese
half because that' s your strong point.
"
(Respondent #28, 75-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
This couple was deeply involved in the Chinese arts. The father was an
artist, and the mother was a proprietor of an oriental antique/art
shop. For them, this commitment was a natural priority. But for most
of the other respondents, this was not the case.
There are a number of possible explanations for this low investment
in high culture. Most importantly, these parents did not grow up in an
environment where they were exposed to this aspect of their group's
heritage. As mentioned earlier, most of the Caucasian parents had
drifted away from their European roots. For the Chinese parents, in
spite of their predominately ethnic upbringing, the culture and history
of the Old Country was not generally an important part of that experience.
From our friends who knew more about culture, they can go
back and they know about such-and-such dynasty, but we
didn't have parents who are educated. The Chinese who
came to the country back then were illiterate, so we
didn't have that to say, "Hey, your culture is great.
You knew, it's 4,000-years-old.
"
(Respondent #33, 52-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
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Many of these parents were of peasant immigrant stock, whose families,
even back in China, probably had very little to do with the history and
culture passed down among the Chinese literati. Instead, these
families' sense of being Chinese was much more immediate and "down-home."
I think the most important thing is for them to know where
they came from as far as their parents' backgrounds. Like
I tell her about her yen-yen (grandmother)
,
and tell her
that's the way I was raised. I say, "Look at yen-yen — at
the way she acts, and speaks, and eats — that's the way I
was raised." Or I bring them to Chinatown in the Chinese
restaurants, so they can get used to the noises, the smells,
the stores. Lots of times. I'll take them to the meat
market and they'll be shocked, but I try to expose them
to it, even though they have a reaction.
(Respondent #2, 43-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
In addition, parents backed away from this priority because of
insufficient outside support. The parents did not have the tight
community, with its Chinese schools, Chinese newspapers, and other
community resources, to reinforce their efforts to push this kind of
culture. After all, what good does it do to extol the virtues of
Chinese culture in a community where such culture is not only
nonexistent, but considered foreign and alien. Without a supporting
context, parents' efforts in this direction were likely to be met with a
great deal of resistance. Rather than fight a losing battle, most of
these parents chose to back away from this domain of cultural heritage.
I think, generally speaking, there is a tendency towards
resentment. At some level, it is rebelled upon by the
kids. With her, it probably was a little more subtle.
Like myself, I rebelled against it a lot because it was
always cooing at me, especially the Chinese school. I
rebelled against the written language, the Chinese
school, the Chinese medicine. To an extent, I rebelled
against some of the Chinese traditions, so I guess that
is why we have not wanted to push it. Just let it evolve.
For example, when she didn't want to continue in Chinese
school, we didn't push it.
(Respondent #32, 45-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
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When parents did push this aspect of culture, th^ stressed that it had
to, first and foremost, emerge from their own personal inclinations.
Whether it was through travel, or reading Chinese fairy tales, or going
to museum exhibits, parents emphasized that it only became meaningful
to their children to the extent that they as parents were also
meaningfully invested in the activity.
From my standpoint, from being in a certain class and
being in the art world, I had something that I could
offer her. I was guiding her with what I had. I sup-
posed I would never have made her into a scientist, be-
cause my mind wasn't that way. I think Chinese families
influence their children in that way. Basically, they
follow in the footsteps of their parents.
(Respondent #29, 74-year-old
intermarried half-Chinese mother)
We don't try to perform, so to speak, for the kids. Lots
of parents try to begin certain things with the children,
but they are just performing. They are only performing
in order to influence their kids.
(Respondent #36, 60-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
The message here is that meaningful ethnic exposure does not result from
parents self-consciously attempting to make their children more ethnic, or
more culturally aware, but, rather, comes naturally from the parents' cwn
commitments. Anything else, according to these parents, is experienced
as contrived and artificial and having little impact.
This was perhaps the one dimension where both Chinese and Caucasian
parents were equally equipped (or more accurately, ill-equipped) to pass
it onto their children. Both were, for the most part, uninvolved and
uninformed about classic Chinese history and culture. Chinese parents
did not seem to regret that they were not more acquainted with formal
Chinese culture, seeing it as having little relevance or meaning to
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their own sense of ethnic continuity or cultural identity.
Sane of the Caucasian parents, however, felt differently about
this. For them, ethnicity was very much dependent upon the transmission
of Culture, with a capital "C". These Caucasian parents approach to
preserving ethnicity was much more grounded in the appreciation of the
group's formal heritage. In one family, it was the non-Chinese father
who had become the Chinese art buff. He was responsible for the rather
extensive collection of Oriental art pieces displayed in the home. In
another family, it was again the non-Chinese parent expressing an
interest in reading about Chinese culture in order to pass it down.
But it might be good to read more about our cultures so
we will know more than just what we picked up with our
unconscious as we grew up. I realize it would take
some effort to search it out, but I think it would be
worth it to try to pass it on to our kids.
(Respondent #4, 41-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
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Eating Habits
As Table VIII-4 indicates, most of the interracial families did not
regularly eat Chinese food.
Table VII 1-4
Frequency of Eating Chinese Food At Home
Type of family High Medium Lew Total
Interracial families
with Chinese father
3 2 2 7
Interracial families
with Chinese mother
1 2 7 10
Intraracial families
( Chinese-Chinese)
3 1 0 4
High - Regularly eat Chinese food at heme at heme
(several times per week)
Medium - Scmetimes eats Chinese food at heme (once per
week)
Low - Rarely eats Chinese food at heme
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Only four of the seventeen interracial families ate Chinese food on a
regular oasis (several times a week) . ihis nunber takes on more
significance in the light of the fact that all of the Chinese parents in
these families ate Chinese food almost exclusively while growing up.
One commonly cited reason for this was that Chinese food was too
time-consuming to prepare.
Our eating habits are Western, not Chinese. I just don't
have time to cook Chinese. I just don't have that kind of
of energy.
(Respondent #8, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
We very rarely ate Chinese, mainly American. It was so
so much trouble to eat Chinese, so time comsuming. If
we wanted Chinese, we went out.
(Respondent #25, 58-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
Several other respondents explained that their children's non-
Chinese food preferences had shaped the families' eating habits.
At first, our daughter didn't like Chinese food very much,
but new she likes it as much as an adult. So during
those early days of her childhood, we had a lot more
Western food than Chinese. When she was small, that's
what she preferred. She really didn't even care for rice.
(What was your reaction?)
We would go along with her. After all, we realized
we were going to get a lot more difficulties if we
tried to force the Chinese onto this girl. When they
are that young, that's all you can do.
(Respondent #28, 75-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
Table VIII-4 also suggests that the intraracial (Chinese-Chinese)
families tended to serve more Chinese food than the interracial
families. One explanation is that the interracially married Chinese
parents tended to be more assimilationist in their outlook. One mother
made this quite explicit, proudly stressing that her families' eating
preferences had transcended ethnic biases.
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I would say we eat totally international. We try to
expose the kids to all kinds of food. Because I work,
we end up eating out a lot, and it is certainly not
just Chinese.
(Respondent #9, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
The most obvious explanation, however, is that there was less investment
in eating Chinese food in these interracial families because only one
parent grew up with it. By contrast, the intramarried parents tended to
reinforce the other's preference for Chinese food.
The majority of time we eat Chinese simply because my
husband prefers it, and I don't mind cooking it. We
both grew up with it. It is also convenient to do,
although I do a lot of French and Italian cooking, too,
but I think Chinese is more of the staple.
(Respondent #35, 48-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
In the intermarried families, this kind of cultural mutuality was
not as likely. In fact, a number of Chinese respondents gave examples
of their spouses having real difficulties with Chinese food.
My wife doesn't cook Chinese. We would go out for it
once in awhile, but she wouldn't really enjoy it. She
is from the Midwest, which was quite limited as far as
exposing her to Oriental foods, so she didn't even know
what Chinese food was — just chop suey and chow mein.
(Respondent #24, 57-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
I can remember after one of those ceremonies for new
mothers where they serve pig's feet. Well, he had never
been exposed to this stuff, and he almost died on the way
way hone with the smell in the car. He said, "What is
that stuff?" and I love it because I was raised with it,
so it's been kind of interesting for him.
(Respondent #8, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
A more careful examination of Table VIII-4 reveals subtle, but
significant, gender influences. The interracially married Chinese
mothers, almost without exception, tended to take a rather selfless role
when it came to cooking, putting the preferences of their husbands and
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children ahead of their own. As a result, they shied away from cooking
a great deal of Chinese food. This resulted in a fairly consistent
eating style in the interracial families with Chinese mothers; basically
"eclectic American", with only an occasional Chinese flavor.
The Chinese father-Caucasian mother intermarried families were faced
with more of a dilemna. How can a Chinese husband satisfy his preference
for Chinese food when married to a woman who did not grow up eating or
cooking Chinese food? Listed below are five different solutions
employed by these families to solve this dilemma.
1. Wife does not like Chinese food and does not cook
it. Husband regularly goes out on his own to eat
it (1 father)
.
2. Wife has learned to cook a few Chinese dishes, but
the main opportunity to eat Chinese is with extended
family or in restaurants (2 fathers)
.
3. Wife has learned from husband to cook Chinese
food extensively, and regularly cooks it at home.
Husband does not regularly cook (1 father)
.
4. Husband cooks Chinese food on occasional basis.
Wife cooks non-Chinese food the rest of the time.
(2 fathers)
.
5. Husband does all of the cooking, including regular
Chinese meals (1 father)
.
This list illustrates how this dilemma forced some of these families
out
of more traditional gender responsibilities and into more
creative
arrangements.
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Moving beyond Table VIII-4 and into the issue of ethnic identity,
we see that in some families, food was regularly used to encourage
positive feelings about being Chinese. At least four mothers recalled
that sending Chinese food to school during a "Culture Day" proved to be
a source of pride for their children. In one family, food became the
prime focus of their efforts to address their girl's ambivalence about
being Chinese.
We have observed an interesting behavior there. Being
born and raised in a basically white coirmunity, (our girl)
felt a little uncomfortable about being Chinese and having
black hair. When she was 2-1/2, she raised the question,
"Why is my hair black? Why am I not blonde like Suzanne
(her neighbor's friend)?" I guess what she was saying
was, "Everyone else has hair other than black, why me?"
We were concerned because we thought it reflected a race
problem or an identity problem. Also at the same age she
was going to a babysitter that was Jewish, and at some
point, she thought she was Jewish. When people would ask
what she was, she would say, "I am Jewish." We interpreted
these things to be that she felt, "I don't want to be
Chinese." I don't know whether that was the correct
interpretation or not, but we started to make more of an
effort to enphasize Chinese food — which she really liked.
We would verbalize how great Chinese food is, and try to
re-emphasize some of the pleasure that went along with
being Chinese.
(Respondent #32, 45-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
The relationship between food and ethnic identity, however, is more
complicated than this. Food is more than simply a means to feel proud
about one's cultural background. The ability to eat like a Chinese is
not a trivial aspect of one's social identity. The ability to eat
fluently with chopsticks, to comfortably eat rice from a bowl, and to
observe the table rules of family-style Chinese eating are all important
behavioral markers as to whether one is "really Chinese." In a similar
fashion, a Chinese "palate" — that is, a comfortable familiarity and
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appreciation of Chinese tastes, textures and smells, also serves to
identify one as being Chinese.
Perhaps the toughest test for whether one is truly a mentoer of an
ethnic group is at the dinner table. Enjoying pickled pig's feet, or
knowing how to politely slurp soup are skills that probably reflect
deeply ingrained aspects of an individual's upbringing. These are also
skills that allow one to comfortably participate in more exclusively
Chinese social settings.
This study did not collect any data on this potentially robust, but
novel, outcome measure of ethnic identity. Based on the kinds of
eating experience to which these families were exposing their children,
one might predict that the biracial children would have much less of a
Chinese food orientation than their Chinese counterparts.
Several parents (especially the Chinese fathers) , openly
acknowledged their limitations in this direction, regularly utilizing
outside resources to foster a Chinese orientation towards food in their
children. Along these lines, grandparents were often enlisted to expose
their children to this aspect of Chinese culture.
We have Chinese food fairly often. We will go to a
restaurant, or we'll bring it home, and whenever we go
over to my mother's house, we always eat Chinese food
over there. That's where they get their home-styled
Chinese cooking.
(Respondent #26, 60-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
Food offered a nicely-tailored opportunity for grandparents to function
as the guardians of family and cultural tradition. Unlike learning the
Chinese language, which required much greater effort and ongoing
contact, developing an appreciation for Chinese food required relatively
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little sustained effort. Oie interesting question is whether the Chinese
grandparents of the interracial children were influenced by their status
as being the oily Chinese grandparents — feeling more responsible to be
ethnic in the food they served to their children.
In addition to family gatherings
,
these children were regularly
brought to Chinatown and Chinese restaurants. This turned out be be
perhaps the most common cultural outing in these families. In one
family, a Chinese cook was brought into the home to provide the family
with more authentic Chinese cooking.
While these parents were committed to facilitating an appreciation
of Chinese food, they also realized that their influence was limited and
that their children's eventual food orientation was largely out of their
control
.
Like when I cook, I cook Chinese foods. Many times they
don't like it, but as I recall, I didn't like a lot of
Chinese food when I was younger, but I got to appreciate
them later on. All they like right now is McDonald's and
and Burger King, so they are at least exposed to it now.
(Respondent #6, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
This parent's position probably captures the childrearing stance of
most of these parents towards not only Chinese food, but ethnic identity
in general: In as non-pushy, positive, and relevant way as possible,
provide some exposure, realizing that one's children must ultimately
choose for themselves who they are and what they like.
Conspicuously absent in this analysis is any mention of religion.
While religion is an obvious component of objective culture, it was not
considered an ethnic (in terms of Chinese-Caucasian differences) issue
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by the respondents. None of the Chinese respondents were practicing
Buddhists or followers of any other Eastern religion. When the issue of
religion did arise, it usually concerned the extent to which Christian
principles or doctrine should be followed. There was no clearcut
pattern, along ethnic lines, as to which parent was more likely to
advocate more adherence to Christian religious practices.
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CHAPTER IX
SUBJECTIVE CULTURE
Subjective culture involves the less tangible aspects of the human
experience that bring a people together. It includes a group's
prevailing value orientation, codes of desirable conduct and thought,
and role expectations. Subjective culture's less concrete nature stands
in counterdistinction to objective culture's more observable rarkers and
practices. Subjective culture is that part of culture which is much more
private, usually enacted in the more intimate confines of family or
close interpersonal relationships. Thus, it is much less accessible to
the casual outside observer and can only be fully appreciated through
in depth participant observation.
Most individuals act out this aspect of their group identity
without stepping back and putting it into words. In fact, subjective
culture is often not experienced as being a cultural or group
manifestation, but more as being part of one's personal way of doing or
thinking about things. Unlike objective culture, which is usually
explicitly ethnic, many aspects of subjective culture do not carry an
ethnic label.
Subjective culture is usually not codified into a set of explicit rules
and guidelines. Instead, it is passed down from one generation to the
next as an informal, but powerful, folk consciousness. Because of this,
there is usually a great deal of latitude in how this aspect of ethnic
identity is interpreted.
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In spite of its largely invisible and relatively fluid nature,
subjective culture is a core dimension of group identity. It involves
the subjective predispositions that shape the way a group thinks, feels,
and sees the world. It is the part of culture that is most likely to be
experienced by group memebers as being an integral part of the self.
Let us now turn to a more detailed description of what comprises
Chinese subjective culture. Table IX-1 is a list of the values,
attitudes, and behavior tendencies that were used in the interview to
characterize the Chinese. In essence. Table IX-1 is an ethnographic
inventory of Chinese subjective culture.
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TABLE IX-1
Ethnograpnic Inventory ot Chinese Subjective Culture
Values, attitudes, or behavioral tendencies Number ot respondents
associated with the Chinese mentioning/displaying
the trait* (N=3/)
Use of strict discipline 19
Close family ties 18
Hard work, diligence 17
Respect for elders 16
Importance ot extended tamily gatherings 15
High priority on education 14
Importance ot obedience 14
Mothers responsible tor child care 13
Authoritarian parenting style 12
Importance ot tamily obligation 11
Chinese see themselves as superior 11
Importance ot good manners/proper conduct 9
Father distant trom tamily 9
Female role is to be subservient 9
Father ms authority/dominant position 9
Girls are more restricted 8
Women’s role is in the house 8
Negative view toward non-Chinese 7
Importance ot acheivement, getting ahead 7
Importance ot caring for elders 6
Non-aggression in response to prejudice, racism 6
Chinese seen as reserved, non-expressive 6
Boys valued over girls 5
Chinese girls seen as conservative 5
Chinese seen as being financially dependent on families 5
Chinese girl’s role is to leave her tamily 4
Chinese are supposed to be honest, ethically moral 4
Chinese are supposed to be more considerate, polite 4
Chinese look down upon recreation and "playing" 3
Parent responsible for child's college education 3
Importance of caring 3
Chinese are seen as hard workers 3
China considered the homeland 2
Importance ot financial security 2
Chinese are seen as working too intensely 2
Chinese men are seen as not chivalrous 2
Chinese are seen as sacrificing for family 2
Importance ot taking care ot extended tamily 2
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Table IX-1
(Continued)
Values, attitudes, or behavioral tendencies Number of respondents
associated with the Chinese mentioning/displaying
the trait* (N=37)
Chinese are seen as smart 1
Chinese are seen as being more thrifty 1
Chinese are seen as being too serious 1
Chinese are seen as having rigid family hierarchy 1
Chinese are seen as lacking individuality 1
Chinese families are seen as insular 1
Oldest son supposed to carry more responsibility 1
Chinese are seen as independent and competitive 1
Buddhist values 1
Common sense 1
*This frequency response number was generated by counting the respondents
who:
1. Provided descriptive material from their own experience
suggesting that they endorse the value, attitude, or
behaviorial tendency (Chinese respondents only)
2. Explicitly endorsed the value, attitude or behavioral
tendency (Chinese respondents only)
3. Identified the value, attitude, or behavioral tendency as
being consistent with their family experience (Chinese
respondents only)
4. Identified the value, attitude, or behavioral tendency as
being consistent with their view of Chinese culture
(both Chinese and non-Chinese respondents)
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In Table IX-l f each respondent is being used as a resource to compile a
picture ot what comprises Chinese subjective culture. What is unique
about the way the interview data is being used is that this list has
been generated from two different sources. It comes from this writer’s
interpretation/assessment ot the Chinese respondents' descriptions ot
their own life experiences and attitudes. It also comes from the
respondents' own interpretations and observations ot Chinese culture.
Thus, the respondents are providing data botn as subjects and as
observers
.
From Table IX-1, several factors comprising Chinese subjective
culture can be identified. These include: 1) family hierarchy; 2)
importance ot family ties; 3) gender roles; 4) achievement/work
orientation; 5) moral conduct, proper behavior. These factors, along
with the specific values, attitudes, and behavioral tendencies which
they encompass, are listed in Table IX-2.
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TABLE IX-2
Factors of Chinese Subjective Culture
Factor with component
values, attitudes, and
behavioral tendencies
Number of respondents
mentioning/displaying
factor. (N»37)*
1. Family Hierarchy
-Respect and care for elders
-Obedience
-Strict discipline
-Authoritarian
-Father in charge
-Rigid family hierarchy
2. Importance of Family Ties
-Importance of family gatherings
-Close family relatives
-Family obligations
-Parent responsible for child's education
-Family financial dependence
-Chinese parents — very sacrificing
-Chinese families are insular
-Importance of caring for extended family
3. Gender Roles
-Girls more restricted
-Female role is in house
-Boys more valued
-Girls are to leave family
-Mother does childcare
-Father is distant
-Females are subservient
4. Achievement/Work Orientation
-High priority on education
-Hard working, striving
-Recreation not important
-Chinese work too hard
-Importance of success
5. Moral conduct, proper behavior
-Importance of manners/good behavior
-Importance of not disgracing family
-Importance of caring
-Chinese are moral, ethical
-Chinese are more polite, civilized, considerate
29
29
27
24
14
* Both intramarried and intermarried respondents
were used
to generate this list.
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What Table IX-2 represents is an organized delineation ot the major
components ot Chinese subjective culture. Given this detailed
description ot Chinese subjective culture, the question that remains is
how did the intermarried parents approach this dimension of ethnic
identity when raising their children? As Table IX-3 indicates, only
three ot the intermarried Chinese parents and none ot the Caucasian
parents reported that they were strongly committed to preserving the
subjective culture ot their ethnic heritage.
TABLE IX-3
Investment in Passing on Ethnic Subjective Culture
Group
Number of parents
reporting being
invested in passing
on ethnic values
and/or world view
Total
number
Intermarried Chinese parents 3 16
Intermarried Caucasian parents 0 13
Intramarried Chinese parents 4 8
Parents were much more likely to report that they had stressed a set
of values and world view that was universal in nature and transcended
ethnic and cultural boundaries.
I guess we've raised them with traditional and conserva-
tive values. By that I mean: The work ethic; try to do
good work, hard work; and honesty, tell the truth; be close
to your family, consult your family, respect your parents’
opinions. I don't think these are necessarily Chinese.
It could be traditional American.
(Respondent #24, 57-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
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It's hard to answer that in a nutshell. I want them to be
independent, to know what they want, and to be able to do
what is best for themselves. I want them to be able to take
care of themselves. Nowadays, it is no different that they
are girls. If they were boys, I would wish them the same
things... I wouldn’t really call this a Chinese philosophy.
It is just ours.
(Respondent #11, 47-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Parents repeatedly said that they had chosen to emphasize certain
values because of intrinsic merit, and not because of consistency with
a particular ethnic heritage. They rade it clear that they were not
bound to an allegience of specifically ethnic principles, Chinese or
otherwise. This was in marked contrast to those respondents who were
quite explicit about the Christian roots to their parenting style.
Their Christian faith has been very important. CXir concern
is that they don't drift away. That they grow up in the
faith with Christian values and beliefs.
(Respondent #27, 59-year-old
intermarried Armenian mother)
My goals are basically Christian. To follow God's way.
That they do what's right. That they obey. That they
love each other. Basically to follow the Christian way.
(Respondent #13, 44-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
How are we to account tor this finding? Why did these parents tend
to minimize their investment in passing down values and behavioral
guidelines which they considered ethnic? The most obvious explanation
is that these parents had, indeed, come to endorse the childrearing
philosophy whose goals were essentially American in nature. This was
clearly the case tor the Caucasian parents. Except for two (Respondents
#3 and #27) , all of the Caucasian parents described their
upbringing as
being predominantly mainstream American. It stands to reason that
their
childrearing roles would be essentially American. For the Chinese
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parents it is possible that they no longer saw the traditional values
and attitudes with which they were raised as being appropriate for their
children. Instead ot being committed to preserving Chinese culture and
attitudes, they telt their most important parenting priority was
socializing their children to function effectively in American
society. Thus, childrearing values more typically associated with
western society took precedence. Ideals such as self-reliance,
self-esteem, independence, and self-actualization guided these parents'
day-to-day childrearing activities. In this context, the attempt to
preserve Chinese subjective culture tor the sake ot ethnic continuity
receded into the background.
Actually, if you are living in this country, you really
have to move with the mainstream. Now everyone wants to
get back to their roots. One friend of mine mentioned,
however, that it you get too much tactionalization, you
are not going to have a strong enough country. So in
reality, they have to make it in the mainstream. If we
were in China, we would do it differently...
It always comes down to a trade off. You want to equip
your child to survive in this society, but you also want
to preserve your cultural heritage. But I think realisti-
cally you are giving your child more ot a chance if you
help them learn how to make it.
(How do you do that?)
We have tried to encourage her to be independent and to
make decisions herself. We would like to see her have
all the opportunity for her to develop her poteni_ial.
Basically we would like her to be very strong and
independent and able to make good judgements.
(Respondent #33, 52-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
There was a subtle, but pervasive, anti-traditional bias in the way
these parents characterized their childrearing philosophies. Whether
inter or intramarried, these parents made it a point that ethnic
continuity or tradition were not dictating how they were raising their
children.
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It seems to me the best thing to do is to try to address
things according to their own merits
,
so we don't push
things just because they are Chinese. If they seem
right or in the best interest ot our child, then we will
follow it. You are only going to get resistance it you
push things only because they are Chinese.
(Respondent #32, 45-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
I felt that because my father didn't have that kind ot
defensive feeling about trying to hold onto Chinese ways
just to prove something, we ended up having more freedom.
So I think it is important tor us and anyone else who is
is a parent to examine who they are and where they come
from and not put a trip on their children.
(Respondent #5, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
These respondents seem to be stressing the importance ot operating as a
self-determining parent, unencumbered by a dogmatic commitment to the past.
This raises the possibility that even if these parents had
retained, at some level, an allegiance to traditional Chinese child-
rearing values, they may have been unable or unwilling to acknowledge
its existence. These parents were understandably invested in seeing and
presenting themselves as thoughtful individuals whose parenting was
based on the current needs and circumstances ot their children.
Acknowledging the coexistence ot childrearing impulses emerging from
their own traditional Chinese upbringing would have brought to the
surface the contradiction and ambivalence which is an unavoidable aspect
ot parenting in such a transitional context. As discussed previously,
these parents were generally unable to subject themselves to the kind ot
self scrutiny that would have forced them to consciously face and
articulate such internal conflict. Thus, these parents may have tended
to describe their childrearing orientation with an exaggerated disregard
tor traditional Chinese subjective culture.
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Another reason for this tendency was that most of the respondents
had very little formal knowledge about what comprised Chinese subjective
culture. Without this grounding, these parents had little basis to
determine whether or not they were raising their children "Chinese."
Thus, many of these parents may have been passing on Chinese values,
attitudes, and behavioral tendencies without being able to identify
their efforts as such.
I really was never aware of what was Chinese and what was
American. I am now just beginning to know it, as I am
reading Francis Hsu's book. I am 41, and I didn't know
these are the differences. Now is the first time that I
realize the difficulty we have had in raising the kids
comes from the cultural differences. He is totally
American and I am very Chinese in the way I am raising
the children...
A lot of his emphasis is on Western values, like indepen-
dence, breaking away from the family, standing on your two
feet, and raising your children so they will feel indepen-
dent. These things are real hard for me. I didn't know
then what it was all about. I only know now in retrospect,
after I have finally gotten some perspective on it.
(Respondent #15, 41-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
A slightly different explanation is that the vocabulary we have
available to describe parenting in an intercultural context forces us to
understand it in ways that are rigidly categorical. Rather than capture
the way parents organically blend elements from divergent cultural
viewpoints into their approach to childrearing, our labels tend to force
us into overly dichotomous thinking. Pressed into describing their
parenting experience in such terms, respondents came across as being
almost exclusively American. What was lost, however, was the way these
parents' Chinese backgrounds may have qualified their predominantly
American parenting orientation. An illustration of this happened during
the course of interviewing a Chinese mother who adamantly claimed that
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she, as well as her childrearing philosophy, was totally American. Yet
during the course ot the 90 minute interview, she received four phone
calls from extended family members, (talking part-Chinese to a
grandmother)
, coordinating the activities ot what seemed to be a typical
weekend of family get togethers.
If one moves beyond these parents' self-conscious characterizations
of their parenting style, it is possible to see how some aspects ot
Chinese subjective culture figure prominently in the childrearing
dynamics ot these families. Before exploring three specific areas ot
Chinese subjective culture in detail, it might be useful to briefly
consider the methods parents employ to pass on this dimension of ethnic
identity.
Parents' self-conscious efforts play only a small part in the
intergenerational transmission ot this aspect of culture. The values,
attitudes, and the behavioral tendencies that make up Chinese subjective
culture are not, for the most part, transmitted through didactic lessons
or premeditated learning experiences. Instead, the heart ot this
transmission process involves largely unconscious experiential learning
that emerges from the total family and life experiences ot these
children. The parents' role in structuring these experiences is not
only tar from straightforward, but also largely outside of
consciousness. It is a role, as already mentioned, that most parents
found extremely difficult to articulate.
We are very conscious that we are Chinese in that we believe
in certain Chinese values. But we don't seem to do things
in a certain way just because we are Chinese, it just tends
to end up that way. I am not sure how that happens. I
don’t know whether that makes any sense.
(Respondent #32, 45-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
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It is not like it is an active thing. It is sort of like
it is a passive part of the background. It is just there,
it is part of you and part of your life. It is not like
you turn it on and off. You oome in and you see the
Chinese furniture and the Chinese pictures and a Chinese
dad. There is nothing unusual about it. It is just your
life.
(Respondent #6, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
Probably the most important thing is making them aware of
their background by activities that are fairly natural —
nothing that you specifically do just to expose them to
it because you want them to see Chinese things or hear
about Chinese things. It has to come naturally. You
can't force the situation or be too directive.
(Respondent #37, 62-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
Thus, the process of engendering a Chinese identity, especially its
more subjective aspects, is largely the result of "background"
structuring. In addition, this structure rarely comes from a
self-conscious effort to teach cultural values, but instead, emerges
naturally, almost mysteriously, from the way parents conduct their
own lives.
Qose Family Ties
One aspect of Chinese subjective culture that seemed quite
important to this group of Chinese parents was the value of maintaining
close family ties. Table IX-4 attempts to rank these parents on this
dimension based on the relative frequency of their contact with extended
family.
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TABLE IX-4
Frequency of Contact with Extended Family
High Medium Low
Intermarried Chinese fathers 3 4 0
Intermarried Chinese mothers 4 5 0
Intermarried Caucasian fathers 0 0 8
Intermarried Caucasian mothers 1 2 2
Intramarried Chinese fathers 2 1 1
Intramarried Chinese mothers 2 2 0
High — contact at least once each week
Medium — contact at least once each month
Low — contact less than tew times each year
Table IX-4 suggests that there were important group differences
regarding this variable. The Chinese parents appeared to stay in closer
contact with their extended families. One striking finding was that all
eight of the intermarried Caucasian fathers revealed that they had very
little contact with their families, while their Chinese wives had stayed
much more involved with extended family.
Table IX-4 illustrates the most obvious behavioral manifestation
of what is often identified as the key dimension of Chinese subjective
culture. The Chinese family orientation is a powerful constellation of
values, attitudes, and emotional/behavioral dispositions that is
responsible for the centripetal force that keeps these families
together.
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It is important to honor and respect your parents and
your other relations. I often catch myself saying to
my daughter, "You should see those cousins more often.
They are family even it they are once removed, or
something ..."
Chinese have no such definition of immediate family.
Whereas the Anglo way is just the immediate family; out-
side of that it’s not family at all. But the Chinese
are much closer. I guess we are more gregarious.
(Respondent #28, 75-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
The children have been raised thinking that family is
very important. We always kept them in touch with their
aunties and uncles and cousins, especially with all the
family gatherings.
(Respondent #35, 48-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
As suggested by the above quotes, the Chinese family orientation
stresses the interpersonal nature of one's identity; that the essence of
who one is stems from the nature of his or her relationship to the
family context. Maintaining these ties, thus, takes on existential
significance.
I think the most important values I have tried to pass
onto my kids is the whole concept of family. You know,
the rich tradition of grandparents, the parents, and the
grandchildren being together and staying connected. I
would always stress if you don't have your family, what’s
left? In this day and age, maybe that's going overboard,
but I think it’s important.
(Respondent #21, 50-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
The key to keeping an extended family harmoniously together is
instilling a sense of benevolence, of "wanting to do for the other."
I think (my husband's) family and our family have always
helped the family a lot. And it doesn't have to be just
the immediate family. I remember (my husband) pitching
in and helping a cousin get started by helping pay for
his tuition at Cal. So I think there is always the
emphasis that you just don't take care of your immediate
family, but that you should help the larger family. I
think Chinese do that
.
(Respondent #33, 52-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
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Nowhere is this more emphasized than in one's relations with the family
elders. The highest form of caring is that directed at those who are older.
We never talked about it. It just came naturally. She
(our daughter) was always surrounded by Chinese culture.
Even though socially and in her marriage she didn't stay
Chinese, emotionally she did. For example/ she has a very
Chinese feeling for older people which I think is unusual
in children today. When she was young she was always
taking care of somebody. She would run errands for some-
body who was too old to take care of them. She is just
that way, very considerate which I think is a very Chinese
trait.
(Respondent #29, 74-year-old
intermarried half-Chinese mother)
But the affective ties that hold the Chinese family together involve
more than just caring in the Western sense of the term. It involves
more than choosing to act on some benevolent impulse. In fact, the
whole concept of acting on one's feelings or free choice is largely
irrelevant.
As a kid, whenever I had to visit my grandparents, we
went whether we liked it or not. There were no ifs,
ands, or buts about it. But my husband says, "Do you
really want to go, or is it because you have to." That
got me thinking, "Yeh, there are times we go because we
have to, but we didn't know anything different." We were
just raised that way so we didn't know any different. If
my father said, do this, we did it no matter whether we
liked it or not.
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
To simply label this obligation in the sense that one feels compelled or
externally coerced into doing something that is ego-alien also misses
the essence of this affective tie. For the most part, these acts of
reaffirming family solidarity are so ingrained in regular family
functioning that they are simply accepted as part of the natural state
of affairs. Just as me regularly eats dinner, goes to
school, or sleeps at night, one may also regularly visit "Paw-Paw"
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(grandmother) for family gatherings. Thus, doing things with and tor
the extended family is accepted as one of the givens of life.
In addition to containing elements of caring and obligation, the
Chinese family orientation willingly acknowledges, and to some extent
fosters, family interdependence.
I alway stress the importance of the family. I tell them
I want to live with them when they grow up because that’s
the Chinese way and they have to take care of me. I make
no bones about being a very dependent person.
(Respondent #15, 41-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
This aspect of Chinese subjective culture — the willing acceptance of
one's dependence on family — dramatically rubs against the grain of the
prevailing American ethic of rugged individualism. As one might expect,
it was perhaps the most often described source of culturally identified
conflict within these families. Perhaps the following passages convey
a sense of how this area of contention was experienced by these couples.
I guess our only real cultural difference came up in the
context of how close knit or not the families were. In
the Chinese culture, the families are very close, and
in the Anglo culture, they have become not so close. I
definitely had less ties with my family than she had with
hers. So our differences came out that way, in how much
deference we should display to the family. For example,
we would go to San Francisco and (my wife) would always
check in with her family up there. I had family in Santa
Santa Barbara, but when we'd go there, I would not neces-
sarily check in with them. Or I had family here in Los
Angeles who I rarely saw and talked to. She always thought
that was kind of strange.
(Respondent #18, 56-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
This Caucasian father frames the difference in terms of the degree of
deference that he and his wife are willing to pay to their respective
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families. The subtle message is that because he is free of these
familial obligations, he can act as a more independent and nature
individual
.
In the following passage, a Chinese mother reaffirms her belief in
the reciprocal nature of family relationships.
My husband is the type where you don't depend on your kids
for anything and then you won't be disappointed. But not
me, I say if your kids can't do anything tor you, then who
is going to do it tor you?
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
As a parent, this respondent feels there is nothing wrong in expecting
something in return. From her perspective, the back and forth nature of
relationships, and the dependency that goes along with it, are what a
family is all about.
This point of contention was most forcefully illustrated by a
couple whose marital history, which included a difficult divorce
followed by several years of contlictual joint custody, allowed, and
possibly even predisposed them, to talk openly about their differences.
Respondent #15 is a 41 year old China born woman who came to this
country at the age of six. She was raised in a number of all white
neighborhoods by well educated upper class parents who "couldn't get us
assimilated fast enough." Her husband. Respondent #14, is a 50-year-old
successful businessman who prides himself tor his independence from his
working class mid-Western, Irish-Catholic roots. They were divorced ten
years ago and are currently sharing custody of their three teen-aged
children.
Respondents #14 and #15 have had longstanding differences about
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how to raise the children. Respondent #15 does not hesitate to suggest
that the basis for the conflict is cultural.
My husband has a lot of resentment against the Asian way.
When it comes right down to it, he doesn't like the
the collectivity, the family orientation, or all of the
support system. He calls all of this control, just
because we have done this and that with and for our kids.
(Respondent #15, 41-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Respondent #14 elaborates on this resentment quite openly.
I was supportive of the family interaction, to a certain
extent. But they were in each other’s laps every weekend.
They were either meeting at one nouse or another’s house.
There was always an undercurrent of procedure imperative
to it. So the son (my wife's brother) calls up and says,
"Can you bring the kids out on Sunday because we are
going to have a surprise birthday party for mother." I
say, "I have plans already." He says, "What! But it’s
mother’s birthday!" So I say, "Yeh, she has two of them
every year, Chinese and American. But it’s just not going
to work into my plans." And he’s absolutely crestfallen.
So he says, "Can your wife bring the kids?" I say, "No,
I've been planning this weekend for two months and I'm
going to take the kids with me." And then he admits, "Oh
boy, I really don't want to go either, but at least you
have an excuse." I say, "Hey, I’m 45 years old, I don’t
need an excuse. You're 32, you don’t need an excuse
either." It never occurrs to him that his life might be
as important as someone eises’. I don't think it occurs to
the Chinese that someone could even think that way...
They can’t even consider the possibility that you may not
want to honor your parents. It your parent is a drunk
or a tyrant, why should you honor them? You say that is
not the case? How do you know? You can’t afford to take
a critical look. You are so caught up in it all. There
is no separation. No psychic distance. You are all in the
plethora yourselves. The dark angry matter that you spin
off from. It’s that growing awareness that your mother
controls you. What I am suggesting is that I am not
opposed to a cultural issue. For me it falls on the issue
of independence and subservience. It just shivers my soul
when I see someone oppressed...
I walked away from the family and she never got on board.
She never had that sense of independence and so she fell
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back into being a daughter and into being one ot the family
and hating all ot the obligation that went along with it.
(Respondent #14, 50-year-old
intermarried Caucasian lather)
Over the years, Respondent #15 has struggled to counter some ot her
husband's criticism and develop a more positive perspective on the
choices she has made in her life. Part of this has involved distancing
herself from her husband.
Part ot the problem in the marriage was that I tended to
bend over backwards to accommodate him. But it was never
enough. (My ex-husband) has taken his Jungian background
to the point ot right wing conservatism. John Wayne is
the hero.
(Respondent #15, 41-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
A lot of my husband's emphasis is based on Western values,
like independence, breaking away from the tamily, standing
on your own two feet, raising your children so they will feel
independent. These things are hard for me. I didn't know
then what it was all about. I only know now in retrospect.
(Respondent #15, 41-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Perhaps more importantly, however, it has involved finding an
alternative reference point upon which she can evaluate her own life.
I was brought up to be dependent as a Chinese woman, even
though my mother was an independent person. Somehow she
has kept me as a daughter. She wants me to be a daughter.
I am not her equal. For years I fought this. I did not
want to be a daughter. I wanted to be independent. My
last analyst was a Japanese. He said "Your mother happens
to love you so what’s so bad if she wants to support you?"
I said, "I'm 38 years old and you don't take money from
your mother at this age." He said, "Who says?" In a way,
he freed me up to allow my mother to help me. So my
mother gives me a monthly allowance so I don't have to go
to work and I can do my projects. The price I pay is that
I am a dependent person and I don’t see that as being
negative anymore. It just depends on where you put your
feet. Now it is the nicest thing in the world. So we are
are very close. I do have to call her every day and that s
fine.
(Respondent #15, 41-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
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Respondent #14 's bitterness about his wife's inability to extricate
herself from what he saw as the infantalizing web of her family's
influence runs deep. It is a bitterness that manifests itself in
some rather biting observations of the way her family operated.
I could see the resentment in my wife's brothers who were
not allowed to do what they wanted to do. In a sense,
they were encouraged to have appetites that they could not
satisfy themselves but oily through family obsequience.
You get bred into a level of expectation that no one else
is going to deliver for you. At some point in their own
development, however, they have got to worry about their
value cxi the open market, so they play the game — like
showing up every second Sunday, when the family supposedly
discusses heavy business matters. But they really have
no say so, the decisions have already been made. But at
least they feel interactive. So there is a falsity to it.
It has no reality. But I am not sure it is apparent to
the participants. Because they have been groomed to only
be evaluated within the narrow confines of the family. So
one son gets a car because the daughter gets a car, but not
because he earned enough money. They don't realize, they
have never had to grow up and make it on their own. The
whole thing becomes insular.
(Respondent #14, 50-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
For the Chinese, you don't live your own life, you live
your children's life. Your life has been decided by your
parents so you have this delayed event going on. But
now, they have come along to this country where people
are expected to live their own lives, to be responsible
to themselves, to take care of themselves. This is not
the vehicle they signed up for. So they say, "I'm not
going to be robbed of the opportunity to live my child's
life. I didn't get a chance to live my own life. If I
fall between the generations, I won't have a chance to
live anybody's life. That's the real shits, so goddamnit,
I'm going to nake sure that I get my chance and one of the
ways in which I'm going to do it is to use my power as the
head of the economic unit. I've got the purse strings."
I see them as being caught, as victims.
(Respondent #14, 50-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
This couple's rather contentious observations were clearly not
representative of the sample. They do represent, however, how deep
cultural differences can run.
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Hierarchal Role Expectations
The Chinese respondents tended to emphasize role appropriate
behavior within the context of a well defined family hierarchy. Each
member had a place in the family with prescribed ways of thinking and
behaving. This second dimension of subjective culture complements the
first. It was not only important to maintain family ties, but it was
also important to maintain these ties according to proper form, as
determined by one's age, gender, sibling position, and generational
rank. What follows is a rather detailed discussion of how these role
dynamics found expression in this sample of intermarried families. The
discussion is organized into three subdimensions of this more global
tendency to adhere to hierarchal role expectations:
1. Respect for family elders.
2. Respect for parental authority.
3. Differential gender roles.
1. Respect For Family Elders Looking back on Table IX-1,
17 of the 29 intermarried respondents gave seme indication that this
was an important feature of the Chinese value orientation. The
following quotes are illustrative of this aspect of Chinese subjective
culture.
I think the most important values that I have tried to pass
on to the kids is the whole concept of family. Ihe rich
tradition of the grandparents, the parents, grandchildren,
all coming together. And the respect, that was very
important. Like going to Raw- Raw
1
s and Gung-Gung s (maternal
grandparents) house, the first thing they do is say hello
to Raw- Raw and Gung-Gung. That was good manners. It was a
sense of family, a sense of respect, and a sense of propriety.
(Respondent #21, 50-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
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I ve always been a stickler on manners. When I go out with
someone I look at the way they eat. That tells you a lot
about them. So I felt our children should have correct
manners especially when they are around their elders. That
is the way they show the proper respect for their elders.
(Respondent #36, 60-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
For both of these parents, it was extremely important for these children
to show this respect in very concrete ways, through good manners.
Enactment of proper form, which could range anywhere from using the
correct term to address a grandparent to knowing who should be served
first at the dinner table, was seen as being an indicator of the quality
of the child's socialization. A "good" child is one who willingly
participates in a carefully choreographed interactive family dance that
pays close attention to hierarchy based on age status.
Another way of characterizing this dynamic is that this respect is
one way the younger generation can show its appreciation to the older
generation for all that has been given and sacrificed on their behalf.
It is a process that links the family through time using a reciprocal
intergeneration spiral of giving and then receiving. The ultimate goal
is to create an attitude in one's children where such respect is so
ingrained that it becomes unnatural or awkward to interact in any other
manner.
They have learned to follow the tradition of calling our
personal friends. Uncle and Auntie. In fact, I remember
my boys coming to me and saying, it wasn't nice that a
friend of theirs had called me just by my first name, and
they thought that was disrespectful. I had to explain to
them that Janet had a different way of raising her kids.
I asked them if they would rather call her Janet or Auntie
Janet, and they said they preferred calling her Auntie Janet.
But they always said they were uncomfortable that her kids
did not call me Auntie.
(Respondent #21, 50-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
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This mother is clearly proud that her son had come to feel more
comfortable using the traditional Chinese style of addressing adults.
Che reason why this value was so frequently endorsed was that it was
relatively easy to put into practice. Unlike many other domains of
Chinese subjective culture, respect for the elderly rarely forced one
into making difficult choices. The behavioral demands of adhering to
this value were limited to rather circumscribed gestures of deference
and respect that had little relationship to a family's more general
ethnic trajectory. In many ways, showing respect for elders was the
subjective culture equivalent of celebrating Chinese New Year.
Respect for the elderly was also the one value most frequently
identified as being clearly Chinese. In a sense, this value represented
one of the most public aspects of Chinese subjective culture. Along
these lines, several respondents recounted that, as children, they
constantly were told that one of the distinguishing features of the
Chinese people was how well they treated their elderly.
2. Respect For Parental Authority . In traditional Chinese
families, children are taught that obedience to parents is one of the
highest virtues. To challenge this power arrangement, was beyond
conprehension. As one Chinese father described his traditional
upbringing:
I don't think we had a chance to direct our thinking for
it or against it (parental authority) . We just accepted
it. By today's standards, we were strictly disciplined
and there was no back talk. That was definitely a no-no.
But we did not think of it as being unfair or too harsh. It
was just the way things were.
(Respondent #28, 75-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
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A number of the Chinese parents acknowledged that they continued to
lean in the direction of exerting more authority than what they perceived
to be the American norm.
I think, to some degree, I still think it is important
that our children are brought up with a certain degree
of respect for their parents. They really need to know
who is in charge. I definitely think I have tried to
emphasize that with them. I have noticed as a teacher
that a lot of the kids nowadays really don't have that
kind of respect and it really shows in their behavior.
I have even begun to think that it is cultural, as I
compare Asian kids in my class with the others.
(Respondent #35, 48-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
For the most part, however, the Chinese respondents were hesitant to
characterize their childrearing practices as authoritarian. The
Caucasian respondents, in contrast, were much more open about describing
this tendency in their Chinese partners.
(My husband) tends to be more law oriented. He is a
dictator with them. Sometimes he does not allow them to
communicate so I have to take on that role. He tells them
the way it is instead of listening and saying "What's going
on?" With his children, he is really concerned that they
they follow exactly what he says.
(Respondent #13, 44-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
(My husband) has a tendency to be more of a dominating type
of person. He is very similar to his father. Yet he
doesn't want to be that way and we have worked together on
that. He has made it clear that he doesn't want to be a
dominating father. That he wants me to help him with that.
In fact, when we first had our children he said he would
model me to see how I would relate to the children. ...
For example, if he comes down and starts pushing church
too much I just say, "Back off a bit." I don't think he
should make it such a forced thing.
(Respondent #7, 42-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
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Table IX-5 appraises each of the interracial couples according to
which parent, Chinese or Caucasian, adheres more strongly to a
hierarchal family value orientation.
TABLE IX-5
Authoritarian Childrearing Style —
Chinese vs. Caucasian Parents
Type of Chinese Parent
couple More Authoritarian
Cauc. Parent
More Authoritarian
Neither Not
Clear
Chinese mother/
Caucasian father
4 1 0 5
Chinese father/
Caucasian mother
4 1* 1 1
Chinese/Chinese 1** N/A 2 1
*
- This parent identified herself as Armenian, not American.
**
- This was a father.
Table IX-5 strongly suggests that the Chinese parents were much more
likely to take the more authoritarian stance. Ihis appears to hold true
regardless of whether the Chinese parent was the father or mother.
While not evident in the above table, the intramarried Chinese parents
also seemed more committed to a hierarchal family orientation than the
Caucasian respondents. In addition, there appeared tobe less disagreement
within the intramarried couples around this dimension of childrearing.
In other words, these Chinese-Chinese couples were more likely
to see eye
to eye when it came to disciplining their children and
socializing them into
the family hierarchy. In spite of their tendency to
characterize their
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childrearing philosophy in strictly Western terms, many of these parents
continued to be influenced in significant ways by this aspect of Chinese
subjective culture.
A second important observation is that there was a great deal of
variance in how authoritarian these parents were. In a sense, this is
a qualification to the first observation just discussed. Although the
general tendency was in the authoritarian direction, the Chinese parents
covered the entire range. At one extreme, a Hong Kong born father was
described by his wife as a "dictator" who demanded absolute control and
unquestioned obedience from his children.
CXir biggest difference has been, without doubt, how to
raise the children. It has been really crazy. For
example, I don’t know whether this is Chinese or this is
just his family, but when the children receive or earn
money or whatever, they are supposed to give it to the
father. I found it difficult to accept that the children
were never to have their own money. Even our oldest
daughter who is 20, until last year, had to give all of
her paychecks to her dad. He felt they should always come
to dad — that he should be the source of everything.
(Respondent #13, 44-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
At the other extreme, a Caucasian husband contrasts his more traditional
parenting approach with what he sees as his Chinese wife's rather
permissive and trendy American approach.
She is very easy going in her approach. For her, it’s,
"If you want to do it, go ahead." I tend to be more like
my Dad. I set certain rules and that’s it. She also
differs from me because I really get mad, I really tell
them. She had a hard time dealing with that, but I say,
"Better that I get mad and tell them than to let it burn
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inside ot me." Oice I get it out, at least they know
where I stand. Her style is to talk it all out. It's
very intellectual.
(Respondent #16, 60-year-old
intermarried Caucasian step-father)
Table IX-6 attempts to illustrate this large variance among the
Chinese parents. As can be seen, Chinese parents distributed themselves
across the entire range. In fact, the Caucasian parents tended to
cluster themselves more homogeneously in the lower rankings. Thus it
would be a distortion to summarize this data by merely saying that
Chinese parents tended to be more authoritarian.
Table IX-6
Respondents Rated According to Degree
of Authoritarian Parenting Style
Group Low Low/Medium Medium High/Medium High
Chinese
(intermarried)
1 3 6 5 1
Caucasian
(intermarried)
4 4 3 2* 0
Chinese
(intramarried)
0 3 2 3 0
* These ratings are based on a global assessment by the author of
the respondents according to their relative degree of authoritarian
parenting style. Respondents rating at the high end placed a great deal
ot value on absolute obedience and parental control. These parents
tended to encourage a unidirectional, parent-to-child, communication
pattern that emphasized respect tor one's elders. Respondents rating low
did not place a great deal ot value on obedience and parental control.
These parents tended to encourage a bidirection family communication
pattern. The emphasis in these families was, instead, on independent
functioning and open and assertive expression.
Perhaps the most significant finding regarding this aspect of
Chinese subjective culture was that it was a common source of conflict
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in these tamilies. In fact, differences revolving around what
compromises a healthy family structure, in terms of the appropriate
exercise of parental authority and expectations for obedience, was a
regular focus of tension tor these tamilies. As already indicated in
Table IX-6, it was generally the Chinese parents who advocated a
more hierarchal node ot family functioning. In fact, in the eight
families where there appeared to be significant conflict concerning this
aspect ot childrearing, seven ot these involved the Chinese parent
taking the position advocating a more authoritarian view.
For the Chinese parents, at issue was whether or not they were
fulfilling their appropriate parental responsibilities. A good parent
provided the necessary guidance and structure to socialize their
children into a familial context that required adherence to a fairly
well defined set ot role obligations. They saw their more lenient
Caucasian spouses as essentially shirking this responsibility for the
sake ot achieving shorter term goals with their children. The following
two passages capture the Chinese perspective in this conflict. In the
first, a divorced Chinese man criticizes how his Caucasian ex-wife’s
permissive parenting style might lead to children who are out of control
and do not respect their parents.
Our primary difficulty had to do with the amount ot con-
trol. I feel the children should be controlled a little
more and not allowed to walk all over you. She feels a
kid who yells and screams is a healthier kid. She feels
that a lot ot Asian kids are kept down too much and their
spirit is kept down. That they are pushed too hard on
academics and pushed too hard to be good. She wants her
children to be spirited, which I like too. However,
there is a point where I draw the line. Things like
proper table manners and cleaning up around the house.
(Respondent #1, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
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In this second passage, another Chinese tather critically retrames his
wife-s more egalitarian philosophy as being "diftuse" and as providing
insufficient guidance.
I think culturally there are some big differences. I
think I have unconsciously modeled myself after my
father who is the dominant authoritarian figure. My
Mom has always been the shy figure — the ideal Chinese
wife. ...
(My wife’s) values tend to be more diftuse. In her
case, her father passed away at a very young age, so her
mother became the only parental figure, so she has a more
diffuse view. I think this is hard at times, because the
kids don't always get the clear cut messages they really
need.
(Respondent #6, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
For the Caucasian parents, at issue was whether or not they were
able to provide an environment that facilitated self-esteem and self
initiative in their children. A good parent respected their children's
growing capacity and need for independent and autonomous functioning.
They saw their more authoritarian Chinese spouses as being overly
controlling and as stifling their children's inner capacities for
creativity and self-direction. In the following passage, a divorced
Caucasian father characterizes his ex-wife's parenting style as being
essentially at odds with their healthy psychological growth. As a self
professed Jungian, he is quite articulate in criticizing his wife.
My ex-wife tends to be rather formalistic. To me, it's
kind of a wind up approach to parenting. It's like, "Here,
remember these 44 things, and make sure you do them all
right because I will come back and check on you. ..."
I would prefer to create a different kind of environment.
Where you could say how you felt, where you could disagree
with people and expect them not to come apart at the seams . .
.
I am less interested in limits and more interested in values.
My wife is interested in compliance while I am interested
in self-awareness.
(Respondent #14, 50-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
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The tamilies with Chinese fathers seemed to have the most conflict
around this issue. These were most likely to be invested in maintaining
the traditional hierarchy in the family. The Chinese mothers, in contrast,
seem much more willing to soften their commitment towards maintaining a
a traditional family structure. It appeared that these mothers, in their
role as the primary caretaker, were more likely to respond to the changing
childrearing context and needs of their children. These changing conditions
often forced them to modify their original conceptions about their role
as a parent. The fathers, in contrast, were generally much less involved
in the caretaking and, as such, were more likely to remain ideological in
their childrearing style. From this less involved position, these Chinese
fathers were more likely to see themselves as the protector of the
traditional family role structure.
One interesting consequence of this pattern was that the Chinese
fathers who insisted on staying traditional in their parenting approach
were at great risk for becoming emotionally isolated from their
families. In a social milieu where understanding and the ability to
openly communicate were considered the hallmarks of good parenting,
these sternly authoritarian fathers were likely to be cast in the role
of a distant tyrant in their tamilies.
(My husband) has really changed. There used to be times
when he would come on so strong that he really lost
contact with the family, with the kids. But there was
no way he way going raise the kids like he was in Hong
Kong, but he really tried. Like forcing them to speak
Chinese at the dinner table. Refusing to listen to
their side of the story. It was only after it had
qot pretty bad that he realized it wasn't working.
(Respondent #13, 44-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
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This pattern was especially likely to develop in families where the
Caucasian mother's parenting style undermined the authority of the
father. In these tamilies, the father's demands were not only seen as
excessive, but also seen as largely ineffectual.
(My husband) is definitely more strict. But he has had
to make some compromises because I'm the one who is Im-
plementing it. So if he has certain things that he wants
the kids to do, I say, "I can only be certain that they
will do certain things because I am not going to make it
an uptight situation. It's not my style." He has come
to some acceptance of this, unless he is willing to
follow through on it.
(Respondent #7, 42-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
Faced with this kind of resistance, these Chinese fathers eventually had
to temper their more authoritarian parenting tendencies or else risk
being excluded as the bad parent.
In keeping with the above dynamics, almost all of the Chinese
parents ended up softening their more authoritarian approach. In fact,
six of the Chinese parents who initially took a more authoritarian
stance admitted that they had been forced to move in the direction of
their more permissive Caucasian partners.
I am very different than their father when it comes to
discipline. 1 have my rules and regulations. If it is
my weekend, I don't want their friends hanging around
because they see them all week long. I also want them to
work around the house on Saturdays. There are always lots
of chores to do, so in a way, I take more control . Of
course, I never get anybody to do it. It's always a
struggle. I end up getting mad and start screaming and
cursing, and they all say "Oh my God!, she's mad enough
now, maybe now I will do it." So I have realized that
being the authority in getting them to be obedient kids
is not the most important thing. In fact, I really don't
think they see me as an authoritarian figure, but more
like a friend. I have become a real different parent
than my parents were to me.
(Respondent #15, 41-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
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There are a number ot possible reasons why it was so ditncult tor
these parents to effectively maintain a childrearing orientation
stressing hierarchal family values. One reason is that these tamililes
existed in a social milieu that provided very little support tor such a
parenting posture. As members ot the educated professional class,
these parents found themselves pushing against the grain when they tried
to raise their children in a traditional Chinese manner, especially when
it involved attempts to implement the hierarchal role structure typical
ot more traditional Chinese families. As already discussed, these
parents childrearing styles were often at odds with their partners’ more
permissive orientations. One consequence of this was that these
parents' efforts to assert their authority were regularly undermined by
their spouses.
In addition to these more external contervailing forces, the
Chinese parents themselves harbored a great deal of ambivalence about
retaining the family values ot their parents. Qi the one hand, they
generally endorsed the idea ot having children who showed respect and
behaved according to their place in the family. However, many of these
parents had negative feelings about the harshness with which they had
been raised. This ambivalence is evident in the following two quotes
by the same Chinese father.
I remember always having a pretty strained relationship
with my father. He was really a pretty strong-minded
man who felt it was his role to be in control. So when
he came home, I remember being kind of intimidated by
him. ...
I think I am a lot like my father, so when we first had
kids, I told my wife I wanted to be different. I didn’t
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want to be the dominating authoritarian figure that he
was to me. I asked my wife to let me know when I started
coming on too strong.
(Respondent #6
, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
I believe that children really need to nave firm guidance
at times. (My wife) tends to be much more laid back when
it comes to directing the kids. My feeling is that kids
really need to have some expectations laid out to them,
and I think it is one of my responsibilities as their
father to do that. For example, I have always thought
it was important that they know now to act when they are
around their grandparents. But it is up to the parents
to teach them, even if it means taking charge.
(Respondent #6
,
42-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
Before moving on, it is important to place this issue in
perspective. This pattern of the Chinese parent taking a more
authoritarian stance than the Caucasian parent was tar from universal.
In fact, more than halt the intermarried couples in the sample did not
give indications that such a difference existed. It has been stressed
because it was one of the tew areas in which a cultural difference
surfaced in the day-to-day lives of these families.
In addition, the issue of parental authority was rarely described
as being an ethnic or cultural issue. Like so many other ethnic
patterns in these families, efforts to instill respect tor parental
authority was not an effort to preserve Chinese ethnicity. Instead, it
was simply their way of trying to raise good children.
3 . Differential Gender Roles . One’s niche in a traditional
family is not only determined by age and generational status, but also
by one's sex. Daughters and sons are socialized into very different
roles. In traditional Chinese families, sons have the responsibility of
carrying on the family name and honor, and thus are often of more value
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ttian daughters. In addition, they are likely to be groomed towards
achievement in the outside world, while daughters are more likely to be
socialized towards taking on a caretaking role within the confines of
the hone environment.
For the most part, respondents did not describe themselves as
parenting from such gender related role expectations. When the issue of
sex roles did come up, they tended to present themselves as raising
their sons and daughters with a contemporary non-sexist orientation,
very different from what they saw as the constraining sex roles in which
they had been raised. This seemed particularly true of the Chinese
mothers in this sample.
In our family, boys were treated very different than the
girls. This was especially true of my grandfather; he
treated my brothers very different than us daughters.
(How?)
The boys were to remain in the family where I was going
to eventually leave the family. So they have more rights
because eventually we were going to leave. Like my
younger brother, he was the first grandson of my grand-
father, so he was treated very special. With iry mother
and father, it was a little different, but not that much.
So among the girls I was considered quite a rebel as I
was the only one who went to school.
(Respondent #11, 47-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
This respondent's rebellion eventually took the form of going oft to
England and the United States to complete a medical education and, to
her family's horror, marrying a Caucaslan-American . Even today, she
continues to distance herself from her family's more traditional views,
by forcefully espousing a non-sexist parenting philosophy.
The tact that we had two daughters does not really make
any ditrerence. Nowadays it really does not make any
difference that they are girls. I think it they were
boys we would be raising them the same way. I had to
work against a lot of obstacles to get what I wanted.
I don't want my daughters to have to go through the
same things.
(Respondent #11, 47-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
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There was only one instance in which a parent was described as
continuing to harbor more traditional Chinese views about the
differential status between girls and boys. This observation came from
a Caucasian mother who was clearly quite opposed to her husband’s views
on this aspect ot childrearing.
Che ot the biggest troubles with our oldest daughter
has been that her father has always wanted her to be
a boy. According to him, the first child should
always be a boy. When I was in the hospital right
after I had her, I remember him saying, "Here are
six carnations, I would have brought you twelve if
you had had a boy, but you only had a girl.” That's
how he greeted me. I will never forget that.
(Respondent #13, 44-year-old
intermarried Caucasian motner)
The above account was very much the exception. This is not to
suggest, however, that gender related expectations were not operative in
these families. In fact, it is likely that such expectations were
regularly communicated, but on a much more subtle, less explicit level.
Oie important source ot these largely unconscious messages was in the
manner in which these couples related to each other; as husband and wife
and as father and mother. The dynamics ot how these intermarried
parents negotiated their marital roles is an extremely complex topic
that could easily be the focus ot an entire study. Thus, the following
observations are admittedly incomplete, and represent only a small step
toward understanding the gender role dynamics in these relationsnips.
The underlying cultural tension in these couples appeared to be
between traditional Chinese patriarchal values and contemporary Western
ideals stressing egalitarianism. These two different views carried with
them different assumptions about the proper place ot men and women in
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their tamily and in the world. It is interesting to note that this
clash in values tended to manifest itself in very different ways in
those intermarried families in which the father was Chinese, compared to
those families in which the mother was Chinese.
In the Chinese father
-Caucasian mother families, the struggle, when
it did surface, usually took the form of the Caucasian mother
assertively demanding a more equal role in the relationship.
I'm not sure if it's cultural, but in his family, his father
was very dominant and his mother was rather submissive. That
did create some problems for us because he did want to be
dominant, in my tamily, we were not that way. My parents
were more equal, so I resisted being dominated and this caused
some problems, although I think it was healthy tor our relation-
ship.
(Respondent #7, 42-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
He wanted to make all the decisions. He would sit down while
I cooked dinner. No matter if I worked all day. And it
always had to be a hot meal. I remember spending our first
few years in St. Louis where it gets real hot and I had to
stand in the kitchen and cook a hot meal while he went
outside to cool himself oft. Those were some difficult days. ...
(How did you try to deal with that situation?)
Well, I prayed a lot. I also started to tell him that I
couldn't take it any more and I think, over the years, we
have both changed a lot. No longer is it one person saying
this is the way it is. It isn't, "You are the servant and I
am the mster" kind of thing. I think he has mellowed out over
the years, but it took many years of me fighting back.
(Respondent #13, 44-year-old
intermarried Caucasian mother)
Even one of the Chinese fathers was willing to share his experience of
this kind of tension around marital roles.
One big differences we had was the way I spent money.
She always would say I was draining the bank account.
Like when I bought a 12 string guitar. She would
really stick me tor doing that. I think it stemmed
from her own mother who was really pennywise and pound
foolish. I remember when I went out after graduation
from college and bought an XKE. It was an absolute
bargain and I bought it with money that I had before
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we were married. But tier big gripe was that she
didn't like the tact that I didn't ask her permission.
I told her I didn't need her permission. That was
always an issue between us. Whether I should be
consulting her betore I acted on things.
(Respondent #1, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese lather)
After an initial period during which these mothers tried to
accommodate to their husbands' ways, the typical pattern was that these
mothers became increasingly dissatisfied and confrontative about the
arrangement. Their protests escalated until their husbands were forced
to relinquish some ot their prerogatives and accept their wives as more
equal partners. This was often a rather rough and conflictual process
whose impetus came largely from the Caucasian wives.
In the Chinese mother-Caucasian father families, there appeared to
be less open conflict about marital roles. Instead, the tension around
marital roles was more likely to be played out as an internal conflict
within the Chinese mother.
So to me, if the female is Asian, if they are trained
right, they are going to be the ones that are pushed
aside. I can imagine that in an interracial marriage.
I see that in myself, even though neither my husband
nor my ex-husband (both Caucasian) were the type than
would expect a very obedient Asian wife. Neither ot them
were this way. But I put it on myself. That's from my
training. So the real struggle has been within myself.
(Respondent #17, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
This internal conflict was not always conscious. Consider, tor exanple,
the following two quotes by an intermarried Chinese mother. In the
first quote, this mother characterizes herself as being perfectly
comfortable with Chinese patriarchal values defining the role ot the
mother/wife in the family. In the second passage, however, it is clear
that there are parts ot her that sees things very differently.
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We both telt our backgrounds were very compatible because
he was raised in Europe and I was raised with traditional old
world values ot the tilial piety, the work ethnic, traditional
family celebrations, even the patriarchal home — that man
was a master in his own home and that a woman’s place was
in the home. I have never thought it otherwise. It never
conflicted with me as a career woman. I have always
thought that my husband, my children, and my home were my
first responsibility. So there was not any difference.
Because or ms European roots and my traditional Chinese roots,
we were really compatible in terms ot our values and goals.
(Respondent #21, 50-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
As the kids have gotten older, I have realized that there
are certain things I feel strongly about that aren’t going
to happen unless I make them happen. Like paying for their
college. If I had left that up to my husband, he would have
them working their way through. I decided long ago that I
was going to support my kids through school, even it it
meant going out and making my own money to do it. Over the
years, I realized some things are up to me.
(Respondent #21, 50-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Unlike their Caucasian counterparts, the Chinese mothers had very few
complaints about their husbands regarding their attitudes about marriage
and sex roles. Whether this is reflective of differences (i.e., the
Caucasian husbands being more egalitarian) , or whether this is
reflective ot differences between these two groups ot wives (i.e., the
Chinese wives being more accommodating and less willing to complain) , is
not clear. What is clear, however, is that there was much less reported
conflict in the families with Chinese mothers.
Thus, in the intermarried families with a Chinese father, tne
conflict was largely interpersonal. For the families with a Chinese
mother, in contrast, the conflict had a much larger internal component;
with the Chinese mother stuggling to reconcile different gender role
expectations within herself.
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The implications of this difference in terms of the kinds of
messages communicated about gender roles to their children is far from
clear. Qie conclusion seems fairly obvious. The unconscious messages
transmitted via the dynamics of the parent's marital relationship were
far more complicated and conflictual than the fairly clearcut non-sexist
position consciously articulated by these parents. In other words, what
they did, communicated much more cultural conflict than what they said.
Achievement Motivation
A third area of focus revolves around what might be termed the
Chinese "achievement orientation. " Overseas Chinese throughout the
world have developed a reputation for their hard-driving work ethic and
their upward economic mobility. Almost all of the Chinese parents in
this study were from immigrant families and communities where "pulling
oneself up by one's bootstraps" was very much an everyday reality.
Many of these parents seemed to be powerfully influenced by this
orientation. Throughout their interviews, these Chinese parents
repeatedly stressed hew important it was for them and their children, to
drive themselves to get ahead.
Ity goals about getting ahead have always been much higher.
The oldest members of the family were role models. I
always thought it was possible to get out of our situation.
I have friends from back heme who are probably much more
intelligent but they just haven't gone that far. They just
did not have the same kind of drive to get ahead, to get
educated to move up. . .
.
When you are doing it, it doesn't seem Chinese, but when you
look back on it, quite a few of the Chinese boys got ahead. ...
I tend to stress to (my daughter) that regardless of the
circumstances, you have to do what you have to do. You
don't look for a way out. I don't knew if that is a
Chinese trait or just our family's, but I have never
given her an excuse to back out of her responsibilities,
tty husband probably is not as blunt about it. He will
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say, "Can’t you say it more diplomatically?" I tend
to push and to say, "Is that all?" and not praise as
much as you're supposed to.
(Respondent #33, 52-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
They started out very early in sports in grammar school
and also in piano. So when they were not practicing for
a game, they were practicing tor a recital. They were
busy ail the time, always working on something. And
they got a lot ot positive reinforcement in those areas.
They got their trophies all the time. ...
They ended up being competitive and goal oriented. I
guess it was because I was willing to put in a lot ot
time for them, and car pool.
(Respondent #19, 49-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
The kind ot enriched environment that these second and third generation
Chinese parents created for their children was often very different from
their own upbringings.
My parents basically were too busy to pay too much
attention to me so they pretty much let me do what I
wanted. I had very little guidance. My mother only
went to school to the fourth grade and my father only
finished high school. So they couldn’t otter me much,
so they had to trust my own judgement. Besides, they
weren’t around much. My father worked 6 to 6. I
guess I learned to survive on my own.
(Respondent #1, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
This Chinese father goes on to say that this kind ot background
created a hunger that eventually propelled him to become a successful
attorney. Whether or not the protected environments that these
parents had struggled to create tor their children will breed the
same kind ot airtoition remains very much an open question at this time.
This raises the possibility that such a drive tor achievement is primarily
an outgrowth ot the hardships and survival mentality inherent in being
a
struggling immigrant and not the result ot some Chinese cultural value.
In fact, one Chinese parent openly wondered about this possibility.
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Recently I wondered it some ot these attitudes that I
think are Chinese are really more just immigrant attitudes.
When I lived in New York, I had a triend who was Greek and
his parents were immigrants and he had a very similar up-
bringing to me just due to the tact that his tamily had
immigrated. As an immigrant tamily, they were torced to
succeed and try harder. So I am not sure that the whole
attitude about struggling is really Chinese or not. ...
The way it comes out with my kids is that I think I have
really high expectations tor them. I think it was
because I was raised Chinese, but that may not be.
(Respondent #5, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Teasing apart the exact determinants to this orientation is a task for
future research. In ail likelihood, this willingness to sacrifice in
order to get ahead is shaped by multiple influences.
This value orientation was also an area around which a number ot
couples reported having significant differences. Seven ot the seventeen
interracial couples indicated that they had ditterences in the way they
approached the issue ot achievement tor their children. As might be
expected, in six ot these seven couples, it was the Chinese partner who
seemed more invested in fostering a strong success/work ethic. For some
couples, this difference was the source ot significant tension in the
family.
There were lots ot ditterences. Chinese people are very
strict. Our tamily was very strict. All we knew was work.
My husband was the opposite. He teels that kids are
entitled to some time ott. Like me, I'm a workhorse. I'm
still that way. That's how I was raised. We never got to
go out and play. All we did was work. So with the kids, I
get upset because the kids are not working. He thinks I am
making the kids do too much. That comes up quite a bit.
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
I tend to be more definitive in the direction the children
tend to go. My wife, she tends to be more laid back. I
think I am more directed because ot my childhood. There
were many times when I didn't want to go forward. I did
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not want to do anything. I wished I had been encouraged.
I probably would have been able to go on if I had received
encouragement. Take tennis lessons, tor exairple. I
always wished I had more tennis exposure when I was
younger. So my daughter has started playing tennis. When
she gets stressed a little bit, she doesn’t want to do
it. She is too hot, too tired, or whatever. My wife
tends to say, "Fine, don't take lessons anymore." I
say, "Maybe with a little encouragement you could go on.
It's going to be a little hot and you're going to be a
little tired, but that is the way you learn." I tend to
be more directional.
(Respondent #6, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
I've noticed that Oriental families have a mania tor
education that borders on hysteria. It they are not all
getting A's there is some clucking and raised eyebrows.
It is enough to make a person throw up. I don't know
how one can be continuously serious about something so
idle. But to drive them all equally and incessantly to
some sort ot hallmark of excellence — I think this is
to miss the point ot education.
(Respondent #14, 50-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
The thrust ot this father's criticism seems to be that, in their pre-
occupation with achievement and success, hard-driving Chinese families
lose sight ot more important goals or ideals. This same kind of
criticism is echoed by another Caucasian father who sees his wife’s
ambition as lacking a firm moral grounding.
I think (my wife) almost borders on being a pragmatist.
She wants to win no matter what and she almost forgets
morality. She will do almost anything to get her way.
There is a drive in her that isn’t in me. It I do
something, I tend to be sensitive and introspective and
would just as soon lose than win in the wrong way. ...
I think it is definitely ingrained in her to be, you
know, "This is the way we have to do it and you have to
be successful. You have to really accomplish and strive."
(Respondent #4, 41-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
One way ot looking at this difference is to see it as a manifesta-
tion ot a more fundamental difference, a difference revolving around how
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one places oneself in time. These Chinese parents had a tendency to see
their present activities as an investment tor some future payoff. It
was a parenting philosophy that saw them as being a step in their
family’s march through time. As such, their sense of responsibility and
connection extended not only to the other family members, but also to
future generations. This is in sharp contrast to the more contemporary
Western attitude, which in its extreme form, stresses individual
fulfillment in the here and now.
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CHAPTER X
SOCIOPOLITICAL CDNSaOOSNESS
A final dimension of ethnic identity involves what might be termed
sociopolitical consciousness. Hiis is an ethnic group's attempt to step
back and place itself in the wider political-historical oontext. This
more contextual group identity is especially important to ethnic
minorities whose histories and identities are often shaped in powerful
ways by the way they interface with the more dominant host culture.
Unlike subjective culture (Chapter IX) which revolves around
tradition-bound values and attitudes that strive to hold themselves
above the influence of contemporary events, sociopolitical consciousness
explicitly emerges from the shifting currents of the group's political
status. Thus, subjective culture involves a code of ethics that
strives to transcend history, while sociopolitical consciousness is
grounded in a more worldly self-appraisal and prescriptive framework.
Asian-Anerican Consciousness
For Chinese in America, this kind of sociopolitical self-awareness
was first articulated on a broad basis as part of the Asian-Anerican
movement of the late 1960's and early 197 0's. Asian-Anerican
consciousness grew out of a desire of many Asians to reformulate their
sense of identity and purpose based on the principles of
self-determination and ethnic pride. Several key features came to
characterize this reformulated sense of identity.
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1. A push against the wholesale adoption of white-American
values and world view. Challenging the process of
assimilation — a process that is seen as resulting too
often in a negative ethnic way.
2. A critical appraisal of mainstream American views of
Asians. Identifying and rebuking limiting stereotypes
imposed from without.
3. An emphasis on the historical significance of the Asian
experience in America. Highlighting that Asian-Americans
have a social, political, and cultural identity quite
distinct from that which characterizes their countries
of origin.
4. Acknowledging the pervasive influence of white racism.
This view of American society lies at the core of the
Asian-American perspective and is perhaps responsible
for its overall adversarial tone.
5. The adoption of a pan-Asian solidarity. Attempting
to bring various Asian groups together in an effort
to develop a more viable political base.
6. Close identification with other ethnic minorities.
Stressing that Asians share, in many fundamental ways,
the same sociopolitical realities of other ethnic
minorities in the United States and, thus, should see
other minority groups as allies in the American
political arena.
7. An activitist orientation. Recognizing that there
are many aspects of this society and the place Asians
have in it that are in need of change. One is, as a
result, willing to act, advocate and openly oppose.
This is admittedly an incomplete definition of Asian-American
consciousness. Perhaps the following passages might be more useful in
capturing how such an orientation is actually experienced.
I have just recently begun to re-explore what it means
to be Chinese. I think I thought a lot about it right
after college during the period of the Asian-American
movement. When I did a lot of exploring of my Chinese
identity. I thought I resolved all of that in the 70's.
Now I'm re-evaluating all of that again, especially in
light of how the world sees me. Especially having a
Caucasian husband and having all white co-workers, it
looks like a White Wbrld. Unless you look in the mirror,
you forget that you are not white. But when they look
at me r I'm the one that's the odd person although gen-
erally it works out OK, unless there is some conflict
and you all of a sudden are not going along with the
group and then you become the odd man out. I was
thinking about this, especially if there is a
resurgence of discrimination against Asians due to the
increasing immigration. I wonder what this will all
mean to me.
(Respondent #5, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
I think the whole concept of being Asian-American in
a white dominated society is one of those issues that
stays with us throughout our lives. We don't necessarily
deal with it on a daily basis. We put is aside. We put
in on a shelf, so to speak. But somewhere along the line
it always comes up.
(Respondent #34, 50-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
Having briefly characterized this dimension of Chinese-American identity,
let us now return to the basic question: How do interracial parents
approach this aspect of ethnicity when it comes to raising their children?
Respondents were almost unanimous in not stressing this aspect of
ethnicity. In fact, only one parent indicated that he felt that it was
important to pass on a sociopolitical Asian-American consciousness to
his children. Developing an Asian-American consciousness in the
children was not one of their concerns. How are we to account for this?
Before we consider this question, it might be instructive to look
more closely at the one exception in the sample. His words are useful
in that they illustrate what everyone else did not say. Respondent #34
is a 50-year-old intraracially married Chinese man, who prior to
becoming an attorney had been a minister and a social worker. The following
passages were typical of his entire interview. He was a person who had
given a great deal of thought about how larger social and political
issues had influenced his personal life.
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I remember at one point I was tempted to say, "I want to go
to Hawaii and protect my kids." And then I said to myself,
"No, he's going to have to live in this society somehow and
consequently I shouldn't protect him by isolating him but by
helping him instead to be strong enough to face the issue of
what is means to be Asian-American in our society."
(How do you get them to be strong?)
I have thought a lot about the question of self-hate. I think
my father's way was to say, "Be proud you're Chinese because
we did everything first." But my generation had been made to
understand that this is a white racist society. And its insti-
tutional racism is what really puts us down. It's what you
have to fight against in this society. Sometimes it gets me
so angry when I start thinking about it. And the way I have
tried to help my kids deal with it is to try to help them
understand that it's racism and that it's not them. ...
So when it comes to communicating my ethnic identity to my
kids, it's more on the level involving social politics, a way
of looking at society and their place in it and not so much in
the day-to-day aspects of living with the rituals and family
traditions
.
(Respondent #34, 50-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
This parent was clearly quite unique in his commitment to a more
political perspective. In his interview, he reported that he had always
been a social activist. It is interesting, however, that this father
felt extremely conflicted about his own son's upcoming decision about
whether to attend a prestigious Ivy League "corporate" law school or to
stay at U.C. Berkeley's Law School so he could do community journalism
in San Francisco's Chinatown. Even for this most committed social
activist there was a powerful tendency to be much more conservative and
protective when it came to his children.
The most obvious explanation for the virtual silence regarding
Asian-American issues is simply that these parents did not see their
Chinese identity in such terms. Being Chinese meant having certain
physical features, adhering to certain customs, and maintaining a family-
oriented value system. Politics and social issues were typically not
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emphasized in their upbringing. For many of these parents, the only
exposure to politics was the pro-Kuomingtong slogans they were forced
to recite in Chinese school. As one Chinese mother explained:
We were too busy struggling to survive and trying to improve
ourselves to think about what it meant to be Chinese. Take
my Grandmother, all she did was work so she could get her
sons through medical and dental school. She didn't have
the time or energy for much else besides her work and her
family.
(Respondent #33, 52-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
This rather insular family-oriented struggle-to-survive mentality
typifies most of the respondents' family backgrounds. It was a world
view that saw politics as being largely superfluous to what they
considered to be the most important things in life.
Another factor contributing to this nonpolitical perspec-
tive is that the social context responsible for supporting this view of
Chinese identity is limited in scope. Asian-American consciousness is
largely the product of a social movement based in the universities and
selected community organizations. Thus, most Chinese-Americans have had
little contact with such consciousness raising environments. The data
support this contention. Only 10 of the 25 Chinese respondents
indicated that they had some exposure to the Asian-American movement.
Even though all of the sample was college educated, most of them
attended college prior to the late 1960 's when the Asian-American
movement first exerted its influence on campuses. In addition, only
four of these ten indicated that they continued to see their commitment
to the Asian- American perspective as being an important component of
their sense of being Chinese. Thus, even those who were exposed to such
a perspective had a tendency to drift away from it. Again, one
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important reason for this is an absence of viable institutional
support for the maintenance of such a world view.
Another possible reason is related to the stage of development in
which such issues become salient to a growing child. How one defines
oneself in the larger sociopolitical context is generally not an issue
(if at all) until late adolescence or early adulthood. The subgroup of
respondents whose views had been meaningfully influenced by the
Asian-American movement (usually while in college)
,
had children who
were not yet old enough for such issues to be relevant. Most of their
children were pre-adolescents or younger. Thus r the group of parents
who were most likely to feel strongly about this dimension of their
ethnic identity had children who were still too young to meaningfully
deal with such issues.
I really want them to know that despite my experience of
racism, there are still lots of law firms that are not
going to discriminate. I want to teach them about how
things work in this society, you know the racism and what
not. I think this will be an important responsibility of
mine. Of course they are still kind of young right now,
but I'm sure it will come out later.
(Respondent #1, 39-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
It's pretty basic right now. They know a few Chinese
expressions. They sometimes help out when my wife cooks
Chinese. The stuff about who are the Chinese and where
they fit in — that will come later. I think that will
come as they ask for more. Right now, it is a little
difficult to get too far into that stuff. So we really
haven't done it greatly up to this point.
(Respondent #4, 41-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
It is also likely that the real action in this process happens
outside of the immediate family orbit when children are left to their
own devices to make sense of their place in the world. Several
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respondents, in fact, acknowledged this limitation in their ability
to influence and guide their children.
I think both of my kids are fighting to deal with the issue
of being Asian-American. Somehow I think I can protect them
from that and give them the answers, but I can't. They have
to struggle with it on their own. Where they come out with
it, I don't know.
(Respondent #34, 50-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
ttie consequence of this is that many parents may have backed away from
becoming too active in this area, fearing that their over-involvement
might have made it more difficult for their children to establish a more
autonomous sense of themselves.
The reasons that have been discussed thus far apply to both inter
and intramarried parents. In addition to these more universal pressures,
there were also a nuirber of factors specific to the interracial families
that may have contributed to this pattern.
One possible source might have been from the non-Chinese parent.
The non-Chinese parents might have felt uncomfortable with their
parenting partner adopting an Asian-American perspective. In such
cases, it would have been especially difficult for the Chinese parents
to raise their children with a strong sociopolitical view of their
ethnic identity. The interview data gives some support to this
contention. As Table X-l shows, a large majority of the non-Chinese
parents (9 out of 13 were either "neutral" or "opposed") did not
actively support the encouragement of an Asian-American consciousness.
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TABLE X-l
Degree of Support for Asian-American
Consciousness by Non-Chinese Parent
(N=13)
Group Supportive Neutral Opposed
Non-Chinese Fathers 2 2 4
Non-Chinese Mothers 3 2 0
TOTAL 5 4 4
The following quotes convey the flavor of these parents' position.
This first passage is from a Caucasian respondent whose views toward
racial differences clearly identify him as a staunch assimilationist.
Although for his age cohort he was probably a liberal, he was rated
"opposed" when it came to his position on encouraging an Asian-American
identity.
The number one thing is that you don't emphasize it.
There are enough people on the outside who will bring it
to their attention, who will emphasize it. If you bring
them up emphasizing it, you will probably give them a
minority complex. They are going to wonder why people are
always mentioning it. So to do that — to bring it up —
will actually make them feel badly about it.
(Respondent #25, 58-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
The next quote is from a 45-year-old father who was quite ambivalent
about whether one should stress ethnicity or not. His Hong Kong raised
wife had very little exposure to the Asian-American perspective, and
thus, he had not yet been forced to confront his mixed feelings. This
father was rated "neutral."
But it is important to keep the racial thing in perspective.
Because, when it comes down to it, the major first step is
that they be comfortably identified with the general culture
they live in — the American culture. After all, they are
here in America and the responsibility is to the American
society.
(Respondent #10, 45-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
In the third passage, a father is quite proud of his efforts to
encourage his Chinese wife's ethnic consciousness. It is quite
interesting, however, that even he shares some reservations about how
far one should take ethnicity. He was rated as being supportive.
I always try to tell her to take more pride in being
Chinese. I am the me that emphasizes it more than her.
You should be proud of who you are and where you come
from. Sometimes she tries to remind me that she is
Chinese and I say to her, "Well, don't be afraid to say
what you are. Be who you are. There is nothing wrong
with that." Of course you don't have to rub it in.
There is a difference between rubbing it into people's
faces and just having honest self-esteem.
(Respondent #16, 60-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
Given spouses with such views, it seems reasonable that inter racially
married Chinese parents would be more likely to back away from adopting
a high profile political ethnic stance. Rather than risk making one's
ethnic orientation a source of conflict, these parents, shied away from
developing a Chinese identity that was too stridently political. This
is especially understandable for those parents who had to struggle
against familial or social obstacles and objections, just to get married
in the first place. In many ways, their marriages had become a
statement, of sorts, that ethnic differences could be transcended. In
this context, it would seem unlikely that the Asian-American "don't
forget your ethnicity" orientation would have much appeal. The end
result of this accommodative process is that these families experienced
very little conflict around the politics of raising part-Chinese
children.
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The dynamics of the interracial situation may not be the crucial
factor. Instead, it may be that the type of Chinese individual who
would intermarry would not be predisposed to adopting a perspective that
stresses a sociopolitical identity in the first place.
I have always had the philosophy that you should take
advantage of what the environment had to offer. So I
thought, if you come to America, you should assimilate
and try to appreciate what this country has to offer.
I would often wonder about the other Chinese. "Why
do you always stick together?" The way they do things
just didn't seem like they were taking advantage of the
environment...
I suppose that's what made me open to meeting my wife.
(Respondent #24, 57-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
It is clear from this passage that this respondent's assimilation
predated his marital relationship. In a sense, it is what made his
intermarriage possible in the first place. Thus, interracial parents
may represent the subset of the Chinese population that is most likely
to shy away from taking a high profile Asian-American sociopolitical
perspective.
More data is needed before this hypothesis can be adequately
tested. One possible approach to this question is to compare the
sociopolitical views (especially the amount of Asian-American
consciousness) of intermarried and intramarried Chinese individuals of
similar immigrant and assimilation status. Another slightly different
approach would be to look at the intermarriage rate among Chinese
individuals who are highly committed to an Asian-American perspective
and compare it to the rate of other Chinese individuals with different
sociopolitical views. These approaches would, of course, require a
sample size much larger than in this present study to yield meaningful
results
.
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Responding To Racism
Ha*/ one deals with racian represents a powerful sociopolitical
statement. Parents' reactions to their children's confrontation with
racian provide important clues about the kinds of sociopolitical lessons
they are trying to aonvey to their children. Before examining these
reactions, it may be useful to first set the context: How much racism
did these children face?
The traditional folklore that confronted these parents,
especially those who started their families more than twenty years ago,
was that mixed children were doomed to an existence of constant
marginal ity. A number of respondents reported that they had to endure
such "advice" prior to their intermarriage.
I remember my sister saying to me, "Your kids are not going
to be Chinese and they're not going to be Swiss or Caucasian.
When they're little, it might be okay, but when they get bigger,
who in the world are they going to date? Are the Chinese going
to ostracize them? Will the Caucasians ostracize them? What's
going to happen?" I said, "I don't knew. I have no idea, but
I am willing to take the chance when it happens."
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
These concerns were by no means confined to the past, as the following
statement by an intraracially married father attests:
If I had my druthers, deep in my gut, I would
prefer that they would marry not necessarily Chinese,
but Asian. I think it's a protective device of saying
that this is still a racist society and that
mixed families do have additional problems.
(Respondent #34, 50-year-old
intramarried Chinese father)
These concerns, however, were not substantiated by the data from the
interviews. Respondents reported, almost without exception, that racism
had not been a problem for their children. If fact, as Table X-2
suggests, respondents tended to minimize their children's experience of
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racism. Oily four of the twenty-nine interracially married parents
reported incidents of racism, which they felt were of significance, and
two of those four were because their children were part white.
TABLE X-2
Number of Parents Reporting Incidents of
Racism Involving Their Children*
Group Incident (s) of
significance
Small incidents
not significant
None
reported
Interracially married
Chinese parents 1 3 12
Interracially married
Caucasian parents 3** 4 6
Intraracially mrried
Chinese parents 3 0 5
* See Table X-3, p. 184, for listing of these incidents.
** One of these incidents involved Chinese children in Hong
Kong making fun of child because she was part-white.
The following comments are representative of these parents' perception
of racism.
It's never been a major issue. I'm sure there
may have been some instances, but I don't really
remember any. Again, they would have talked to
their mother about it.
(Respondent #25, 58-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
Living in Berkeley is not a typical American
situation. In fact, most of the kids in their
school have been mixed, so I don't think they have
had to face it, but I think maybe that's unique
because of our situation.
(Respondent #10, 45-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
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There might have been two or three occasions
when they were real young. I can remember little
kids making comments, but as I said, because of my
position, they have always been able to lead from
strength. They have been in a position where they
might intimidate others because of who I was, and
people, I think, were very careful. I think they
would have run into a lot more if it were a less
affluent neighborhood, and if they didn't have as
much in the way of strength from where they were
coming from.
(Respondent #18, 56-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
Several things are apparent in these responses. First, there was a
tendency to down-play the significance of the incidents that were
reported. In fact, as Table X-2 indicates, seven interracially married
parents admitted that they could remember such incidents, but these were
reported in a way that emphasized their lack of significance. The
underlying message from these parents was that racism had not been a
problem for the children. Second, a number of these parents stressed
that the circumstances in which they were raising (or had raised) their
children were not typical of mainstream American society. Thus, these
parents were not saying that this society was free of racism towards
their biracial children, but, rather, they had managed to avoid it
because of their protected situation. Finally, several parents admitted
that they did not know whether their children had experienced racism or
not. The assumption here was that if it had not been brought to their
attention, then it probably was something that did not significantly
trouble their children.
How are we to explain these findings? What are the possible
reasons for these parents reporting that their children had not had to
face racism to any significant degree? The most obvious explanation is
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that in the communities in which these children were raised, very
little racism was directed toward Chinese-Caucasian biracial children.
This seemed to be the prevailing perception of the respondents.
There are so many half-and-half kids around, I
don't think it's that big of a thing anymore.
Besides, I think the Asians have gotten a pretty
good reputation, so it's not really against someone
to be part Chinese. I think this is especially so
in school where the Chinese are always on top.
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Had the interviews been done in communities with less ethnic diversity,
with less acceptance of Asians, or with less acceptance of Chinese-white
interracial marriage, it is likely that much more racism would have been
reported.
Another possible explanation is that these parents were simply not
aware of the amount of racism that their children had experienced. It is
conceivable that either individual or family dynamics created a
blind spot in these parents. As suggested earlier, this might have been
especially true for those parents who were invested in proving that
their initial decision to have a biracial family had not been unwise.
For these parents, there may have been a tendency to look the other way
when it came to racism.
In a related vein the children of these interracial families may
not have shared the full extent of their experience of racism to their
parents. It is very plausible that these children, for a variety of
reasons, did not feel comfortable communicating to their parents about
this subject. For many children, the experience of racism may have been
extremely confusing, painful, or shameful. Unless their parents had
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made it a point to be sensitively available on this issue, these
children may have chosen to keep it to themselves.
Finally, it is also possible that the respondents felt that their
family, as well as their ability as a parent, was being evaluated by the
research project. If this were the case, these parents would perhaps be
less forthcoming about the difficulties they had experienced in raising
their children. Dealing with racism is inherently difficult and very
likely to be an area of discomfort and uncertainty. It follows, then,
that for those respondents who felt they were being evaluated it was
difficult for them to fully reveal their experiences concerning this
area of childrearing.
Before turning to the question of how these parents responded to
their children's experience of racism, it might be worthwhile to more
precisely describe the nature of the racism their children encountered.
Table X-3 briefly lists these incidents.
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TABLE X-3
Type of Racist Incidents Reported by
Interracially Married Parents
Respondent #
Considered
Description of incident significant?
4 & 5 Learning racial slurs and
rhymes towards Japanese
and Chinese in elementary
School
NO
10 Preschool daughter having
"difficult time" in Hong Kong
for being biracial
Yes
15 Son getting robbed by Mexican
gang in high school
Yes
18 & 19 Neighbor child calling out at
school-aged daughter, "half-breed"
No
21 High school son "sticking
out" while visiting Taiwan
for being part-white
No
25 Grandmother of daughter's boyfriend
expressing disappointment because
she was Chinese
Yes
27 Daughter participated in high school
play depicting Asians in a derogatory
manner
Yes
29 Daughter being teased for pigtails
in the first grade
Yes
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Table X 3 reminds us that a biracial child's marginality can
potentially emerge in both a Chinese and a Caucasian-American context.
In fact, the data suggests that these children were more likely to be
singled out in more homogeneous Chinese social environments, such as
Hong Kong and Taiwan, than in the more diverse California communities in
which these families were currently living. Table X-3 also indicates
that the thrust of the racism in the American context is taken to be
against being Chinese, not against their children's biracial status.
Being biracial, per se, was not a reason for prejudice. In fact, being
only one-half Chinese tended to make these children less susceptible to
being the target of racism directed at Asians.
Because of their hybrid nature, they can pass for just
about anything, so they can be whatever they want to,
it's been to their advantage.
(Respondent #16, 60-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
In this regard, it might be useful to compare the amount of racism
experienced by the children of the intraracially married couples to that
experienced by the children of the interracially married couples. As
Table X-2 and X-3 indicate three out of the eight intraracially
married parents reported that their children had experienced racism to a
significant degree. While this is a much greater percentage than found
among the interracially married parents, the small sairple makes it
impossible to make any conclusions. The question of whether biracial
children experience less racism because they are only half-Chinese,
thus, remains open until further research can be done.
One form of racism unique to the biracial child is that which comes
from the extended family. As reported earlier, several respondents
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claimed that their parents appeared to distance themselves from their
biracial grandchildren. Though this process was quite subtle, it was
often the most painful form of racism facing these parents.
Even to this day, I think my children who have
more Oriental features are less appreciated. Like
if one of my kids has a little red in her hair, my
mother really notices it a lot. I think my children
can really feel it.
(Respondent #17, 45-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
Incidents such as this were clearly the exception. Only three
respondents actually described this dynamic of racially-motivated
disengagement, and it is quite likely that there were other factors
involved in these family schisms. To balance the picture, it should be
noted that in at least four families the arrival of grandchildren
facilitated a rapproachement between parent and grandparents who had
temporarily become estranged because of the interracial marriage.
Let us now return to our original orienting question: How have
these parents responded to their children's experience with racism?
Unfortunately, the few incidents reported in the interviews, do not
provide much of an opportunity to precisely characterize the full range
of responses of this group of parents. Except for the four incidents
summarized in Table X-3, most of the incidents involving racism were
quickly dismissed as being insignificant and not representative of their
children's more general experience. In an attempt to generate more
meaningful interview data, respondents were asked to react to several
hypothetical vignettes involving parenting dilemmas concerning ethnic
issues. Two of these vignettes (one of which has been already
discussed in some detail) revolved around incidents of racism. These
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vignettes were presented as follows:
Vignette #1:
Suppose that your six-year-old son has just returned from
his first day at a new school quite upset. He tells you
that another boy came up to him and had told him that he
looked funny because he looked different. How would you
respond?
Vignette #2:
Suppose your twelve-year-old girl tells you that several
of her closest friends have started making derogatory
racial jokes and comments about the other Chinese
students in her school. She comes to you saying she
doesn't know what to do. How would you respond?
The responses can be broadly grouped into two major categories.
''Support" responses are those attempts to restore the emotional
equilibrium and self-esteem of the child. They are attempts to bolster
and expand the child's sense of self through either emotional support or
providing insight into the situation. The following passages are
illustrations of this approach.
(In response to vignette #1)
If it was because he looked Oriental I would say, "I
look Oriental, too. Many other people look Oriental."
I would tell him it is very normal to be upset if
someone had told you that. I would probably ask him
about the other people in his class to see if he was
the only one there. If he was, I would say that looking
different is part of being Oriental in comparison to
other types of people. I would try to make it positive.
That it was something very natural to have people who
are different. I might say, "God made many different
people. I don't think it's funny to God or to lots of
other people, but if the kid in the class hasn't seen
anybody like you before, then that's probably why he
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said it." I would make sure that he came away feeling
that it wasn't a negative thing to look different.
(Respondent #6, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese father)
(In response to vignette #2)
I think there has been a lot of resentment towards
Asians because they do well, academically, so I
I would say, "Usually when someone else does well,
people tend to throw stones at them." So I would try
to get her to understand where her girlfriends are
coming from. "They are throwing stones at people
who they think are better than them." By giving her
that kind of perspective, she might be in a better
position to decide on what she wants to do.
(Respondent #8, 42-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
In addition to the obvious esteem-boosting that is going on in
these passages, these parents are also trying to provide an alternative
framework for helping their children make sense of their differentness.
Being different is being framed as an asset; as something that one
should be proud of. Furthermore, those who put down being different are
described as being ignorant, inadequate, and impolite. The overall
effect of this new vantage point is that the child not only feels good
about being unique, but also becomes inoculated against future racist
insults
.
In contrast, "guidance" responses included those efforts to direct
the child into what the parent felt to be the best behavioral course.
These responses addressed the question of what to do. The most popular
guidance response was one that directed the child to confront. Six
(total interracial group was 29) encouraged such a response to vignette
#1 and seventeen encouraged this type of response to vignette #2. These
responses encouraged the child to respond directly to the source of
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the racist comment.
(In response to vignette #1)
I would tell him to fight back. That's me, I'm a fighter.
I would tell him that he doesn't look funny, and that he
looks like everybody else, so he doesn't have to take those
kinds of comments, and he should feel free to push back.
(Respondent #23, 55-year-old
intermarried Chinese mother)
(In response to vignette #2)
I would just let her know that everyone is made in the
image of God, and that those jokes don't help because
they put down other people. We shouldn't have to gain
our sense of good feeling by putting down other people.
I would probably say to her, "If you feel comfortable
in the sense of not getting whacked by somebody," I
would say, "Come back strong with that statement. Let
them know in no uncertain terms that the other Chinese
students have equal value and that you shouldn't say
that." I would also warn her that there might be con-
sequences, but she shouldn't want to have a friendship
on that basis.
(Respondent #4, 41-year-old
intermarried Causasian father)
If one were to try to translate these confrontational approaches into
sociopolitical terms, they would generally be consistent with the
previously discussed Asian-American perspective. The important
commonality is the sense of empowerment that is implied in directly
challenging the source of the racism. The underlying message in both
the Asian-American viewpoint and these pro-confrontational responses is
that one no longer needs to take it passively.
Given the large number of confrontational guidance responses (6/29
for #1 and 17/29 for #2)
,
are we to assume that many of these largely
apolitical Chinese-American parents harbor latent Asian-American
sociopolitical views? This is a distinct possibility. While not
politically articulate, this group of parents might have adopted a more
militant posture if they had been forced to confront more racism.
It is important to keep in mind, however, that the context of the
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interview situation and the structure of the vignettes in particular
probably pulled for a confrontational-type response. The unavoidable
pressure was that it was socially desirable to be an activist in these
hypothetical parenting situations. Thus, the large number of
pro-confrontational responses must be viewed cautiously.
A variation to the confrontation response is advice that encourages
a constructive educational response. Engagement is still actively
encouraged, but in a manner in which anger and recrimination have been
carefully removed.
(In response to vignette #1)
I would tell him that, "I feel sorry for the boy who said
that to you. He must be unhappy to say that to you." I
would try to make him feel for the other person; to be
sympathetic with the other child. If he is understanding,
there is even a chance that he coud teach the other boy
that being different is okay.
(Respondent #27, 59-year-old
intermarried Armenian mother)
(In response to vignette #2)
I would probably tell her to try to discuss things with
these other girls. If it's possible, to help them
understand that it isn't nice for them to say what they
are saying. I would help her explain and talk with
them about how they would like it if someone made fun
of their appearance or the way they look. ...
It's a good idea to try to explain. Maybe her friends
don't really understand what they are doing. Try to
get them to see how they would feel. I definitely
wouldn't tell them to yell back or anything like that.
(Respondent #37, 62-year-old
intramarried Chinese mother)
(In response to vignette #2)
I would encourage her to make her concerns known to them,
but I would not talk negative about her friends. I would
not create hatred in her towards her friends, but I would
try to give her constructive opinion so she could educate
her friends. It would do no good to get her into a con-
frontation with her friends.
(Respondent #27, 59-year-old
intermarried Armenian mother)
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There is a very Christian turn-the-other-cheek quality to this approach.
These parents are teaching a style of fighting back by taking the higher
moral ground.
A very different approach is one that stresses the value of
avoiding such racial confrontations in the first place. The
guidance here is to rise above the perpetrators of the racist remarks
or gestures, and not give them the pleasure of showing them an emotional
reaction.
(In response to vignette #1)
I would more or less practice what my parents practiced.
I don't think I would say, "Go punch them in the nose."
There are too many other nice people. "Those people
are very little and ignorant, so don't pay them any mind.
You are too good for them. Just ignore them."
(Respondent #29, 74-year-old intermarried
half-Chinese, half Caucasian mother)
(In response to vignette #2)
I would tell her to try her best to ignore it. "Make
believe that it doesn't matter to you, and if you can
get that point across to the people making the derogatory
remarks, they are going to stop making them, but if you
let them know that it gets under your skin, then they are
going to double, triple, quadruple it. If you have an angry
response, even show it in your face, it's not going to do
any good."
(Respondent #25, 58-year-old
intermarried Caucasian father)
These passages are indicative of what might be called "the old school"
philosophy towards dealing with racism. It is consistent that all of
the parents advocating this approach were over 50 years of age. The
prevailing assumption for these respondents was that racism only becomes
worse if one allows oneself to react and make an issue of it. Given
the social and political realities of their generation, such an
assumption may have been quite functional.
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Before leaving this topic, it should be noted that "supportive" and
"guidance" responses are not mutually exclusive. In fact, many of the
parents provided the answers that blended the two together.
A final area to consider concerning racism is whether or not the
interracially married parents were unique in the way they responded to
the racism directed at their children, and if so, how they were unique.
For the most part, the data from the interviews did not point to any
striking differences between the interracially married parents and their
intraracially married counterparts. The only response that seemed
clearly unique to the interracial situation was when one of the
interracially married Caucasian mothers indicated that she felt that her
husband, being Chinese, could respond more sensitively to the issue of
racism. She had made it a point to openly acknowledge her limitations
in this area to her children, and to make sure that their father was
involved around this issue. Thus, it might be argued that in these
interracial families, one parent was much better equipped to
sensitively deal with the issue of racism with the children.
It is likely that there were other important but subtle differences
between these two groups of parents that were not documented by the
interview data. One possibility is that the interracially married
parents may not have been as sensitive and responsive to their
children's experiences of racism as their intraracially married Chinese
counterparts. Another possibility is that this group of parents may
have had a tendency to shy away from taking a confrontational approach in
dealing with racism. While both of these tendencies make sense, by
virtue of these parents' histories of "rising above" racism, and by
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virtue of their current interracial circumstances, the interview data
did not strongly support such group differences. Perhaps, an in depth
exploration of the more subtle aspects of their experiences in this
area would be necessary before a differential response pattern could
be demonstrated.
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CHAPTER XI
LEVELS OF E1HNIC COMMITMENT —
CASE STUDIES
Perhaps the best way to appreciate the variability in these
parents' approach to their children's ethnicity is to describe
individual parents at different levels of ethnic commitment. In the
seven case studies that follcw f the experiences of four Chinese parents
(2 ranked high, 1 medium, and 1 low according to Table V-2, page 41) and
three Caucasian parents (1 high, 1 mediun, and 1 low) are presented in
sane detail. The emphasis is on exploring the development and
expression of their attitudes towards their children's Chinese identity.
In picking this emphasis, the other half of the ethnic equation in these
families, i.e.
,
feelings about passing down the ethnic identity of the
Caucasian parent, is obviously overlooked. The assumption here, as
suggested in Chapter V, is that the most salient ethnic dynamic for most
of these families revolved around the Chinese parents' background.
Case Study #1 - Immigrant Chinese Parent (Ranked High)
Respondent #12 is a 49-year-old man who has been a parochial school
teacher until this past year when he started a course of study to become
a minister. He has been married to an Oregon-raised Caucasian school
teacher for the past 21 years and has 5 children, ages 5 through 20. He
lives with his family in a racially mixed (30% Asian) working-class
suburb of a major Northern California city.
Respondent #12 was born and raised in Hong Kong. His father ran a
gxiall furniture manufacturing business and his mother was a hcmemaker.
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He describes his parents as being very old-fashioned Chinese. They only
spoke Chinese and interacted with other Chinese. Respondent #12' s first
meaningful contact with Westerners came in high school.
When I was in high school, a missionary came and grabbed
hold of me. At that time, I wasn't a Christian. But when
the missionary came, he showed us the true God. The Lord
got hold of us. First me, then my brother, and then,
one year later, my parents.
Respondent #12 recalls that his parents were initially very skeptical
about his involvement in Christianity:
At first they didn't like it at all. They thought of it
as foreign devils and all that. I prayed for them to
accept Jesus but it was no success. But one day, all of
a sudden, my father's business was burned down by a big
fire. My father didn't have any insurance and he lost
everything. My father was so unhappy. I told my parents,
"Don't worry, God will take care of us." A missionary
came to visit us, and gave us a place to stay. The
missionary's love for Christ overwhelmed them. It was
a turning point in their lives.
At 22, Respondent #12 proudly accepted a church-sponsored scholar-
ship to attend a university in the midwest. While in the U.S.,
respondent #12 dated a Chinese girl. The girl apparently broke off the
relationship because she did not like him pursuing a career in the
ministry, claiming he would not make enough money to support a family.
This experience forced him to question his deeply held belief that he
should marry Chinese.
I prayed to the Lord. I said, "If you want me to marry an
American girl, that will be all right." But I decided that
the girl has to love God first.
Respondent #12 met his wife while participating in the church choir.
The Lord happened to put me toward my wife. Without the
Lord, we probably wouldn't be together. I never dated a
Lofan (white) girl. There were lots of adjustments to make...
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For example, when we would go out with other couples
to a restaurant, I feel we should pay the whole thing.
That's the Chinese way. But they want to go Dutch. I
would feel very alone, left out. Little things like
that.
Respondent #12 felt caught in the middle. On the one hand, his years in
college in the U.S. and his commitment to his religion made him
incompatible with most potential Hong Kong wives.
I don't know what I would have done if I had married
my former girlfriend in Hong Kong. I'm sure it would
not have worked out. I know several of my friends who
went back to their girlfriends in Hong Kong and within
a few years they split up. I know three or four friends
like that.
Qi the other hand, he had deep reservations about marrying out of the
race.
Before we married, I had lots of doubts. I thought, "What
should I do?" In fact, I almost gave up the marriage the
day before the wedding. I almost called off the wedding.
I got scared and almost chickened out.
Respondent #12 's reaction to marrying out was to redouble his efforts
to have a strictly Chinese family. He insisted that his wife serve
Chinese food during the evening meal. At first he tried to speak only
Chinese to his oldest daughter. For a short time, he required his
children to practice their Chinese over the dinner table. He initially
gave 10% of his salary to his mother in Hong Kong. For the past 15
years, he has allowed his mother to live and be cared for in his house-
hold. His wife, during her interview, confirms this view of his
parenting style with several revealing comments.
If he had his way, he would have loved to ship us off
to China or some place and let them grow up strictly
Chinese .... I think he doesn ' t want to lose it . I think
he wants them to be like him. He feels very Chinese...
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My husband is very strict. The "law giver" as he puts
it. He did not let our oldest daughter date throughout
high school. She's dating now and he's not Chinese, so
my husband doesn't like that either.
Respondent #12 realizes now, in hindsight, that his past efforts to
raise his children strictly Chinese may have been misguided.
(What have been your guiding values in raising your
children?)
I have two ways to answer that. First, the wrong way.
I'm a Chinese. So I persist in thinking that my child-
ren should know the Chinese culture: The Chinese
language, background, whatever. I really tried it on
my oldest daughter but I failed...
I tried to teach her Chinese. But it doesn't work for
a father to teach his kids Chinese. I would instruct
them but I would get angry and frustrated. Finally,
I had to change my views because it wasn't working.
I decided to give it up to the Lord. I decided, "Lord,
help me raise my children as Christians. Then as
they grow they can serve you."
(So you shifted more towards stressing Christianity?)
That was my only hope in raising the children.
Realizing that he was unsuccessful in passing on his Chinese back-
ground to his liking, this father has rechanneled his efforts to leave
his mark in the direction of religion. This has turned out to be much
less conflictual because both his wife and institutions in the larger
social context had been able to lend support.
It is interesting that his feelings about raising his children
Christian take a very similar form to his earlier feelings about raising
them Chinese. The errphasis on a strong group identity — of being part
of a respected and somewhat exclusive tradition — remains the same.
All of my children must date Christians. Preferably
a Lutheran.
(What about a Chinese?)
Well, I used to say I would like to have a Chinese son-
in-law. But now that's not important to me. As long
as they are Christians and from a good family.
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In sunmary, this is a father who is committed to raising his
children with a strong sense of being Chinese, especially during his
earlier days as a father. In fact, his concerted efforts seem to have
painfully alienated him from his wife and children and forced him to
try to make some drastic changes.
In the future, there won't be separate races anymore.
We will all simply be God's children. The new identity
will be "God made us"....
So culture-wise, it will have to continue by itself,
on its cwn. But it's not a priority in my life anymore.
This father's transformation seems too complete. Beneath his wholesale
adoption of a new creed, there remains a sense that he has given up
something very important to him.
Chse Study #2 - Asian-Anerican Chinese Parent (Ranked High)
Respondent #5 is a 39-year-old architect. She is married to a New
York City born and raised Irish-Catholic whose background is in
education (was formerly a teacher.) She has two children, ages nine and
six. She lives with her family in a predominantly white university
community in Northern California.
Respondent #5 was born and raised in Los Angeles. Her father was
born in Southern China and her mother was born in a farming tom in
Northern California. Although raised outside of Chinatcwn, respondent
#5's parents spoke primarily Chinese and socialized exclusively with
other Chinese. However, she did not feel her family to be as
traditional as other Chinese families she knew, primarily because her
mother was not an
immigrant.
They were not as old-fashioned as some of ny friends'
parents. For instance, we kids spoke mostly English
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at home. They weren't as conservative, although there
was still a lot of Chinese culture in my family. Like
my father, he was a typical Chinese father. Fairly
non-conversant
. He made decisions and that was it.
There was no input from the kids or wife. We were
supposed to marry Chinese. And the Chinese culture
was the oldest culture in the world and we should be
proud of it.
Respondent #5 remembers feeling positive about being Chinese as she
grew up. She attributes this to the fact that she grew up in a mixed
neighborhood and had both Chinese and non-Chinese friends. In addition,
she says that the Asian students were generally looked up to as the good
students in her school which made her feel positive about being Chinese.
The attitudes in her family about dating non-Chinese were fairly
strict:
I remember my first serious boyfriend, when I was either
18 or 19, was Eurasian. At first my father got real mad
because he thought he was Mexican. My father didn't say
anything for a day or two to anyone. My Mom said, "What
did you do to make your father so mad." And I said, "I
don't know." But I knew. I remember it was a big deal.
I ended up dating this guy for three years. My parents
came to like him. He turned out to be quite Chinese.
That experience showed me that my parents could be more
tolerant if they got to know someone.
Respondent #5 remembers herself as being slightly rebellious in her
family. As the oldest daughter with artistic inclinations she remembers
having to push to establish her own direction. After finishing college,
she moved with some friends to San Francisco to "get away from home.
By the time she met her husband in 1972, she had established
herself as being fairly independent from her parents. When she
announced she was getting married, her parents had apparently already
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resigned themselves to the fact that their daughter was making her own
decisions. Consequently, their "objections" were more for proper form
than anything else.
We went down to tell them we wanted to get married and
my mother said, "Well we don't have anything against
(your fiance) but he is not Chinese." She told him
"Our upbringing is that we expect our children to marry
Chinese." He took it very graciously. They said that
they didn't particularly object but they just wanted to
make sure that he knew they had those feelings.
While strongly identifed as Chinese through her family, friends,
and the Asian—American movement. Respondent #5 does not remember
cultural issues playing much of a role in the early stages of her
relationship with her husband.
(What were some of the things that initially brought you
two together?)
I'm not exactly sure. Perhaps it was our similar back-
grounds. He is from a working-class background. I think
he shared similar ideas about responsibility, about going
to school, and working. He was intelligent and sensitive.
He wrote poetry. We were both influenced by being on the
fringes of the counterculture movement. We were both
sympathetic to idealism. I guess the time was right as
well. I'm not really sure....
I don't think the fact that he was Caucasian and I was
Chinese ever really came up. I'm sure I must have asked
him what his feelings were about Chinese women, but it
was not a particularly serious issue.
On the one hand, respondent #5 had become, for the most part,
totally acculturated — comfortably taking in and relating to the
prevailing currents of mainstream American culture. It was on these
terms that she initially developed her relationship with her husband.
Yet she also retains a consciousness about being Chinese-American that,
alongside of her day-to-day American living habits, continues to exert
an important influence on her sense of identity. This consciousness
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is constantly evolving as she actively rethinks what it's like
to be Chinese in light of her changing circumstances.
I've just recently begun to re-explore what it means to
be Chinese. I think I thought about it a lot right
after college during the period of the Asian-American
movement. I did a lot of exploring of my Chinese
identity then. I thought I had resolved all of that
in the 70 's. Now I'm re-evaluating that again,
especially in light of how the world seems to me.
Especially having a Caucasian husband and having all
white co-workers, it looks like a white world. Unless
you look in a mirror, you forget you are not white.
But when they look at me, I'm the one that's the odd
person although generally it works out OK, unless there
is some conflict and you all of a sudden are not going
along with the group and then you become the odd man
out. I was thinking about this, especially if there
is a resurgence of discrimination against Asians due
to the increasing immigration. I wonder what this will
all mean to me.
As a parent, it is clear that this respondent has tried very hard
to encourage a similar kind of ethnic consciousness in her children.
She has actively tried to expose them to developmentally appropriate
experiences that might bolster their sense of being Chinese.
We are always talking to them about being Chinese. We
eat Chinese food a lot. We talk about Chinese New Year...
I would hope that at some point in their upbringing they
could live in a Chinese cultural situation....
When I went to China, I came back with Monkey King books...
We occasionally go to see Chinese exhibits but don't go
to see Chinese movies.
She and her husband have chosen to live in a racially mixed community
and they have sent their children to a parochial school that is racially
mixed. They regularly visit her family and, in so doing, expose them to
the ways and attitudes of her Chinese-American family.
This mother acknowledges that her effort to expose her children to
Chinese formal culture is rather limited. Her emphasis, instead, has
been primarily in the area of attitudes.
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I think that the Chinese culture that I expose them
to is more tied into attitudes and self-esteem rather
than formal culture like opera. Being Chinese is
more tied into your skin and the way you look and
that my children should feel good about that. I want
them to think that Chinese people look good and there
is nothing wrong with them.
Unlike Respondent #12, (case study #1), this mother's commitment to
a strong ethnic identity is tempered with pragmatism. She tries to
work within the limits of what is possible.
I've tried to teach them a few Chinese phrases. But
it's not enough for conversation because I'm barely
conversational. So I shopped around for a Chinese
school. I ended up taking my daughter to the Chinese
school at our church. That lasted about one year, at
the most. It was never successful because all of the
rest of the children were from Chinese speaking parents
from Hong Kong and also they taught them using rote
memory. It was very boring so we gave that up. Ideally,
I would like to find a Chinese play group where they
could learn Chinese together.
Respondent #5 seems keenly aware that her efforts to push being Chinese
must be sensitive to the reality that her children are growing up in a
context that provides little support to her efforts.
In summary, Respondent #5 is a very different kind of example of a
parent who would rank high in her investment to instill a strong sense of
being Chinese in her children. Her efforts are marked by a self-con-
scious examination of what exactly she wants to pass on and what would
be in her children's best interest.
I've known a lot of Chinese, especially my parents' age,
who are always pining to go back to China and never made
a good transition to the American culture. They end up
developing a kind of defensiveness — like they have some-
thing to prove being Chinese....
So I think it is important for us and anybody else who
is a parent to examine who they are and where they are
coming from and not to put a trip on their children.
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Case Study #3 - Highly Conflicted Chinese Parent - (Ranked Median)
Respondent #1 is a 39-year-old lawyer. He has two children f ages 5
and 10, frcm a previous marriage to a California born Caucasian school
teacher. He continues to be involved in raising his children living in
a racially mixed (30% Asian) middle-class neighborhood in a large
California city with his second wife (also Caucasian)
.
Respondent #1 was born and raised in the Los Angeles Chinatown
district until age 9 when his family moved to a predominantly all-white
neighborhood about five miles away from Chinatown proper. Both his father
and mother immigrated from Southern China as young adults. His high
school educated father worked as a skilled tradesman. His mother had a
fourth grade education and was a housewife. His parents spoke primarily
Chinese and socialized almost entirely with other Cantonese speaking
Chinese.
Respondent #1 acknowledges that his family's non-American ways often
left him feeling out of place in his efforts to fit into the larger
community.
I have always had a reaction to them (whites) . Perhaps
some of it was when I was very young when I was afraid
that anything I did or said would be incorrect or out
of place. Perhaps it was because of a lack of identity...
It was from all the idealistic media you saw in the 50' s
ad nauseon. You know, Ozzie and Harriet. They were
all middle-class whites and when you saw them you said,
"Hey, that's not the way I lived. Something is wrong."
Like when I started kindergarten, I didn't even know
how to ask to go to the toilet. All this "please this
and please that" stuff. All the little day-to-day things.
I didn't want to make myself look like a fool. So I
ended up pretty quiet and shy. For instance, I didn't
know how to dance till I was in college and I think
part of it was fear of embarrassment.
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Respondent #1 remembers growing up without much guidance from his
parents. He attributes this to their lack of sophistication and their
long working hours. As a consequence, he became fairly self sufficient
and independent minded. So independent, in fact, that he consciously
avoided identifying himself with the other Chinese in his school.
When I grew up there were lot of cliques and a lot of the
Chinese stayed together and had their own clubs and
organizations. But I didn't feel that was what I wanted
to do. I didn't want to identify with anyone other than
myself. So I went out on my own. In fact, my best friend
was Jewish.
In his efforts to make it on his own, respondent #1 felt handicapped
by his background. In the following passage, his underlying ambivalence
about being Chinese comes to surface.
In high school, it was hard for me to be Chinese. I
always felt uncomfortable with the social scene. I
wasn't ever sure I would fit in.
This attitude extended to his feelings about Chinese women as well.
I found that the Chinese girls generally fell into
one of two categories. They were either a little too
withdrawn or they were very loose. I remember back in
college one said to me, "I remember you in high school.
You never did anything." So I wouldn't want to date her.
She was loose as a goose. I wanted someone who was
adventurous but not crazy. A lot of the Chinese girls
were very very conservative and very reserved. This was
not what I was looking for.
Respondent #1 met his wife while in college. After dating her for
a while, he remembers that she received many negative reactions from
friends and family. At one point her Southern-born parents forbade her
to see him because he was Chinese. These tensions were so difficult
that they eventually decided to marry without a wedding ceremony or
family present. Thus, their relationship began on a note in which his
being Chinese was seen as a liability — as something to be overlooked.
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Respondent #l's reaction was to prove that he was up to the
challenge and could rise "above" being Chinese. On the career front, he
joined a very exclusive all-white law firm. However, after working
very hard for a number of years to move up in the firm he realized,
very painfully, that his upward mobility was limited by his race.
I worked hard. And I got some really good results
so I told them, "If I'm not going to make partner,
you'd better tell me now because I want to look for
another position." But I was told by more than one
person that I wouldn't make it because I wasn't white
enough. Whether that was speculation or not, I'll
never know because I can't read these guys' minds.
I was advised by one of the secretaries that behind
closed doors, her boss, one of the guys in charge
referred to me as the Chinaman and the Chink. Then
I was set up to be the scapegoat on a case that was
lost real big and shortly after that another guy in
the office who I had three years seniority on became
partner.
Respondent #1 approached his family in a similar fashion. Again,
his message to his children was that they should rise above confining
group categories.
I don't think they (his children) should identify
themselves as Chinese or as Irish or as anything
really. They are individual human beings who hope-
fully will have their own perspective. I don't
think they will ever have to make the choice of
being Chinese or American or Irish. They have
to stand on their own two feet no matter what
happens. No matter what anybody says.
The problem, once again, was that it was impossible to forget that
he was Chinese. It was these feelings that didn't let him comfortably
accept his wife's all-American approach to childrearing.
Our biggest difference had to do with the amount of
control. I feel that the children should be controlled
a little more and not allowed to walk all over you.
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But she feels that a kid who yells and screams a lot
is a healthier kid. She feels that a lot of the Asian
kids are kept down too much and their spirit is kept down....
But there is a point where I draw the line. Things like
proper table habits and cleaning up around the place....
We were always at odds about that.
Respondent #1 also hints that it was difficult at times to go along
completely with what appeared to be his wife's "this-family-is-not-Chinese"
attitude.
In the beginning, we didn't give them Chinese names.
In fact, I don't think she really wanted it. She
eventually changed her mind and my mother assigned
them Chinese names. But it never got on their birth
certificates. As for me, I've always used my Chinese
name even when professionally it may not have been
to my advantage. ...
Like using chopsticks, it was always my feeling that
she never wanted to learn, not because of lack of
dexterity, after all we were married 14 years, but
because she didn't want to be associated with being
Chinese. She saw me not as Chinese but as just me,
which was just fine with me.
While these passages certainly do not show him to be an ethnic
activist with his children or wife, they do suggest he had mixed
feelings about trying to become completely mainstream American. There
is a sense that he still wants to find value and meaning in his Chinese
heritage, especially for his children.
The only thing I would try to comment on would be
to tell them that they are half-and-half. That you
are basically American and that you have a lot going
for you. I do try to expose them to some of what the
neat things are that you get from being Chinese or the
Chinese heritage, whether it's popping firecrackers in
Chinatown or eating Chinese food. They know it. They
get to see Chinese cartoons when they go over to my
father's house. They see video tapes of my father's
China trip or they go into the shop that my family
owned and they say to themselves, "Gee, you know,
having a Chinese background is kinda neat." It
enriches you and you get to see a lot of things that
a lot of other children don't see.
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Respondent #l's reaction to his wife's lack of support was to take
his efforts outside of the immediate family to experiences in the
community or the extended family. He seems surprisingly comfortable
with this arrangement — where his children's sense of being Chinese is
connected to things "out there."
If there is one area that Respondent #1 feels most strongly about
when it comes to ethnic identity, it involves his sensitivity to racism.
His life experiences have left him painfully aware of the subtle and
not-so-subtle effects of prejudice and this has influenced his parenting
philosophy in important ways. Perhaps this is why, against his wife's
wishes to move into a predominantly all-white suburb, this father chose
to raise his children in a multi-ethnic community with a large population
of Chinese.
He concludes the interview along this theme by forcefully
articulating what he believes to be his most important role as a Chinese
parent.
I think they have received exposure to a lot of the
positive things of being Chinese - like the art and
history. .
.
But even more importantly, is what I do. I try to
be a champion. I'll fight the big guys and my kids
know it. I don't take any crap.
(You're like a role model.)
Just because I'm Chinese doesn't mean that I can't
be a trial lawyer or an advocate against a large
corporation. I want them to know that despite my
experience (with racism) there are still firms
out there that will not discriminate.
In summary. Respondent #1 is an excellent example of a parent in
the medium range when it comes to the strength of his commitment to
passing on his ethnic identity. His parenting stance falls within this
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range not because his feelings are lukewarm or in the middle, for his
feelings are anything but lukewarm, but because his feelings often go
in oonflictual directions. It is his ambivalence that places him in the
middle range.
Case Study #4 - Fully Assimilated Chinese Parent (Ranked Low)
Respondent #15 is a 41-year-old Chinese wcman who is a free lance
graphic artist. She has three children, ages 13 through 19 from a
previous marriage to a Chicago born and raised Irish-Catholic business
man. She shares custody with her ex-husband, living in a racially mixed
middle class neighborhood in a large California city. She is currently
unmarried.
Respondent #15 was born in mainland China and moved to the United
States at the age of six. Her father was a self-made businesanan who had
spent ten years in the United States going to college (via the church)
before returning to China to raise a family. Her mother was a well-
educated linguist and concert pianist who was frcm an upper-class
Christian family in Taiwan.
Upon coning to the United States, her family lived in a nimber of
all-white California communities. Her parents, and especially her
father, very badly wanted to have his family blend into the American
society.
When we were growing up, the attitude was assimilation.
My father couldn't get us assimilated fast enough.
We
were never to call ourselves Chinese. We were
always
American. Or we had to stress ourselves as being
American-Chinese. My father was ashamed that we were
Chinese. We weren't allcwed to have Chinese
friends
My only Chinese friends were my mother's old
school
mates. She would invite them to our house
every
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two years or so. But my father hated having Chinese
people over. We were American. He would actually say
"Don't stick with the Chinese 1"
In the midst of this push for assimilation Respondent #15 remembers
feeling uncertain about what it was to be Chinese.
I didn't know what was Chinese that was being passed
on to me. I just thought all of it was American...
When I would look into a mirror I would say, "Who's
this?" Inside I felt I was American. I felt American.
The image in the mirror does not correspond to the
inner image of myself.
While in college, she remembers her parents' reactions to the fact
that she was dating only whites.
They thought it was perfect. It was exactly what they
wanted. They actually came out and said it. They
would say, "Eurasians make such beautiful children.
They are so much smarter."
During these years, in fact. Respondent #15 did not associate with other
Chinese.
I looked down on Asians. I thought, "Oh God, those are
FOB'S. ("Fresh off the boat", derogatory term for recent
immigrants) . Look at how provincial they are. Listen to
their English."
Respondent #15 acknowledges that after marrying, having three
children, and divorcing she was still groping for an identity for herself
and what she could pass on to her children.
At that time, I didn't know who I was, I was very confused.
I would have cried and would say I had no identity. I'm
a non-person. I went to China and nobody thought I was
Chinese. I came home and didn't feel American. I felt very
lost...
.
I have three kids and I was trying to pass something to them.
All of my analysts said, "You've got to give your kids
something Chinese." So I would read Chinese myths, even
though I knew Greek mythology better. I took them to
Taiwan with me. But my trip to China made me realize
that I didn't have to be Chinese or American just
because I didn't fit here or there. So I just said,
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"Fuck it, I'm just going to be me. I'll just concen-
trate on finding out who I am and not worry about all
this Chinese and Asian business..."
I finally understand what I had to do as a parent.
Not to fight about culture and ways. But just to allow
my children to express themselves and to watch and see
what they needed to do. Let them go to where they
needed to go. To accept them. What is important is
not that they are Chinese or American, but, instead,
the archetypes that invade them. Each one of them has
a myth to live...
There is no "only this way or only that way."
Respondent #15 quickly discovered that her attempts to raise her
children "Chinese" seemed not only artificial but coercive. As a
result, she has backed away and professes a parenting framework that has
a Jungian "discover yourself" flavor to it. In many ways, her
commitment to a Jungian parenting philosophy is reflective of her life-
long pattern of trying to move away from her Chinese past.
They see me as being more Hippie than Chinese. They
think I'm a 60 's throw back.
In fact, when asked if she serves rice to her family, she says:
Yes, about 4 times a month we have brown rice. I'm
a semi-vegetarian and a real health fanatic.
When pushed, Respondent #15 acknowledges that she retains some
attitudes about parenting and family life which she readily identifies
as being Chinese.
I always stress family. I tell them that I want to live
with them when they grow up because that's the Chinese way.
They have to take care of me. I make no bones about being
a very dependent person. I was brought up to be dependent
as a Chinese woman.
I have tried to pass on the Chinese idea of the extended
family because my mother makes that a priority. She has
trusts for them. She has made provisions for them whether
they like it or not.
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Even though she advocates a Chinese close-knit family philosophy and has
exposed her children to same Chinese culture, like Chinese New Year and
Chinese names, this mother's underlying message is still very consistent
with the ones she heard fran her father. Although in a new age
humanistic vocabulary, her basic position is: "Don't stay bound to being
Chinese.
"
Perhaps her response to the hypothethical parenting vignette,
involving a 16-year-old girl who claims that she hates all Chinese boys
and would never consider going out with one, best illustrates this
mother's overriding negative feelings about being Chinese. Try as she
might to present a socially appropriate response, her real feelings
breakthrough in mid-paragraph.
I would say, "How could you be so narrcw minded? Why do
you pick Chinese boys?"....
I have to admit that I used to say that when I was looking
down on all Asians. I can't stand Chinese boys. They all
have such caved in chests. They look emaciated. They are
so effeminate and they aren't masculine. So if she came
up and told me this, I would say, "I wouldn't blame you.
I haven't found a Chinese male who I would marry or go
out with myself ...."
But you really shouldn't classify by race but by who they
are, and at 16, I hop® she would knew that. If she says
that, you know you' re in trouble. You have raised a
bigoted kid.
Case Study #5 - Pro-Ethnic Caucasian Parent (Ranked High)
Respondent #7 is a 42-year-old Caucasian woman who is employed as
a school psychologist. She is married to a Hawaiian born Chinese
physician and has two children, ages 10-1/2 and 12. She and her family
live in a predominantly white upper-middle-class suburb of a
major
Northern California city.
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Respondent #7 was born and raised in a working class all-white
community in a large Midwestern city. She is not certain about her
father's ethnic background, calling him a "melted American blend". Her
mother was from West Virginia and also did not have a strong
European ethnic influence. Although raised in a racially homogeneous
and "narrow-minded" neighborhood. Respondent #7 felt her parents were
very different from others in the community.
Both of my parents valued education and really encouraged
it. Wte were both stimulated in a very different way than
our neighbors. They were also very open towards people.
They weren't as narrow-minded as our neighbors. They were
more open, less judgemental and more accepting.
Respondent #7's first significant exposure to non-whites didn't
come until after college when she taught school in an all-black inner
city school. This experience was extremely unsettling for her and
forced her to examine herself in new ways.
I went in there with assumptions that I would be accepted.
I didn't have any ideas of the barriers that were created
just because of the color of my skin. I really wanted
to understand more so I could be effective. For the first
I had the experience of being judged just because of the
color of nty skin.
The openness and sensitivity with which she approached this
experience was to later characterize her approach in raising her children.
I think that being married to my husband has made me
even more aware of what it's like to be different. One
example was when our kids went to preschool. I chose
it because it was a cooperative and for financial reasons.
Also, it was one of the best in the area. It just so
happened that the program was basically all Caucasian....
What started me thinking was a friend of my husband
came to visit us who was originally from Hawaii and he
mentioned to me, "Isn't this school mixed or integrated?"
That was the first time that I had really looked at it
and I realized it was not. I began to think that I was
being unfair to my child and I had not even been
concerned about that. So I started an affirmative
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action program at the school for the next year. There
were 25 members in the program and it took a lot of
fighting at the Board meetings to get them to hold
7 slots for minority kids. I said they mist be filled
with Hispanic, Blacks, or Asians. It was the first time
I had been willing to take a stand.
Respondent #7 is one of the few Caucasian parents who asserted that
her investment in her children's Chinese ethnic identity is equal to her
husband's. She regularly spends time in Hawaii with her Chinese in-laws.
She has traveled to China with the family, regularly cooks Chinese food,
and supports her husband's interest in furnishing their house with
Chinese furniture.
Respondent #7 does acknowledge, however, that her ability to under-
stand her children's experience of being a minority — of being different
will never be the same as her husband's. This is an area where she would
like her husband to become more involved with the children.
I think he has some different experiences with being a
minority, racially, that I cannot experience;
that I cannot understand. I've just got glimpses of it.
So I think that he has something special to offer the kids.
But I don't know, maybe he hasn't addressed it yet. I
think that is an area that he could be much more helpful
with them. "What do I do when I experience prejudice?" or
"How to handle that?" That is something that I could
support but I'm not sure I'd have the understanding and
empathy with them on that...
It's been a few times when he has to face that and I can
feel his hurt, we are that close now that I can feel it
although I don't know how deep it is. But you know it's
there.
In summary. Respondent #7 is a very good example of a parent who
ranks "high" for the amount of importance she places on developing her
children's Chinese ethnic identity. Her parenting style clearly
reflects that she wants them to feel Chinese in a positive and
meaningful way. She has done this in a manner, however, that is quite
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different from the approach that a Chinese parent might take. Her
stance is consistent with the status of being the non-Chinese parent.
Chse Study #6 - Ambivalently Supportive Caucasian Iferent (Ranked Mediim)
Respondent #13 is a 44-year-old Caucasian school teacher. She is
married to a Hong Kong born Chinese man (Case Study #1, Respondent #12)
who is training to become a minister. She has five children ages 5
through 20. She and her family live in a racially mixed (30% Asian)
working-class suburb of a major Californian city.
Respondent #13 was born in Canada but was raised in a small town in
Oregon since the age of 6. Both sides of her family were of
Austrian/German descent and were strict Lutherans. Respondent #13
describes her upbringing as "mainstream American. " She admits that she
had very little exposure to non-whites while growing up.
It was basically a lack of exposure. All we knew was
the Chinese laundry man dcwn the street.
She describes the racial attitudes in her family as being one of
ignorance and prejudice.
They were basically ignorant. They never really knew
anyone but white. It was a shock to them when I told
them I wanted to marry somebody else...
Although I really didn't feel their prejudice one way or
the other when I was growing up, I guess there were no
incidents for it to come out. Just when I started talking
to them about getting married...
Respondent #13' s first meaningful contact with a Chinese came when
she was working in junior college. She became very good friends with a
Chinese girl with whom she worked and claims that this friendship was
one of the reasons she became interested in "Oriental people.
"
When I went off to college I joined the church choir.
Ity husband was also in the church choir. I was curious
to meet him because I had known (ny girl friend) from before
and so I wanted to talk with him.
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Respondent #13 attributes her interest in Chinese people to her church
upbringing.
As I was growing up and as I was going to Sunday School,
I don't loiow why, but I have always been attracted to
Asian children. They would have those pictures and say
these are missionaries and it all seemed so attractive.
I was always attracted to the Asian children in particular.
I don't know, maybe God placed that feeling in my heart
because it seems like it was always there.
In thinking back to their early days of courting, Respondent #13
recalls, with some poignancy, some of the cultural differencess that she
had to confront.
There were some things that were hard for me to handle.
In fact, I'm still struggling with this one. He thinks
he should go out of the door first but I think that it is
not that gentlemanly a thing to do in this culture. But
he would never do that. He would let it slam in my face.
It was like the man was more important.
(How did you resolve that difference?)
Well, we resolved it by me learning to really try to
accept him as he is and that some of these things are
really important to him.
This pattern of ambivalent accommodation reflected in this passage
characterizes this mother's stance toward the role of Chinese ethnicity
in her family. On the one hand, her "missionary" spirit propels her to
support her husband's efforts to run the family along traditional
Chinese lines. However, the compromises that this has required leads her
to feeling resentful and victimized.
When we were courting it was like he was doing every-
thing to please me but after we got married I was
supposed to do everything to please him. It changed
just like that. I was in a state of shock....
He acted as if the man has to be totally in charge.
He has to make all of the decisions. He would sit
down while I cooked dinner no matter if I worked all
day. And it had to be a hot Chinese meal. We spent
our first years in St. Louis when it was really hot
and I had to sit in the kitchen and cook him a hot
meal while he went out to cool himself off. Those
were some difficult days.
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This mother's ambivalence is further fueled by her family's
unwillingness to fully accept the marriage and her children. In a very
powerful moment in the interview, she questions, just as her parents
always have, whether she should have married a Chinese.
When we talked to my parents (about getting married)
they said, "You are crazy! You absolutely cannot marry
this man!" But then they gave in because they didn't
want me to elope...They have never been positive
about my husband. After 21 years they still have
reservations.
.
.1 'm really not sure I would do
it again (marry Chinese) . I 'm not sure because of my
parents. Because of the barriers we have had and I think
it has hurt my kids...
For the most part, however, this mother went along with the wishes of
her husband and did not express her dissatisfactions.
There was really nothing I could do. If I showed
my feelings he would just get more upset. He would
have temper tantrums. I just learned to try to do
my best and keep him happy. Then I was happy too.
In going along with her husband. Respondent #13 has taken on more
Chinese habits and practices than any of the other Caucasian mothers in
the sample. She has learned to speak some Chinese. She has taken care
of her elderly Chinese monther-in-law for the past 15 years. She cooks
exclusively Chinese food for her husband. She has even, like a good
"Chinese" wife, gone along with some of her husband's childrearing
practices which she is personally against.
For example, I don't know whether this is Chinese
or this is just his family, but when the children
receive or earn money, like from babysitting, gifts,
Gung Hay Fa Choy money or whatever, they are supposed
to give it to the father. I found it difficult to
accept that the children were never allowed to have
money. Even our oldest daughter who was 20 last
year, had to give all of her paychecks to her dad.
He felt they should always come to dad — that he
should be the source of everything. As his wife,
I went along with this role.
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Perhaps this dynamic is best illustrated in the following passages about
her eating habits.
When we first met, my husband liked to take me to
Chinese restaurants. I said the food was good. That
made him really happy. If I said it wasn't, he said
he would never see me again.
I know I have completely changed the way I eat and
cook. Now it's rice everyday. Before I met (my husband)
maybe I had rice two or three times in my entire life.
I guess you could say I have a rice stomach, just like
real Chinese.
It is obvious, however, that her accommodations have not ccme
without reservations. In fact, the emotional subtext of her interview
appears to be a powerful indictment of her husband's rigid Chinese ways.
One of the biggest struggles with our oldest daughter
has been that her father has always wanted her to be a
boy. When I was in the hospital right after I had her
I remember him saying, "Here are 6 carnations, I would
have bought you 12 if you would have had a boy." That's
how he greeted me. I will never forget that. Although
he loved her, there has always been this feeling that
she could never live up to his expectations. But she's
struggled to and has had some hard times. Like when she
goes to school, he wants her to become a doctor. So she's
taking pre-med to please her dad. She tries real hard and
I think that she's a model daughter. She would do nothing
to hurt him, but health-wise she may not be able to. She
has an irregularity of the heart. One of the doctors said
that her heart has been broken. I think it's because she's
been hurt and it's because she can never please her dad.
She tries and tries unknowingly that he wanted her
to be a boy and that's something she can never be.
This mother is so caught up in responding to her husband's view
that she has yet to develop, or act upon, her own ideas about how her
children should think of their ethnic identity. The following passage
illustrates this important observation. Her attempt to articulate her
own definition of what it should mean to be part Chinese and part
Caucasian is sidetracked by her preoccupation with what she considers to
be her husband's dogmatism and excess.
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I've tried to encourage them to see the beauty of
both races and expose them to both races, realistically,
I think that they see themselves as more American
because they speak English and their friends are mostly
American. I feel you have to acknowledge that we are
in an American culture. But if he had his way, he would
love to ship us off to China or someplace and let them
grow up as strictly Chinese.
Under all of these reservations, however, seems to be a genuine commit-
ment to raising her children with seme sense of being Chinese.
But I think I'm doing my best to encourage them in their
Chinese because their world is automatically overbalanced
the other way. So you have to balance the other way with
the Chinese influence.
The difficulty for this mother is that her husband's more extreme
position tends to preempt her efforts in this direction. Her role,
instead, has become one of tempering her husband's efforts — of
sensitizing him to the liabilities of pushing ethnicity too hard. She
is left caught somewhere in the middle. Perhaps the way she plans the
dinner menu best captures her position as a parent.
We only eat Chinese when my husband is around. He taught
me and I've come to enjoy the food, even though it's more
work. I also think it's good for the kids to eat Chinese.
But when he isn't around, we finally get a chance to eat
spaghetti
.
Case Study #7 - Anti-Ethnic Caucasian Parent (Ranked Lew)
Respondent #20 is a 59-year-old successful, self-employed
product designer. He has been married to a Los Angeles raised Qiinese
weman for the past 13 years. He has four children (Caucasian) , and she
has three (half-Chinese)
,
both from previous marriages. His first wife was not Chinese. Ihe
children range from ages 18 to 25. He lives with his wife and his
family in a primarily white (largely Jewish) very affluent community in
a major California city.
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Respondent #20 was born and raised in a small town in Kansas during
the depression. His father was a garage mechanic and his mother was a
homemaker. Both sides of the family had lived in the U.S. for many
generations and were a combination of Scotch, Irish and English.
Respondent #20 describes himself as being essentially a WASP.
Respondent #20 describes his early years as being completely
isolated from other races. Because of this isolation, he claims he was
never aware of the attitudes his family had towards other groups.
There was never a racial issue. None whatsoever. It
wasn't until high school when I first was exposed to
blacks
.
(And with Chinese?)
The Chinese were always on the other side of the earth
as far as I was concerned. Very far away. Very remote.
So because there wasn't any contact with them, it never
came up as an issue.
In describing what brought him together with his Chinese wife, he
makes it a point to minimize her ethnic background.
I went to her for guidance about the kids after my first
wife left...
She was happy and cheerful and always looking at the
positive side of things. I just enjoyed her company.
I thought of her basically as someone grown up in
Beverly Hills. I could not discern one element of
Chinese in her background. I couldn't point to it
and say, "Now this is her Chinese part coming out or
something .
"
When asked if the issue of his wife's ethnicity has ever come up.
Respondent #20 asserts that it is a non-issue as far as he is concerned,
suggesting that he perhaps should not even be interviewed.
Not then, not today. Again this whole interview. I
would disqualify myself immediately....
It has never come up. It has never been a topic of
conversation between the two of us. I can't cite a
single incident. The only way is if we might say
funny things to each other. Like sometimes I tell
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her she is my chink in my armor, or I call her
chink-shrink for her profession. But other than that,
it just isn't an issue.
Respondent #20' s approach to raising his children also reflects
this tendency to minimize the significance of ethnic issues. This
father sees his role as being a strong model who provides guidance from
a distance. He has some fairly fixed notions about the nature of his
guidance; and it is clear that these priorities do not include anything
about ethnic identity.
My position is that I am a loner. I have always been a
solo individual. I'm not a group thinker. I do not gather
the little family around and have group discussions. My
dealings with my family have been based on a few precepts.
First, is health. I don't smoke, drink, do drugs. And I
don't have anything to do with anyone who does...
The second is education. I think they should get a job
and I have provided support for all seven of them to go to
school. Although to this day, it has been a miserable
track record as to how they have turned out in terms of
their education. The third one is self sufficiency. They
should get a job. I think people should work as soon as
they can. These are my credos. They can measure how well
they get along with me by how well they get along these
tracks. I think this is all pretty direct, but it
apparently isn't that simple because all seven of them seem
to be flailing around...
It disturbs me that they don't have any drive, which I
don't think has anything to do with their ethnic background.
It's just a lack of want-power. They just don't seem to
have the drive. They don't know hunger, being poor, or
dust storms. That's an issue for me. Here I am 60 and
I am still supporting my 25-year-old who can't even get
through school.
This father's strictly instrumental style of relating to his
children leaves him largely incapable of appreciating the more
subjective aspect of their experience — aspects in which issues
involving ethnic identity would most likely arise. For this father, if
it doesn't concern his three credos, it is not important to him.
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If his children were to approach him on a more subjective level
(which apparently they have learned not to do)
, his most likely response
would be to steer them in the direction of their mother, whom he
considers an expert on such matters.
Because of the unusual structure of my family, where
my wife has been a teacher for 17 years and a psycho-
logist and has had to deal with these issues every day,
I would probably say, "See your mother."
In fact, during the interview, this father chose not to respond to four
of the five hypothethical parenting vignettes, saying that his most
likely response would be to defer to his wife.
This detached parenting style, along with the fact that he was only
their father through marriage, contributed to a dynamic in which he was
not only oblivious, but largely unconcerned about the course of his
children's ethnicity.
Respondent #20* s allegiance to a lifestyle and value system stressing
self-sufficiency and independence, makes him question the close
interdependent family ties that he sees his wife nurturing in her sons.
He wonders if this might indeed be a source of culture conflict, but
quickly rejects this as a possibility.
I think she feels her children need to be nurtured
the rest of their lives and taken care of. I think
the only time they will be happy is when they are
out of the house and gone and on their own and making
it for themselves. My wife seems to relate to them
as a group, as the "boys," like they are not
individuals yet. That part is a bother to me.
Whether its cultural or Chinese or family or the
oldest son thing, I really don't know...
In her disillusion, I think she feels she will have
to take care of the boys the rest of her life. It|s
like a total matriarchal structure. But when I think
about it, I think its more a male-female issue. I
really honestly don't think there is a shred of ethnic
aspect to it.
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Respondent #20 does not hesitate to become explicitly anti-ethnic when
it comes to evaluating the merits of an ethnic group identity.
I think that pride and identity comes from self-
sufficiency. I don't think it comes from joining
fraternities or ethnic groups or group therapy.
I think it comes from your inner strength and your
own feelings about who you are. I don't give a
damn where you come from.
For this father, the issue of ethnic identity is largely a frivolous
distraction from the more basic issue at hand.
Oie of my most basic expressions is that the issue
is not black or white. But the issue is green. It's
money. It's economics. I've tried poor and I've tried
rich and let me tell you poor is nothing. If you
live in a well fixed community it seems like all of
these issues go away.... If I lived in East L.A.
,
I suppose Mexican would be the big issue all of the
time. Here in Beverly Hills, Mexican isn't any issue
except when you are hiring someone to work in your kitchen.
Given this perspective, it is easy to see why this father wanted to
"disqualify" himself from the interview. The issue of ethnic identity
in his children was clearly an alien topic for him.
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CHAPTER XII
DISCUSSION
Summary of Findings
1. Hie concept of ethnic identity can be analyzed from six
different perspectives:
1. Group identification
2. Ethnic continuity
3. Ihysical characteristics
4. Objective culture
5. Subjective culture
6. Sociopolitical consciousness
Ibis conceptual framework allows for a more organized and focused
description of these parents' approach to their children's ethnic
identity.
2. On a conscious level, parents were more strongly committed to
"group identification" and "objective culture". In actual practice,
however, their commitment in these areas carried a great deal of
ambivalence. On an unconscious level, parents were most invested in
passing down "subjective culture."
3. Interracial parents reported very little conflict in their relationship
in all but one of these dimensions of ethnic identity. Ihe one area
of consistent conflict was in subjective culture.
4. Almost all of the respondents gave lip-service to the notion that it
was important for their children to maintain a strong ethnic
(usually Chinese) group identification. In actual practice.
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however, there was a wide range of corrcnitment towards this goal.
Looking beyond their enthusiastic pro-ethnic self
-characterizations,
a majority of the parents were ranked in the medium or low range.
5. There were important group differences regarding the level of
commitent. Caucasian parents (especially fathers) were less
supportive about encouraging an ethnic identification. The
Caucasian father group was the most likely to report taking an
anti-ethnic position.
6. The ethnic identity of the Chinese parents was stressed far more
than the ethnic identity of the Caucasian parents. The issue of
ethnic identity was seen almost exclusively in Chinese terms.
7. Because of this asymmetry, there were important differences in
the roles of the Chinese and Caucasian parents. The Chinese
parents were primarily responsible for passing on Chinese culture,
while the Caucasian parents played a more supportive role. Both,
however, were responsible for assigning an evaluative valence to
Chinese group membership.
8. Almost all of the parents adopted a philosophy in which they were •
careful not to artificially push ethnicity. Instead, they tried
to take their lead from the concerns and interests initiated by
their children. However, because of their children's ability to
comfortably pass into the American mainstream, this rarely
happened. Unless they adopted a more activist approach, their
children's ethnic identity usually became a non-issue.
9. Three methods of transmitting ethnic identity were identified:
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1. Direct instruction;
2. Structuring the environment;
3 . Parental model ing
;
10. Parents reported that the impact of their direct instructional
effort was quite limited on their children. Not only were
opportunities for relevant ethnic instruction rare, but the
developnental course of ethnic identity did not lend itself to
conscious didactic influence.
11. Respondents felt that encouraging a group identification fcy
structuring the environment carried much more influence.
However, opportunities for this kind of experiential learning
were often quite limited because of the acculturated status
of these families. In addition, their children were often
resistant about participating in such activities.
12. Respondents repeatedly stressed that modeling was the most
influential method of transmitting ethnic identity. To them,
"what you do is more important than what you say." This was
done through their own ethnic involvements, through unconscious
messages conveyed during the course of day to day living, and
through the way ethnicity was handled in the marital relation-
ship. Ethnic identity was most powerfully modeled when it was
done "naturally"; i.e. , when it reflected a parent's authentic
involvement.
13. Barents were quite limited in their ability to describe in any depth
their approach to their children's ethnic identity. Ihey, instead,
tended to describe their efforts in a fairly superficial, socially
desirable, and, at times, defensive manner. This was partly
because
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they were not used to thinking about and describing their parenting
style in ethnic terms. A more important reason was that much of
their stance toward their children's ethnic identity was outside
of their own awareness.
14. A number of respondents argued that the development of a positive
ethnic identity was the result of much more fundamental processes.
Their point was that ethnic identity does not develop in isolation,
but is an outgrowth of more global psychological maturity and
adaptation. From this perspective, a parent's most important
contribution to ethnic identity is to establish an environment
that facilitates this more general development.
15. Parents expressed little concern about the ethnic marginality that
they had repeatedly been told would burden their children. Parents
were adamant in asserting that their children did not feel split
or without a reference group. Instead, they claimed that their
children's biracial status created comfortable opportunities for
multiple identifications.
16. Respondents' (especially Chinese) primary concern about their
children's group identification revolved around how their children
felt about being Chinese. They were worried that their children
might lose, or even reject, their Chinese identification.
Underlying this was a concern about the evaluative valence attached
to being Chinese.
17. Parents harbored a complex mixture of feelings regarding their
children's ethnic identity. While they supported the abstract
ideal of fostering a strong ethnic identification, this position
was tempered by a host of other feelings pointing them in very
different directions.
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18. The areas of ethnic continuity that parents seemed most conmitted
to preserving were cultural continuity and the maintenance of an
ethnic group identification. They seemed less committed to social
continuity or racial physical continuity.
19. Interracial parents expressed very little concern about the possi-
bility that their children represented a termination in their
group's racial continuity. They, instead, saw their children as
continuing their racial line, but in a blended form. Grandparents
were often much more concerned about the issue of racial contin-
uity.
20. Respondents also expressed little investment in maintaining social
ethnic continuity through their children. They generally did not pick
their neighborhood, school, or try to influence their children's
circle of friends on the basis of ethnicity.
21. Parents expressed much more commitment toward preserving cultural
continuity (as defined in Chapter XIII) . In actual practice, they
had trouble maintaining this commitment. Their efforts in this
direction usually revolved around maintaining what they felt were
*
family, rather than group, traditions. Thus, an affective tie to
the family, and not loyalty to the group, was the basis for this
commitment.
22. The one area of ethnic continuity that parents seemed most committed
to preserving was a sense of group identification. Parents very
badly wanted their children, at the very least, to continue to feel
Chinese (or part-Chinese)
.
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23. Respondents were much more invested in their children's individual
psychological well-being than in preserving the continuity of the
larger group. Parents were unwilling to compromise the development
of their children or risk their self-esteem to naintain group con-
tinuity.
24. Respondents stressed that their children's racial-physical features
were a source of positive attention. Their children's ambiguous
looks were seen as an exotic asset. When their children did
express concerns about their appearance, it was generally for their
"Oriental" features.
25. Four areas of objective culture were identified:
1. Holidays and traditions;
2. Language;
3. Formal culture (e.g., history and art);
4 . Eating habits
.
26. The interracially narried parents were oily minimally involved (if
at all) in observing the above four areas of objective culture.
They only occasionally observed Chinese holidays, did not regularly
eat Chinese food, spoke no Chinese, and had little interest in formal
Chinese culture. For the most part, these families lived a very
acculturated existence.
27. Except for language, respondents did not seem disturbed by their
drift away from Chinese objective culture. It was not seen as an
important priority and most parents admitted not devoting very
little effort in this direction.
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28. The intraracial families were slightly less acculturated
. They
observed more Chinese holidays, and ate Chinese food more regu-
larly.
29. Extended family and especially grandparents played a crucial role
in exposing the children to objective culture, particularly Chinese
holidays and Chinese food. Intraracial families were at a distinct
advantage in this regard because they had two sets of extended family
who could serve this function.
30. The Chinese respondents (from both groups) placed little importance
on preserving the exact form of traditions or rituals. Their
involvement in cultural activities was generally quite idiosyn-
cratic. In fact, these activities were often viewed as only a
means toward maintaining connections with extended family.
31. Language was the one aspect of the Chinese culture that parents
(especially the Chinese) most regretted seeing their children lose.
Although all the Chinese respondents spoke at least some Chinese,
only a few made a serious attempt to pass it on to their children.
For those who did try, all admitted feeling unsuccessful in their
'
efforts
.
32. Objective culture was a source of very little conflict within the
interracial couples. Caucasian parents were generally supportive of
their spouse's occasional efforts to involve the children in cultural
activities. The primary source of resistance came from the children
who often were not interested in getting involved in cultural acti-
vities. Parents usually did not push when they met this resistance.
This was true for the intraracial families as well.
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33. Cfrie area of culture that received almost no attention by parents
(both groups)
,
was what might be termed "formal culture." Passing
on Chinese art, music, literature, or history was not a priority
for these parents.
34. Religion was also seen as playing an insignificant role in the
ethnic involvements of these families.
35. Respondents (both groups) expressed very little investment in
passing down explicitly ethnic values. They, instead, identified
their values as being universal in nature, or based on personal
choice. In practice, however, many of the Chinese parents con-
tinued to operate from a more traditional Chinese perspective on
family roles.
36. Five broad factors of Chinese subjective culture were identified,
based on an ethnographic inventory derived from the interview data.
These were:
1 . Family hierarchy;
2. Importance of family ties;
3. Gender roles;
4. Achievement/work orientation;
5. Moral conduct and proper behavior.
37. Subjective culture was the one dimension of ethnic identity in which
significant differences were likely to emerge. These differences
generally revolved around family role expectations.
38. The nest common culture-related conflict in these families
revolved
around differences about family closeness. Caucasian parents
(usually fathers) often complained that their Chinese partners
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were too involved and dependent on their extended families. At
issue was whether the children should be raised with a similar
orientation toward family.
39. Another source of tension revolved around the appropriate exercise
of parental authority. Chinese parents (especially fathers) tended
to be more authoritarian in their parenting style. This created a
great deal of conflict and the Chinese parents were often forced to
temper their authoritarian style, or risk becoming emotionally
isolated from the rest of the family.
40. Gender role expectations were a third source of culture conflict.
In the Chinese father/Caucasian mother families, the conflict
usually took the form of the Caucasian mother demanding a more equal
role in the relationship. In the Chinese mother/Caucasian father
families, this tension was more likely to be played out as an
internal conflict within the Chinese mother.
41. Respondents were almost unanimous in not emphasizing a socio-
political consciousness in raising their children. Parents did not
describe their childrearing efforts from an Asian-American per-
spective.
42. Respondents (both groups) asserted that, for the most part, racism
had not been a problem for their children. When incidents did occur,
they tended to minimize their significance. It was not clear whether
the children from the inter or intraracial families experienced more
racism.
43. There were no striking differences in the way the interracial and
intraracial parents responded to racism.
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44. Responses to the hypothetical racist vignettes fell into two
categories: Supportive responses and guidance responses. Supportive
responses were aimed to protect the self-esteem of the child. The
most popular guidance responses directed the child to aonfront or
educate the perpetrators.
Implications of Findings
Perhaps more than anything else, this study deepens our under-
standing of the nature of ethnic identity. In particular, it fosters on
appreciation of ethnic identity's extrenely complex nature. The closer
one looks, the more one is forced to consider ethnic identity in
increasingly more complicated and multidimensional terms. However,
taking an approach that respects this complexity has an important
drawback: It makes it difficult to arrive at global conclusions.
It may be useful to step back at this juncture and to consider seme
of the factors making it difficult to arrive at simple generalizations
about ethnic identity. In other words, why is ethnic identity so
complex? The most obvious explanation is that ethnic identity manifests
itself across the entire range of human experience. As suggested fcy the
six-dimensional framework presented in Chapters V - X, ethnic identity
can potentially involve everything from how one eats to hew one thinks
to how one relates. A psychological phenomenon with such breadth does
not lend itself well to global generalizations.
Another factor contributing to this complexity is that ethnic
identity exists at many different levels of consciousness. It can
involve such self-consciously ethnic activities as celebrating an ethnic
holiday to largely unconscious habits of relating that would only be
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seen as "ethnic" by a trained cultural observer.
Still another factor contributing to the wide variability in the
way ethnic identity manifests itself, involves individual and group
differences. Individuals differ in what they designate as being
"ethnic" based on their own personal history. In a likewise fashion,
different groups (depending on age, generation, place raised, and
socioeducational status) define ethnic identity depending on their own
social history. Ihe developmental nature of ethnic identity; i.e.
, its
tendency to change ever time, is a fourth factor contributing to its
complex and hard-to-pin down nature. In many ways, it is an ever-
changing target that loses its dynamic nature when static descriptions
freeze it in time.
Finally, ethnic identity is constantly being shaped and qualified
by a complex array of emotional factors. In fact, ethnic identity only
becomes meaningful when its affective/evaluative components are
described and understood. This is far from a straightforward task,
however, because this emotional component is often filled with
ambivalent and camouflaged feelings. This list of complicating factors-
could undoubtedly go on. The point here, however, is simply to offer
seme possible explanations as to why this study has good reason to back
away from offering overly simplistic conclusions. Ihe complex nature of
ethnic identity is very real.
Given the above discussion, we cautiously highlight one finding
that seemed to stand out from the rest. In talking with this group of
interracial parents, the one theme that surfaced most frequently was
that ethnic identity was not the focus of a great deal of day-to-day
concern. Ihese parents repeatedly stressed that it was no "big deal.
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Whether seen as a sense of group affiliation, intergenerational
continuity, physical distinctiveness, cultural practice or
sociopolitical consciousness, most respondents downplayed ethnicity's
significance as a parenting priority. As one parent put it, ethnic
identity was an issue that remained on the "shelf" much of the time.
How are we to account for this pattern? Why did these parents
consistently minimize their concerns about ethnic identity?
One possible explanation, already discussed, is that these parents
were so invested in proving to the world that their family could
successfully transcend divisive racial categories, that they tended to
look the other way whenever the highly-charged issue of ethnicity arose.
From this position, these parents may not have been able to see or
report the true extent to which ethnicity had been an issue for their
children.
Another very different explanation is suggested by Cohen's (1978)
attempt to understand ethnic identity as part of a larger social
phenomenon.
We can say that ethnic directions are a function of salient
boundary conditions that trigger ethnic identity and/or
categorization in a population.
...If members of a societal sector that has sane potential
for ethnic identity are barred frcm achieving desired ends
because of particular sociocultural distinctions, then a
potentially salient issue is availaole for mobilization.
This can lead to a belief in ethnic unity based on all of
the socio-cultural diacritics that the sector has in
common and which differentiate it fran the rest of society.
Conversely, if the distinction leads to no frustration of
desired ends, the issue cannot arise and its salience is
absent, (underlining mine)
(Cohen, p. 396)
Using Cohen's logic, perhaps the basis for these parents'
minimization is that the boundary conditions necessary to make ethnic
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identity salient to Chinese-Caucasian children were no longer operative.
These children were so easily accepted into the mainstream that the
issue of ethnic identity had little reason for surface.
Cohen's explanation raises the issue of what are the underlying
forces that propel ethnic identity frcm one generation to the next. In
fact r this has turned out to be one of the fundamental questions that
this study addresses. The key question is this: What pushes ethnicity
through time?
One possible answer has already been raised in the above
discussion. Ethnic identity gets pushed frcm one generation to the next
in response to prevailing forces in the the wider social environment.
If parents anticipate that their children will have to face an
adversarial racial climate, the issue of ethnic identity is likely to
take on more saliance. Most parents in this study's sample apparently
did not see this to be the case.
Familial ties also propelled ethnicity across generations.
Parents' relationships to their own parents (the grandparents) shaped
their approach to their children in powerful ways. Ch one level, the -
nature of these parents' identification with their am parents
determined what they had to pass on to their children. What parents had
taken in, both consciously and unconsciously, from their cwn parents
determined what they could, in turn, teach (again, consciously and
unconsciously) their own children. In addition, the nature of the
affective tie these parents had with their am parents could potentially
shape, in important ways, the nature of their investment in passing on
ethnic identity to the next generation. As discussed in previous
chapters, issues of family loyalty, obligation, and independence were
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intimately intertwined with how these parents approached their
children's ethnic identity.
A third and final way to characterize the motivational forces
responsible for pushing ethnic identity across generations takes on a
more developmental-individual perspective. In this view, ethnic
identity is more than an adaptive group response to existing social
division. It is also more than an expression of intergenerational
identification or loyalty. Instead, it emerges from developmental
pressures ccming frcm within the child. This Ericksonian perspective
stresses that ethnic identity unfolds along maturational lines that
parents can, at most, only indirectly facilitate. Respondents
frequently alluded to this view as they shared their sense of limited
influence in directing their children in a particular ethnic direction.
Without being completely aware of what they were up against, parents
repeatedly stressed that they had little choice but to let many aspects
of their children's ethnic identity unfold on their own.
This leads us to the all-important question of hew parents can
facilitate their children's healthy involvement in this processs,
given their limited amount of direct influence. One possibility,
suggested by a number of respondents, is that parents' most important
contribution is to help build a solid psychological foundation in their
children frcm which healthy ethnic identity might later grew. This
brings us to the much wider issue of hew ethnic identity development is
related to more global developmental processes. What is being suggested
here is that in order to understand parenting and ethnic identity, it
might be useful to step back and consider the phenomenon within the
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context of a more general parenting and developmental perspective. This
requires that we drastically change the lens we are accustomed to using
when looking at ethnic identity.
In other words, a true understanding of parenting and ethnic
identity must look beyond hew a family celebrates ethnic holidays, or
even how parents try to instill a sense of group membership. It,
instead, must begin to look at the more basic psychological substrates
out of which the ethnic specific aspects of a child's identity and world
view evolve. Ehencmena such a core self-esteem, parental identifica-
cation, body image, and general identity development are likely to be
seme of the components to this more in-depth and integrated picture of
ethnic identity. It is beyond the scope of this study to elucidate how
these more basic developmental processes are related to ethnic identity.
The important point here is to acknowledge that this study marks only a
beginning.
Limitations of Study and Areas for Future Research
IWo of the three areas of inquiry originally proposed to formulate
this study were left largely unanswered by this study (see chapter IV,
Conceptual Framework) . Having described the parental stance in seme
detail, the groundwork has been laid to address the issues of
"determinants" and "outcome. " A better way to frame these two areas of
possible future research might be to pose the follcwing questions:
1. Determinants: How do parents arrive at a stance teward
their children's ethnic identity? What factors most
influence their stance? Hew do these factors interact?
2. Outcome: How do parents affect their children's ethnic
identity? What parental approaches are most likely to
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result in a positive ethnic identity? What exactly is a
positive ethnic identity in a Chinese-Caucasian individual?
In approaching the question of determinants, it my be useful to
employ the conceptual framework developed by this writer in an earlier
paper (Mar, 1984) in which six levels of influence were identified.
These included:
1. Wider social context
2 . Extended family
3 . Marital relationships
4. Ethnic identity of spouse
5. Ethnic identity of parent
6. Child's responsiveness
Using this framework, it might be possible to systematically document
the forces shaping these parents' stances to their children's ethnic
identity. This approach might be further refined if the six-dimension
definition of ethnic identity developed in this study is also employed.
With both determinants and the parental stance broken down in this
manner, it might be possible to identify which determinants, or
combination of determinants, are most responsible for each dimension of
ethnic identity.
The study of interracial parenting is obviously incomplete until
the question of outcome is carefully addressed. After all, what good is
it to simply "describe and characterize" without being able to find out
"what works?" The best place to get data in this regard is, of course,
from the children themselves. An ideal follow-up study would be to
interview the children of the parents participating in this sanple. It
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would be especially interesting to have them describe their own
experience of growing up as biracial children. This would help settle
the unresolved question of whether their parents' "minimization" in this
study was an accurate reflection of their experience. Their accounts
might also give us a revealing perspective on what was helpful or not
helpful about their parents' approach to the issue of ethnicity. As the
recipients of their parents' childrearing efforts, they are in the best
position to say what works. It would also be interesting to assess
their feelings about being part-Chinese and part-Caucasian ; possibly
using the six-dimensional framework utilized in the present study. By
assessing these children's ethnic identities directly, we would be in a
position to answer the question of what effect these parents had on
their children.
Finally, we might also begin to see how the definition of healthy
ethnic identity might change from one generation to the next. In a
related way, we might be able to see how Chinese and Caucasian parents
might differ from their biracial children in how they view ethnic
identity.
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APPENDIX C
Description of Study
The purpose of the project is to study Chinese-Caucasian
interracial parents' experience of raising their children. The goal
is to document the different ways these parents have chosen to raise
their children and to better understand the factors influencing their
childrearing decisions. This study focuses particularly on how
Chinese-Caucasian parents have dealt with their children's ethnic
identity.
The study will gather its information through interviews. Parents
who wish to participate in the study will be asked about how they have
raised their children. They will also be asked about their personal
history as well as their family relationships. The interview should
take about two hours. Each parent will be interviewed individually at
whatever location and time is most convenient and comfortable. The
interview will be audiotaped for subsequent research analysis. The
information shared during the interview will be held in the strictest
confidence and all identifying information will be well disguised in
writing up the results of the study.
The study is being conducted by Jeffrey Mar, who is a Ph.D.
candidate in Clinical Psychology at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. He is currently residing in Los Angeles while completing an
internship at U.C.L.A. 's Neuropsychiatric Institute.
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APPENDIX D
Interview Guide
1.
) Personal demographics
Name. Birthdate. Place of Birth. Occuptation.
2.
) Respondent's parents' histories.
Place of Birth.
Family immigration history. Generational status. Circumstances
of immigration.
Places of growing up.
Occupational and educational history.
3.
) Personal background.
How neny brothers and sisters? What place are you?
What was your place/role in the family?
How traditional/ethnic was your family?
How did being come out in your family?
Language spoken? Social circle of family? Parenting style?
Eating habits? Values and outlook?
Place grew up? Ethnic make-up?
School's ethnic make-up?
Circle of friends. Any changes?
How much did being affect how you were treated?
In neighborhood, in school? How much prejudice? How would it
come out?
While you were growing up, how did you feel about being ?
As a child, what eere the attitudes in your family towards
other groups? Towards spouse's group?
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What were attitudes in family towards your dating outside of
your race? Toward dating spouse's group? Your reaction?
College? With whom did you live? Circle of friends? Your
group? Dating preferences?
At that time, how close were you to your family in comparison
to brothers and sisters?
4.) Marital Relationship
How did you first meet (your spouse)?
How did you get to know (your spouse)?
What were the things that attracted you to (your spouse)?
Was there anything about your spouse's racial/family
background that attracted you?
When you first started seeing each other, was the fact
that you were and your spouse was ever an issue?
To family? How?
To friends? How?
To yourself? How?
How did marrying (your spouse) affect your relationship with
your family?
What have been the biggest differences between you and
(your spouse)? Do you think any of these differences
are related to your different backgrounds? How?
(For Chinese) Since being married to (your spouse) , has the
extent of your involvement with other Chinese or Chinese-
related activities changed? How?
(For Caucasian when appropriate) Since being married to (your
spouse) has the extent of your involvement with other
or related activities changed? How?
Do you think (your spouse's) being Chinese (or Ethnic-American)
has affected any of your activities or involvements over the
years? How? Have you gotten involved in anything Chinese
(Ethnic-American) yourself?
How much does being currently come out in the way you
live? How?
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5.) Childrearing (Now I'd like to ask you some questions about how
you have raised your children)
.
How old are they? Names?
General childrearing philosophy? Childrearing values?
Most important concerns?
Any differences between you and (your spouse) in your approach
to raising your children ? What have they been?
Related to your different backgrounds? How? How have you dealt
with these differences?
What about the degree of strictness? Amount of control?
Who is emotionally closer?
Do you think your children being part Chinese and part
has affected how your have raised them? How?
If they were 100%, any different?
How important has the issue of your children's ethnic identity
been for you as a parent?
How have you tried to shape their ethnic identity? In what
ways?
How do you and (your spouse) differ in approaching your children's
ethnic identity? Who invests more effort?
Have you given your child a Chinese name? Have you tried to teach
them Chinese? Chinese School?
What kind of food do you eat? How often Chinese? Rice?
Chinese New Year? Other holidays? Living habits? Family
traditions? Reading materials? Cultural activities? Family's
social network? Trips?
Racial make-up of your neighborhood? Racial attitudes in
neighborhood? Incidents of racism or prejudice? How has the
racial climate of your neighborhood influenced your approach to
ethnicity?
Racial make-up of children's circle of friends? Best friends? Dating
preferences? Any changes? Have you tried to influence? How?
Has the issue of racial-physical features ever come up? How? Your
reaction? What about differences between you and your children?
your reactions?
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Which side of the family do you see more often? Reasons?
Has your child ever asked you about what group he/she belongs?
Your response? Have you given your child an ethnic label?
Your sense of how children identify themselves? Circle of
friends? Cultural/ethnic involvements? Positive or negative
feelings about being hald and half? Any significant changes?
What is your sense about how your child generally feels about
hiir\/herself
. How does he/she get along with others?
Most important lessions from your experience? Any advice?
What would you do differently?
6.) Hypothetical parenting vignettes.
a. ) Suppose your six-year-old son has just returned from
his first day at a new school quite upset. He tells
you that another boy came up to him and had told him
that he looked funny because he looked different. How
would you respond?
b. ) Suppose your twelve-year-old girl tells you that several
of her closest friends have started marking derogatory
racial jokes and comments about the other Chinese students
in her school. She comes to you saying she doesn't know
what to do. How would you respond to her?
c. ) Suppose you find out that a very good Chinese language
and arts program is being offered on the other side of
town on Saturday mornings. Your nine-year-old son has
been meeting regularly with his neighborhood youth group
on Saturdays. What would you do?
d. ) Suppose your sixteen-year-old daughter casually remarks
over the dinner table: "I can't stand Chinese boys. I
would never even consider going out with one of them."
How would you respond?
e. ) Suppose your son's fifth grade class is having a cultural
appreciation day in which each student is asked to bring
something that represents their ethenic or cultural
background. Your child asks you what he should bring.
How would you respond?
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APPENDIX E
Informed Consent Form
Respondent's Name:
Date:
In this study, I am looking at Chinese-Caucasian interracial
parents' experience of raising their children. If you choose to
participate in this interview, I will be asking you about how you have
raised your child/children. I will also be asking you about your
personal and family background as well as your marital relationship.
The interview should take about one and a half hours.
I am sensitive to the fact that the material we discuss may be
somewhat personal at times. Please remember that you nay let me know if
you feel uncomfortable about a particular topic, and that you are free to
withdraw from participation at any point. I am also aware that I may be
asking you questions that you may not have had an opportunity to think
about before. Please feel free to take your time and to ask for
clarification if necessary. It is important to remerrber that there are
no right or wrong answers. I am interested in your experience, your
opinions, and your feelings in whatever way you wish to talk about them.
I will be tape-recording our interview and transcribing the tapes
for my own research analysis. Please be assured that our discussion
will be kept strictly confidential. In writing up the results of this
study, I will disguise all identifying information about you and your
family.
I hope that you will find your participation interesting and
enjoyable.
Signature of Respondent
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